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INTRODUCTION

In dealing with a subject so controversial as the
" Drink question " it is advisable, first of all, to make
it quite clear from what point of view the problem
is approached. I therefore hasten to state that I am
not a teetotaler and am in no way connected with
the United Kingdom Alliance or any other temperance
organisation. Neither am I interested, financially

or otherwise, in the liquor trade. In other words,
I am an ordinary person who is fond of an occasional

glass of beer.

But at the present moment I am chiefly concerned
with the winning of this war. Britain must come
out on top and must maintain her position among
the powers of the earth. Like every other Briton
I am prepared to make any sacrifice that will help
towards the achievement of that end.

Mr. Lloyd George has said that Britain is fighting

three enemies—Germany, Austria and Drink. Were
his words to be taken literally or were they merely
a picturesque exaggeration ? That is the question
which the nation has to decide.

If the Chancellor's words were based on the truth,

then the nation will be prepared to sacrifice its habits

and pleasures in order to annihilate the third enemy,
just as the flower of its manhood is prepared to

sacrifice its life's blood in order to crush the other
perils.

There can be no two opinions as to whether Ger-
many and Austria are Britain's enemies, but in the
case of Drink the question is so obscured that the
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average man cannot be sure that alcohol is the danger
which some people would make it out to be. The
question is a tangle of prejudice. On the one side

there are the teetotal advocates telling us that alcohol

is a deadly poison, productive of nothing but evil and
misery; and on the other there are the vast trade
interests impressing upon us that beer is a valuable
drink which helps us to work better and keeps us fit

and healthy.

The prejudiced point of view may be all very well

in times of peace, but it most decidedly will not do
for war-time. The only point of view which counts
now is the patriotic. Britain has no use for fads and
individual interests when she is fighting for existence.

It is Britain that we have to consider to-day and not
the ideas of the temperance reformer and the bank
balance of the brewer. The nation wants to know
the truth of this matter.

It is the patriotic point of view that I have en-

deavoured to place before the public in the following

pages. I am not out to prove any theory. My aim
is simply to place the facts, so far as I understand
them, before the nation, soberly and calmly, so that
it may realise to what extent Drink is the enemy of

Britain.



DRINK AND THE WAR

CHAPTER I

RUSSIA AND DRINK

In no country in the world have the evils arising

from drink attained such appalling proportions as in

Russia. The Russian peasant has become notorious
for his drunken habits. Every writer, whether native
or foreign, who has described Russian life lays stress

on the prevalent drunkenness. It is only necessary
to read a few of the works of Tolstoi, Maxim Gorki,
Andreev, Tchekov, and the other modern novelists

of Russia to realise how widespread the evil had
become. They write of drunkenness, and of all the
evils which follow in the train of alcohol, not as if

they were in any way reprehensible or to be deplored,
but simply as ordinary phenomena which do not call

for any special comment. Only the sober characters
arouse any sense of peculiarity. To be sober is to be
abnormal in Russian literature.

The extent of the evil can be judged from the
following words of Dr. Sergei Vesselitski, a Russian
Government official :

" Russia loses every year
through death from lack of maternal milk four and
a half million children under five years of age; over
a million working men die every year in the prime
of their life from alcoholism; hundreds of thousands
of sufferers from various forms of alcoholism fill the
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hospitals, not to mention some twenty-seven thousand
lunatics who remain at large for want of accommoda-
tion in the asylums; millions of women either sell

their bodies or submit to ill-treatment; there are

eight hundred thousand criminals in the gaols, besides

millions of more or less defective individuals who
contaminate, morally and physically, all with whom
they come in contact; innumerable public-house
keepers allow many thousands of peasants to drink
away all their possessions, including even their

furniture and houses, turning out the unfortunate
peasants to roam about the countryside throughout
the severe Russian winter."

These are not the words of an irresponsible advocate
of temperance reform, but statements which are

vouched for by the Government itself. For a quarter
of a century the authorities have been attempting
to grapple with the problem. In 1894 the Tsar, on
the advice of Count de Witte, who was at that time
the Minister of Finance, issued a Ukase which made
the sale of vodka, the national drink, a Government
monopoly. It was hoped that State management
would lessen drunkenness and at the same time benefit

the revenue. It was decided, too, to spend large

sums on educative temperance work among the
people and to provide counter-attractions to the
vodka shops. In this connection, nearly five million

pounds have been spent during the past ten years.

But the only object that was attained by means of

this step was the filling of the Imperial coffers. The
State Monopoly became the most lucrative source of

revenue. In the year 1913 out of a total revenue of

8,415,000,000 rubles no less than 900,000,000 rubles
was derived from the liquor monopoly, as against
818,000,000 rubles from the State railways, the next
largest source of income. The net revenue from
drink amounted to £69,500,000 sterling. During
the whole period of State control the consumption
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of alcohol and the attendant evils have steadily

increased. The quantity of vodka sold during 1914
was no less than 294,000,000 gallons. When it is

considered that vodka contains upwards of 40 per
cent, of absolute alcohol, it will be realised that

the Russian holds the doubtful honour of being the

greatest consumer of alcohol in the world.

When the Duma was established in 1905 it was
confidently expected that there would be a great

advance in temperance reform, but little practical

progress has been recorded. Many attempts to

grapple with the problem were made, but they
served chiefly to emphasise its many difficulties.

There was the question as to how the deficiency in

the revenue, which was a necessary corollary to

national sobriety, was to be made good. There was
the question of unemployment. Agriculture was
largely dependent on the State distilleries, and it

would have caused much ruin and misery if the rye
and potato production was interfered with in any
way. But most difficult of all was the problem of

the peasant himself. Every Russian is more or less

a fatalist ; and the peasants, though fully aware of the
evils arising from drink, had come to believe them-
selves incapable of exercising any self-restraint in

regard to its consumption. Thus, when a modified
form of local option was tried in some parts of the
country, the opportunity was taken of adding to the
number of liquor shops instead of reducing them.
Up to 1912 little was done in the Duma beyond

the passing of occasional resolutions, urging the
Church to take up a temperance crusade. In 1913
a commission was appointed to investigate the whole
subject and as a result of its report a very important
Bill was passed through the Duma and referred to
the Council of the Empire. The provisions embodied
in the Bill were : full local option to all communes,
townships and villages; the right of all local bodies
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to prohibit or restrict the sale of Uquor, and the

right of women to vote on these matters. This last

proviso practically assured a majority for prohibition

in every commune, for in Russia, as everywhere else,

it is the women who suffer most from the liquor

traffic. It was expected that the Council would
reject such drastic proposals, but instead it approved
the Bill with but a few minor modifications. That
Bill would doubtless have become law in due course,

but before it emerged from all the various legislative

processes, the war broke out and it was rendered
unnecessary.

It is not quite right, therefore, to assert, as is com-
monly done, that the war has made Russia sober.

The war merely expedited what was inevitable from
the moment when the Council of the Empire gave its

approval to the Bill. The evil had assumed such
appalling proportions that the authorities were deter-

mined to deal drastically with it. This attitude was
in very large measure due to the influence of the
Tsar. Early in 1914 His Majesty gave a strong lead

to the nation in the form of a rescript addressed to

M. Barck, the Minister of Finance : "I have come
to the conclusion that the duty lies upon me, before

God and Russia, to introduce into the management
of the State finances and of the economic problems of

the country fundamental reforms for the welfare of

my beloved people. It is not meet that the welfare
of the Exchequer should be dependent upon the ruin

of the spiritual and productive energies of numbers of

my loyal subjects."

These words met with an immediate response.

The peasants forwarded petitions asking that the
liquor shops should be closed. In many cases this was
done. But it soon became apparent that permanent
reform could not be thus quickly and easily attained.

After a few months of abstinence the enthusiasm of

the peasants began to wane, and they forwarded
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petitions asking that the shops should be re-

opened. It was obvious that to make any lasting

improvement it was necessary to provide some
attraction which would remove the craving for

vodka. Hitherto, vodka has been the only recreation

available for the vast majority of the peasants. The
necessary attraction was provided by the war.
Every peasant has been given something to do and
to think about, he has something to live and die for,

other than vodka. Hence Russia has changed
automatically from the most drunken nation in the
world to the most sober; a miracle without parallel

in the history of the world.
With the publication of the order for the general

mobilisation, all wine shops, beer saloons, and vodka
shops were closed, and the sale of all alcoholic liquors

forbidden. This was intended as a temporary measure
to assist in the process of mobilisation. Subsequently
it was extended for the duration of the war. Finally
it was decided that the State monopoly of vodka
should be formally abolished for ever. At present,

therefore, Russia is teetotal to all practical intents

and purposes, for the prohibition extends not merely
to vodka alone, but to wines and beers as well. After
the war the embargo on wine and beer will possibly
be relaxed, but in the meantime it is not usually
recognised how complete are the measures which
have been taken.

In view of the considerable doubt which exists as

to how far the measures taken in Russia approach
to prohibition, it may be well to give the Report of

the British Ambassador at Petrograd to the Foreign
Office. The Report is dated December 3, and runs
as follows :

—

" With the publication of the order for a general
mobilisation of the land and sea forces of the Empire,
all wine shops, beer saloons, and Government ' vodka

*
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shops were closed, and the sale of all intoxicants

absolutely prohibited, except in first-class restaurants

and hotels, until completion of mobilisation. This
order, with varying modifications, has been prolonged
from time to time, and remains in force at the present

moment.
" By an Order of the Council of Ministers published

3rd-16th September, it was notified that His Imperial
Majesty has been pleased, on 22nd August-4th
September to prohibit the sale of spirits and ' vodka '

until the end of the war.
" In the Bulletin of Laws, No. 275 (Series No. 1),

dated 10th-23rd October, the Council of Ministers,

on the authority of Article 87 of the Fundamental
Laws, 'empowered local, municipal, and provincial

administrative bodies to petition in prescribed form
for a prohibition of the sale of all strong drinks.

Upon receipt of these petitions the local excise

officials, working conjointly with the administrative
(Government) authorities, must order the cessation

of all trade in intoxicants in the district in question
within at latest a period of three months. When
the order of prohibition takes effect previous to expiry
of the licence granted, licensees will be refunded a
proportionate amount of all dues they have paid for

the right to retail beer or spirits.
" In the future no trade licence will be granted

for a longer period than one year, and all licences

which were granted previous to the publication of

this Order of the Council of Ministers will cease to
have force on 81st December of this year (O.S.).

" The powers given by this Order to local public
bodies have been largely exercised, and the Press
daily report from all parts of the country of the
closure by local option of wine-shops, beer-saloons,

etc. In many places the prohibition is for all time,
but in the majority of cases provisionally until the
end of the war. The Municipal Council of Petrograd
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has restricted the sale of beer and wine to 49 first-

class hotels and restaurants, and it is rumoured that
this number is shortly to be reduced to 20. Light
red and white wine (16 per cent, strength) and cham-
pagne may be sold by wine merchants daily from
10 a.m. to 6 p.m., except on Saturdays and the eve
of festivals, when the hours are from 10 a.m. until

2 p.m. On Sundays and feast days the sale of all

intoxicants (except in the 49 hotels and restaurants

above mentioned) is forbidden, and the shops remain
closed throughout the day. The sale of any drink is

prohibited after 11 p.m., at which hour all hotels

and restaurants without exception must close. The
sale of all spirits is absolutely forbidden. Vodka is

unobtainable, and the existing Government monopoly
for its manufacture and sale is to cease.

" The illegal sale of beer, porter, wine and spirits

is punishable by a fine not exceeding 3000 rubles or
three months' imprisonment, closure of the restaurant
or saloon, and perpetual disqualification to hold a
licence. Similar liability is incurred by the supply
of drink to persons already in an evident state of

insobriety.
" All liquors purchased in hotels and restaurants

must be consumed on the premises and may be
supplied only to customers having meals. Penalty
for a violation of this regulation is fine or imprison-
ment not exceeding 3000 rubles or three months.

" Persons found intoxicated or incapable on the
streets or in public places are liable to a fine of 100
rubles or in default three weeks' arrest.

" Other Temperance measures which have been
adopted are as follows.

" Numbers of beer saloons and third-class eating
and drinking houses in the towns of Russia have
been compulsorily closed by order of local public
bodies with the sanction of the Government, and
the numbers of streets in which the opening of such
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establishments is prohibited has been increased.

The sale of all liquors has been forbidden in the
vicinity of barracks, camps, military training areas,

public market-places, and of all categories of educa-
tional establishments. The sale of intoxicants in

third-class railway restaurants, except where there
are second- and first-class restaurants also, is for-

bidden, and in all classes of railway restaurants the
sale of beer or wine is limited to a specified period
previous to the arrival and subsequent to the de-

parture of a train. The same regulations apply to
restaurants on wharves and to the bars on steamers
during their stay at any point of call. Licences for

music and other entertainments in popular restau-

rants and beer saloons will be granted with extreme
caution and in restricted numbers. The sale of beer
in public baths will no longer be allowed. On all

occasions of public assembly (elections, fair days,
sittings of the local courts or boards) the sale of beer
or wine in the village or to^vnship concerned will be
prohibited.

" Excise duty on beer has been increased from
1 ruble 70 copecks (about 2s. 9d.) per pood of malt
extract to 6 rubles (about 125.), and the percentage
of alcohol has been reduced from 9 per cent, to
3" 7 per cent. The extreme penalty for the prepara-
tion or sale of beer of greater strength than above
stated is six months' imprisonment.

" In places under martial law, or in a state of siege,

or within the sphere of military operations, the sale

of all intoxicants is absolutely forbidden."

So far, then, as the army is concerned, the pro-
hibition is absolute. Reliable observers have also

stated that the measure has resulted in what prac-
tically amounts to the prohibition of all alcoholic
liquors among all classes of society. For instance,
Mr. Hamilton Fyfe, the Petrograd correspondent of
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the Daily Mail, describes the situation in the following

words :
" Try to imagine all the public-houses in

London and all the towns and villages throughout
the British Isles closed; all the shops which now
sell wines and spirits filling their windows with
Perrier and grape-juice and non-alcoholic champagne

;

all the restaurants putting away their wine cards and
offering with lunch, dinner and supper nothing
stronger than cider or ginger ale. That is the state

of things in Russia. Strange it seems indeed, yet
there is one thing stranger. Nobody makes any
audible complaint. If such a suspension of the sale

of all intoxicating drinks were to be ordered in

England, think of the newspaper war there would be
about it ! Think of the numberless letters that
would be written 1 Think of the meetings which the
trades affected would hold—the brewers and publicans
hop-growers and wine merchants, bar-keepers and
restauranteurs I Here there are no meetings, no
letters to the newspapers, no controversy. Breweries
are idle, beer shops stand shuttered and cheerless.

In the famous and fashionable restaurants, the
' Bear,' the ' Cafe de Paris,' the ' Astoria,' guests
drink kvass at a shilling a jug, and profits dwindle
to vanishing point. Yet there is no agitation.

Those who grumble, grumble behind closed doors.

. . . Cheeks which were grey and flabby have colour
in them again. The owners of these cheeks would
pay a ridiculously high price for vodka if they could
get it. I have heard of whisky changing hands at
thirty shillings a bottle. But the stocks which were
laid up in cellars and cupboards are mostly exhausted.
Private vendors are very hard to find now, and to
buy otherwise than in secret is out of the question.
There are no ' blind pigs ' as in Canada, and the
druggists, who in the United States will usually
oblige with spirits sold as medicine, are so terrified

here, that if you take them a prescription with
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alcohol in it, they ring up your doctor to make sure

that you are not a fraud."
Russia to-day is, therefore, the most interesting

country in the world. It is providing an example of

the results of total and effective prohibition on a
people which has hitherto been exceptionally given
to drunkenness. True, the position is somewhat
abnormal owing to the war, but the chief effect of

the war has been to make the acceptance of projiibi-

tion voluntary. This is obviously essential for the
success of any scheme of reform. Forced reforms are

rarely satisfactory. All improvements entail some
degree of sacrifice, and that sacrifice to be effective

must be borne ungrudgingly. In the present instance
the war has paved the way for the sacrifice of ingrained
habits and much material wealth. The same thing
has happened in France. Over here, in Britain, the
peril for various reasons, chiefly the zeal of the
authorities for keeping all news secret, has not been
so fully realised as in Russia and France. Doubt-
less, however, if Scotland were in the same position

as the desolated portions of Poland and France the
British nation would accept prohibition or any other
drastic measure as readily as their allies have done.
In any case, leaving aside the question whether the
war has rendered prohibition necessary in Britain, it

is well worth while to note the effect of enforced
sobriety in Russia. What the war has rendered
possible in the dominions of the Tsar, education may
some day achieve in Britain.

The prohibition was determined upon purely
as a military measure in order to expedite the
mobilisation. That some such action was necessary
the authorities had learnt from bitter experience.
Owing to the vastness of the territories, the in-

adequate railway system and the scattered population,
mobilisation is more difficult in Russia than in any
other country. At the best of times it is a delicate
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operation which can easily degenerate into a hope-
less muddle. During the Russo-Japanese war the
inveterate drunkenness of all ranks reduced the
mobilisation to a state of chaos. Weeks, nay,
months, were wasted in straightening out the muddles
arising from dnmkenness. In the present instance
Russia was determined to run no such risks. The
authorities did not wait until the trouble manifested
itself, but very wisely prevented it from arising at

all. The result was that the mobilisation of the
Russian army was a miracle of organisation. Not
a drunken soldier or peasant was to be seen and the
whole process was effected several days sooner than
the official schedule time, and no less than three
weeks sooner than the German military staff had
considered possible. When it is remembered that
in those early days of the war the German armies
were hacking their way through Belgium and on
towards Paris, the military value of this speedy
mobilisation on the part of Russia becomes obvious.
Instead of being able to neglect her eastern frontiers

Germany found herself seriously menaced from that
direction. Thus the pressure on the Allies in the
west was relieved, and it is not an exaggeration to
say that prohibition in Russia saved Paris from
falling into the hands of the enemy and altered the
whole course of the war.
The military advantages of sobriety have by no

means been confined to the mobilisation. In the
first place, the conduct of the troops, in contrast to
that of their enemies, has been exemplary. Early
in the war a number of articles appeared in the
German papers pointing out that the Russian armies
suffered under a tremendous disadvantage owing to
the addiction of the soldiers of all ranks to strong
drink and the large quantities allowed them. Then
an article appeared in the Vorwdrts by a refugee from
Eastern Prussia stating that whatever the Russian
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soldier might have been in the past, he is anything
but a drunkard now. The refugee told how when
the dreaded Cossacks arrived at his village, he
offered one of the officers some wine. Much to his

amazement the offer was refused. " We are not
taking a drop of alcohol on this campaign," explained
the officer. " It is strictly forbidden. But I

should be very grateful for a cup of tea." For
some time past there have been no more articles

in the German papers on the subject of Russian
drunkenness.

Writing in The Times a neutral observer makes the
following remarks :

" The one thing which impresses
the observer more and more each day is the sobriety

and good behaviour of the Russian troops. I have
now been with the army for nearly three weeks, and
have seen thousands upon thousands of soldiers from
all parts of Russia. I have yet to see the first

drunken or disorderly man connected with the
army, either officer or soldier. The dread of soldiery,

which is the rule when armies are spread over the
land, is absolutely lacking. It is certain that the
prohibition of strong drink has worked wonders in

the Russian army, and is one of the great factors

in the isplendid showing, both in the field and
in the cities, that is being made by the Russian
armies both in Galicia and in the Polish theatre of

war."
Another important result of sobriety is shown in

the improved physical condition of the troops.

Innumerable army surgeons have testified to the
benefits of sobriety. Operations are much more
easily performed on men who have been unable to
obtain drink than on those who are more or less under
its influence. They recover from their wounds much
more quickly. Direct proof of this is to be found
in the fact that no less than 85 per cent, of those
wounded in the earlier stages of the war are now
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back in the firing line; and the vast majority of

those who have not returned are those who have been
so severely wounded that it is impossible for them
to return to active service at all.

It must be remembered, too, that the Russian
armies in Galicia and Poland during the past few
months have been fighting under weather conditions

far more severe than those obtaining in the western
theatre of war. Although the vast majority of them
are abstainers of only a few months' standing, yet
they have withstood the rigours of the Russian winter
without anything " to keep the cold out." Indeed,
in the opinion of the authorities, frost-bite and the
other scourges incident on winter warfare have been
noticeably diminished as a result of the abstention
from alcohol.

The beneficial effects of sobriety are no less apparent
among the people at large than in the army. " Of
all the impressions gathered during the first three
months of the war," writes the Moscow correspondent
of The Times ^

" the one that remains most clear in

my mind is that of amazed astonishment at the
almost Anglo-Saxon calmness and stoical dignity

with which the people of Moscow have settled down
to await, not the result of the war, but victory. As
a foreigner, I had scarcely expected this, and the
fierce manifestations round the Skobelev monument
during the first days of the war seemed to confirm
my fears. And then quite suddenly everything
changed. The manifestations disappeared from the
streets. Without a murmur of protest the most
drunken city in Europe was transformed into a
temple of sobriety, and we felt that if Russia could
thus conquer herself in a night, there was indeed
nothing that might not be accomplished. My con-
version was complete when one night early in August
I went to see a friend's regiment leaving for the
front. It was not the soldiers who impressed me.
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although they marched as only Russian soldiers can
march. It was the people lining the streets. They
were nearly all of the poorest classes : mujiks, small

shopkeepers, and workmen with their womenfolk.
They did not cheer as an English crowd would have
cheered. In fact, they were strangely silent, almost
one might have said unenthusiastic. But as the
troops marched past each man in the crowd raised his

cap and crossed himself with a look in his eyes that
even to the veriest dullard could have conveyed only
one message. ... In praising this wholly admirable
calmness of the Russian people in these sober days

—

and it would be hard to over-estimate the effect of the
enforced sobriety in producing this happy state of

affairs—I do not imply that the Russian has altogether

banished emotion from his heart. He has only
chained it up. Accustomed by years of tribulation

to the bitterness of defeat, he is a little self-

conscious in the knowledge that he is again on
trial before the world. This time he will not
count his harvest until the last sheaf has been safely

garnered."
In the same paper Mr. Stephen Graham, in describ-

ing Christmas in Russia, shows that the peasant still

manages to be cheerful although denied the help of

alcohol. " Christmas morning comes," he says.
" The tables are piled heavily with roast goose, roast

turkey, ham, sweet pastry, chocolates. The samovar
hums. In come the village choir and an orchestra
of violins and balalaikas and perform three or four
pieces of national music, the National Anthem
certainly. They kiss the good-man of the house,
congratulate the women, take a snack of turkey and
a glass of—tea. The village police come in, topers to
a man, and wish you well and cry ' God save the
Tsar,' and they drink a glass of—tea. The post-
master comes in, the manager of the vodka shop
(now out of a job), the clergy, the baker, the grocer,
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the neighbours, and they embrace and sing and shout
and talk and drink—glasses of tea, as it happens this

year. To one who has lived through a village

Christmas it is somewhat difficult to imagine Russia
without vodka at Christmas. It has played such an
enormous part in the festivity ; not really a bad part,

for there is so much good-will and real hearty sociality

at the Russian Christmas that drinking does not result

in sottish drunkenness or crime. But there it is this

year, a Christmas on tea !

"

Writing in the Novoye Vremya a priest in one of

the rural districts says :
" The old women in the

villages can hardly believe their ears and eyes, so
changed are their menfolk. Not a hard word, not
a row, but everywhere peace, kindness and industry.

War is said to be hell, but this is like a foretaste of

heaven."
Since the prohibition there has been a marked

decrease in crime, especially in the so-called " crimes
of passion." An improvement is even to be seen in

the famous " Viazemskaia Lavra," the lodging-house
in Petrograd, which is the chief resort of the Russian
underworld. The place was formerly a hot-bed of

vice and crime, and even the police dared not enter
it after dark. But the human wrecks whom Gorki
has described with such keen insight are beginning
to feel like men again as a result of their enforced
sobriety.

With the decrease in crime there has been a cor-

responding increase in industry and thrift. In dis-

cussing this aspect of the question M. Barck, the
Minister of Finance, made use of the following
words :

" It is difficult for foreigners to realise how
great are Russia's economic resources, and how
much greater they have become since the promul-
gation by His Majesty of that humanitarian law
which, I may add, is felt by the Russian people
themselves, not as a restriction, but as an inestimable
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boon conferred upon them by their provident monarch.
I can assure you that the productivity of every class

of workman in Russia, whether we examine those
engaged in agricultural or industrial pursuits, has
already increased by from 80 to 50 per cent., and I

need hardly point out to you what that one act

connotes in a population of 170,000,000, to say nothing
of the cessation of the waste which formerly accom-
panied and followed the consumption of alcohol.

Again, the rates for the maintenance of prisoners

have fallen, because crime has everywhere diminished,

and in some districts has disappeared altogether.

Another indication of the welcome change which has
come over the nation is afforded by the returns of the
savings banks. In war-time people are everywhere
nervous; and in Russia, as elsewhere, large sums
were withdrawn from the savings banks as soon as

war was declared. "Well, since the total prohibition

of alcohol, the accounts I have received from these

institutions throughout the country are so encourag-
ing that even I, whose faith in the Russian people
has always been large and firm, did not anticipate

the rapid and splendid result which they denote.

Although only a few months elapsed between the
promulgation of the Tsar's humane and patriotic

edict and the end of 1914, the excess of deposits

over withdrawals amounted to 84,000,000 rubles

(£8,500,000), or twice the amount of the preceding
year. Russia's economic situation, therefore, is not
merely excellent, but it is rapidly improving, and my
faith in her future—not a blind, but a carefully

reasoned faith—is boundless."
It should also be noted that M. Barck has ex-

perienced no great difficulty in making good the
huge loss to the revenue caused by the abolition

of the State monopoly, and that in spite of the
heavy expense of the war. " I have," he says,
" always cherished a great faith in the potentialities
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of the Russian nation, but I must admit that even
my optimistic anticipations have been greatly ex-

ceeded by the reahty. As you know, there was a
considerable deficit to be covered in the ordinary
Budget of the year 1914. Well, we have stopped the
gap without difficulty or effort. We have 500,000,000
rubles in the Free Reserve, and other available

funds from which we drew, and the problem was
solved. I increased some few taxes during the
remaining months of last year, and I found that the
solvency of the peasants has been raised very con-
siderably by the law prohibiting the consumption of

alcohol, and that the beneficent operation of this

edict continues to make itself felt progressively."

A short time ago the zemstvos, or local councils,

made an exhaustive inquiry amongst the peasants
as to whether they thought the prohibition ought to

be continued after the war or not. The result was
striking. All classes were agreed that the remarkable
increase in the prosperity and happiness of the
people was solely due to the abolition of alcoholic

drink. Nevertheless it was recognised on all sides

that if the vodka shops were reopened there would
be a recrudescence of the old evils. Hence, the whole
nation was practically unanimous in demanding that
the reform should be made permanent.
What will be the ultimate results of this tremendous

change time alone will show. We must wait until we
can see how the scheme works under normal peace
conditions before stating definitely that prohibition

in Russia has proved completely successful. The
potentialities of the situation are enormous. Russia
has vast undeveloped resources and the possibilities

in that direction are unlimited. For the present,

however, it is sufficient that the subjects of the
Tsar are providing the world with the most striking

object-lesson in the advantage of temperance that
has yet been kno^vn. It cannot fail to have an
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effect on public opinion throughout the civilised

world. An ounce of practice is worth a ton of

theory, and the action of the Tsar has done more for

the temperance movement than a whole century of

preaching.



CHAPTER II

France and Drink

France has dealt with the drink problem with no
less thoroughness than Russia. At the very beginning
of the war it was realised that, in a crisis such as the
present, the excessive consumption of alcohol con-

stituted a danger which could not be tolerated.

With the enemy hacking its way towards Paris it

was obvious to all that everything must be sacrificed

in the cause of the national existence. There was
not time for discussion; half measures were futile.

It was a case for the ruthless use of the surgeon's

knife and France did not hesitate. Absinthe and
similar drinks were prohibited throughout the country.
Not a protest was made against this drastic action,

which a few months ago might easily have resulted

in riots. The people merely shrugged their shoulders

and admitted that the measure was justified.

Fortunately the nation was more or less prepared
for the step. For some time past the French Aca-
demy of Science has been carrying on an educative
campaign among the people. British temperance
reformers would do well to note the methods adopted
by the Academy. The campaign was carried out
in a sober, tolerant spirit; the people were assumed
to be intelligent and care was taken not to insult

their intelligence. Within recent years, too, a num-
ber of authoritative works have been published on
the subject in France. For instance, there is the
excellent book of M. Louis Jacquet entitled VAlcool,

19
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Etude economique gSnirale. Every one of its nine
hundred odd pages is worthy of study, not merely
by the ordinary temperance reformer, but by every-
body who takes an intelligent interest in social affairs.

To M. Jacquet's book an eloquent preface is con-
tributed by M. Georges Clemenceau, the well-known
journalist and politician. " The indictment against
alcohol," he says, " has long been drawn. The sen-

tence has been pronounced with such sharpness and
with such loudness, in all the territories of civilisation

and of savagery, that there is no need to reopen
discussion as to the results of experiences purchased
at so dear a cost.

" It is definitely settled that alcohol, in the quantity
in which far too many people are in the habit of

taking it, is a poison—a poison destructive of human
energy, and therefore of society as a whole. Alcohol
ravages the wage-earning class—the class which
absorbs nearly four-fifths of the alcohol consumed
—and in that stratum of society is responsible for

much tuberculosis, criminality, insanity and mortality.

Alcohol is the great purveyor of suffering and human
misery.

" Such is the verdict in its terrible simplicity. . . .

It is astonishing that in the face of this scourge,

whose origins are known and whose effects have been
exposed in all directions, individual action seems
struck with impotency; while the State, with all

the powerful weapons at its disposal, stands an
indifferent spectator of an evil, beside which the
great epidemics of the past arc no more than com-
monplace incidents in the human drama. . . . Every
newspaper offers us pictures of the sufferings and
death which the alcoholist inflicts not only on him-
self, but on his innocent victim. We read, we see,

we at times philosophise on the matter, and we pass
on while everything gives way before the torrent of

devastation.
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" And this is only one of the aspects of an im-
mense tragedy.

" Alcohol, M. Jacquet tells us, takes more or less

time to kill its victim, but it very quickly makes of

him an individual of poor quality.

"So the evil with its frightful train of miseries

and crimes increases, and together with it—and on
what a scale—the obscure phenomena of slow de-
generation which transforms the apparently sound
individual into an agent of disturbance. This is the
more dreadful in that nothing warns us to be on
guard against faculties disordered. It can further

happen that these states of unconscious morbidity
can be found in the tumult of public action, bursting
at times into violent explosion. Irreparable damage,
then, for the entire social organism ! Who will take
up the subject, ' Alcohol, Agent of National Decline
in a Democracy ' ?

" The destiny of that people which is unable to
react against a moral and physical degeneration
accepted in exchange for a degrading pleasure is

sealed. All men of good-will without distinction of

party should unite in a common effort for the relief

of the country threatened at so many points and at
one time."

There can be no doubt that, at any rate so far as
absinthe is concerned, this indictment is justified, and
more then justified. According to the British Medical
Journal absinthe is of a very high alcoholic strength,

containing from 47 to 72 per cent, per volume of

absolute alcohol. It is prepared by soaking in alcohol
the leaves and flowers of wormwood, anise, cinnamon,
cloves and other herbs and colouring the distillate

with balm and hyssop. Sometimes spinach and
parsley are used to produce the colour of the drink

;

and in the cheaper qualities artificial colouring mat-
ters, such as indigo, turmeric and copper sulphate,
are frequently employed.
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Absinthe is at once the most deleterious and most
insidious drink that misapplied ingenuity has yet
invented. Its colour, aroma, taste and effects are
all far more seductive than those of any other drink.

It is easier to break the thrall of drugs than that of

absinthe.

No less than 53,000,000 gallons of absinthe were
consumed in France during the year 1913. Taken
usually on an empty stomach, as an apSritif, the
evil qualities of the alcohol and oils of wormwood
and other herbs contained in the drink have every
facility for producing their worst effects. The poi-

sonous ingredients affect nutrition and act directly

on the nervous system. The first effect of the drink
is one of pleasant intoxication. The mental faculties

are sharply stimulated, and the drinker becomes cheer-

ful and high spirited. But if he persists, brightness
gives place to dullness. All the sparkle vanishes and
he becomes simply a heavy brute. Then follow
various mental and nervous phenomena. The drinker
suffers from hallucinations and such sleep as he
obtains is broken by hideous nightmares. In time
the absinthe fiend usually finds himself in the assize

court or the asylum—or both.
When under the influence of absinthe a man has no

control over his actions. All the brutal passions in

him are aroused, but he hardly knows what he is

doing. Hence the vast majority of the crimes of

violence in France have in the past been due directly

to the drink. Some time ago a man who had been
drinking absinthe heavily shot an actor in a restaurant
in Montmartre. He had no motive for the crime, the
actor was a complete stranger to him. It was simply
a case of temporary madness due to absinthe, and
when on the morrow the murderer woke up, and found
himself in a prison cell, he had not the slightest idea
of what had occurred.

Although the jwpulation of France has remained
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practically stationary during the last thirty years
lunacy has increased over 100 per cent. During the
same period the consunnption of absinthe has also

increased at an alarming rate. Insanity is most
prevalent in those Departments where the consump-
tion of absinthe is highest, generally speaking, those
in the valleys of the Seine and the Rhone. Statistics

also show that in those Departments the birth rate

is lower and the number of crimes higher than in any
other part of the country.
Another vital danger which has been rousing

attention in France is the fact that absinthe not only
affects the quantity, but also the quality, of the next
generation. It has been conclusively shown that a
very large proportion of the children of excessive

absinthe drinkers are mentally and physically de-

ficient or degenerate. The extent of the danger was
impressively illustrated at the beginning of the war
when thousands of conscripts had to be refused for

one or other of these causes. Unless prompt measures
had been taken it is obvious that the future of France
would have been seriously jeopardised. For years the
population has been stationary or diminishing, while
insanity and degeneracy have been increasing at an
alarming rate ; and now, when the flower of the man-
hood is on the battlefield, absinthe-sodden degenerates
and weaklings were being left to carry on the race.

In such circumstances it is obvious that not to have
prohibited absinthe would have amounted to national

suicide.

Absinthe would doubtless have been prohibited in

France many years ago had not the drink problem
there, as here, been hedged about with so many
difficulties. In the first place, the nation would not
have tolerated prohibition. Absinthe drinking had
become a national habit and although its evils were
apparent they were not realised. In spite of the
earnest educative campaign which has been carried
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on all over the country the people would not tolerate

the prohibition of their favourite drink even now, had
not the peril of the war opened their eyes to the need
of drastic measures. The war has forced the nation
to admit that absinthe is a poison which will not only
send French men and women to the prison and the
asylum, but will also send France to the limbo of the
powers which have passed from the earth.

There is also the problem of the trade interests.

How vast are those interests can be judged from the
enormous amount of absinthe which is consumed.
In Russia the prohibition of vodka was comparatively
simple because the production and sale of the spirit

was a Government monopoly. But in France, as in

Britain, the drink trade is in private hands. And in

comparison with the population the " trade " is more
powerful in France than in any other country. In
France there is one spirit bar to every 82 inhabitants,

as against one to every 246 in Germany, one to every
880 in the United States, one to 430 in England and
one to 9000 in Norway and Canada. In the Depart-
ment du Nord there are no less than 51,814 drinking
shops.

There are also 1,300,000 people employed in the
distilling industry, forming a very powerful guild

and possessing many ancient rights and privileges.

The members of this guild obviously form an import-
ant section of the electorate and they have often

given evidence of their political power in the past.

But for the war no Government would have dared to
incur the displeasure of the distillers by practically

ruining them. As matters turned out, however, the
measure was accepted as a matter of course.

There can be no greater test of patriotism than the
sacrifice of material prosperity for the sake of the
community. The man who gives his life for his

country on the field of battle is a hero. But it takes
more courage voluntarily to give up one's profits and
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all the pleasures and comforts they stand for, in order
that victory may be rendered more certain. The
distiller has not the excitement of battle to help him

;

he is not acclaimed as a hero, but rather is scowled at
as a national enemy; there is nothing picturesque
about his action. But he is a Frenchman first and
a distiller afterwards, and so he shrugs his shoulders.

He is ruined maybe, but France will live.

The " trade " in France neither protested nor
whined at the prospect of the prohibition of absinthe

;

indeed, it actually helped the measure forward.
Theirs was one of the most patriotic acts that the war
has seen, although it has passed almost without
notice. It is a pity that it has not been fully recog-

nised, for then there might possibly have been a few
who would imitate it.

The honour of bringing about the prohibition rests

with M. Henri Schmidt, the Deputy for the Vosges.
At the beginning of the war he was employed as a
lieutenant in the medical service. He thus had
ample opportunity for studying the question of drink
and the soldier at first hand. He found that the
majority of the troops who were summoned to the
colours presented themselves in a drunken condition.

This was not usually because the men were necessarily

drunkards, but simply because their friends had wished
them good-bye and good luck with more diligence than
discretion. Very naturally, before leaving for the
military depots, the men had called on their friends

and neighbours to wish them au revoir. As a result

they had consumed innumerable pedis verres. Hence
a mistaken hospitality and patriotism caused thou-
sands of soldiers to be unfitted for their duties for

several days.
M. Schmidt took the matter up, and as a result the

General commanding took instant measures for prohi-
biting the supply of absinthe to the troops. Once
started the movement spread all over France, the
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police co-operating with the mihtary authorities. At
first a good deal of confusion arose owing to different

orders being made in different districts. But an Act
soon put the whole matter straight. At first it was
suggested that the prohibition of absinthe should be
only a temporary measure, but finally the prohibition

was made absolute. The Bill which in ordinary
times would have caused a storm of controversy
passed both Chambers practically without opposition.

Besides absinthe, all similar strongly alcoholic

aperitifs such as vodka, raki and slivnitza, were banned.
Included also in the measure were restrictions as to
licences, and early closing regulations. All matters
of detail, such as compensation, were left for future

consideration. Time and discussion were necessary
for the satisfactory settlement of such questions and
it was deemed wiser not to delay prohibition of the
drinks which were imperilling the nation until the
whole scheme had been settled. In agreeing to this

proposal without any guarantee as the extent to

which it was to be recompensed for its sacrifice the
French liquor trade displayed a fine patriotism and
gave further evidence of the splendid strength and
determination of the nation.

It must, however, be remembered that as a result

of these reforms France is not by any means teetotal.

The facilities for drinking were restricted and certain

deleterious drinks were prohibited, but at the same
time the consumption of comparatively innocuous
drinks, such as light beers and wines, was encouraged.
Every French soldier receives a daily ration of a third

of a litre, nearly two thirds of a pint, of wine. On
Christmas Day this ration was increased to half a
litre of ordinary wine and a quarter of a litre of

champagne. As regards beer, the octroi duties,

formerly a large source of revenue, have been re-

mitted, and as a result, there has been a large increase

in the consumption of malt liquors.
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It is, of course, difficult to say with certainty what
have been the results attending these measures.
There is less drunkenness and less crime; but the
mere fact of the war would be sufficient to explain

these. Neither can Savings Bank statistics be
adduced, as in the case of Russia, to show how pro-

hibition has increased the prosperity of the people.

For one thing the French have always been excep-
tionally thrifty, and for another the war has played
such havoc with the life and habits of the people that
such statistics would only be misleading. One
immediate beneficial effect, however, can be recorded.

The criminal activities of the apache—the class least

likely to be affected by the war—have been noticeably
reduced as a result of the prohibition and the curtail-

ment of drinking facilities. This alone is well worth
some sacrifice, for the hooligans of Paris have made
the city notorious throughout the world.
But it is not immediately that France will feel the

benefit of her action in banning these poisonous
drinks. In ten years time, according to expert
medical opinion, the birth rate will begin to show a
steady rise, better and healthier babies will be born,

the prisons and lunatic asylums will be less crowded,
and the nation will be happier and more prosperous.

In the midst of suffering and misery it may seem
paradoxical to speak of the blessings of war; but if

from this welter there arises a new France, healthy
and sober, then, indeed, will she be able to speak of

the blessings of the Great War.



CHAPTER III

DRINK AND FRIGHTFULNESS

It is well known that the German is a confirmed
toper. Unlike the Russian and the Frenchman,
however, his taste does not lie in the direction of

unduly strong spirituous liquors, such as vodka and
absinthe. Rather he prefers a light beer, of which
he can with ease consume several gallons in the
course of a day. The result is that he is not a drunk-
ard, and manages to avoid, to a very large extent,

the evils consequent on the continued absorption of

inordinate quantities of strong spirits. In spite of

the vast amount of beer consumed in Germany there
is comparatively little lunacy and crime due to
alcoholism. But although his beers, as a rule, are

not strong enough to make him intoxicated, the
German has a very pronounced liking for alcohol.

How strong is that liking may be judged from a
time-honoured custom of the army. Whenever an
officer joins a regiment he has to submit to a process

of initiation which usually results in his becoming
dead drunk. All his brother officers assemble to

welcome him at dinner. After the meal the colonel

sends a servant to the newcomer and requests the
pleasure of drinking with him. The newcomer stands
at attention, his glass is filled and he gravely drains
it in honour of the colonel. The major then makes
a similar request and again the glass is drained. So
the process continues until every officer has had the
" honour " of drinking with the new comrade. In

28
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every case the glass has to be filled and completely
emptied. A mere sip is accounted an insult which
can only be wiped out on the field of honour. But
the process does not end here. The newcomer, if

still capable, has to return the compliment and to

request the " honour " of drinking with each of his

brother officers in turn. He is more or less judged by
the manner in which he stands the ordeal. If he can
complete the process and remain capable of stumbling
to his feet his popularity is assured. But if he has
to be carried out before the rite is half completed he
is held to be no gentleman.
At the beginning of the war stringent measures

were taken in Germany for expediting mobilisation
by means of the restriction of the facilities for drink-

ing. But it is an undoubted fact that these restric-

tions did not apply to the troops in the field. As
a result, drink has played a very large part in the
crimes against humanity and civilisation which have
disgraced the German arms. Habituated to drink
lager beer by the gallon, the German soldier found
vast quantities of wines far stronger than beer
awaiting him in Belgium and France. These he also

consumed by the gallon, and consequently became a
drunken brute utterly unable to restrain the baser
passions which are inevitably inflamed by warfare.

"How?" asks Dr. Charles Sarolea, "could the
organised armies of a civilised State perpetrate such
barbarities, and how could German officers and
soldiers commit such a ghastly mistake as to shoot
down their own men? As to the facts referred to,

I want to submit a simple theory which I think it is

necessary to emphasise, because it has been system-
atically ignored, and because if it is accepted it will

explain a great many facts hitherto unexplained.
My simple theory is that the German soldiers who
fired at their own troops were hopelessly drunk ; that

the tragedy of Louvain is primarily a tragedy of
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bestial intemperance, and only secondarily a tragedy
of brutal cruelty. And the theory applies to Aerschot.
I am convinced that the curse of drink has played an
appalling part in the conduct of the German cam-
paign in Belgium. It ought to be borne in mind that

the Germans are naturally a nation of heavy drinkers,

and that the German soldiers found in Belgium every
facility and temptation to indulge their national

intemperance.
" Officers and soldiers were largely quartered in the

houses of the bourgeoise and in the chateaux of

country gentlemen. Now we know that every bour-
geois dwelling or country house possesses a well-

stocked cellar. For ages the best wines of France
found their way into Belgium. A Belgian bourgeois
invests in choice vintages as in other countries he
would invest in bric-a-brac. A Belgian cellar some-
times represents the accumulated stock of two genera-
tions. We know for certain that from the day the
Germans entered Belgium their practice has been to

sack the cellars of their hosts. Invariably their first

visit is to the cellar, and the wines which those cellars

contain are peculiarly ' capiteux ' and dangerous to

the gluttonous Germans. Rich Burgundy is inoffen-

sive when it is sipped by the Belgian-French epicure.

It becomes deadly poison when it is gulped down by
the Teuton and the Teuton has been drinking his

bottle of Burgundy as he swallows his gallon of lager

beer. I have repeatedly cross-examined Belgian
country gentlemen. They have unanimously em-
phasised the drunkenness of the German soldier.

Only yesterday my cousin, M. Edouard Rolin, told

me that at his chateau of Gomzee the soldiers gave
themselves up to an orgy which lasted three days.

" Even at the Chateau de Laaken the first deed of

the German superior officer was to sack the cellars of

King Albert, and we have the significant little fact

that the first order which the German Commanding
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General issued on entering Brussels forbade the
serving of alcoholic drinks. The General knew from
experience what the soldiers were capable of when
they were in their cups. If we keep in mind this

curse of drink, and if we remember that for four weeks
the German troops have been emptying the cellars of

Belgian chateaux, we shall have much less difficulty

in explaining some of the worst atrocities of the war
and in reconciling the conflicting evidence about
those atrocities.

" We do not worry about the contradictions of a
man who is sober; we do not worry about the con-
tradictions of a drunkard. It does not require a
stretch of imagination to conceive that a German
officer under the influence of drink will either get
lively or quarrelsome, or will suffer from delusion.

In his muddled condition he will quite easily shoot
a German for a Belgian, and, losing all self-control,

he will only too naturally become violent, take
liberties with the women, or even commit brutalities

on peaceful citizens ; and those Belgian citizens may
be compelled to use their weapons in self-defence.

" It is, to my mind, quite inconceivable that the
helpless Belgians should have gratuitously invited
the vengeance of their enemies by firing on them.
It is, on the contrary, quite conceivable that the
Belgians may have had to fire under intolerable

provocation in defence of their lives or of their

honour. If I am correct in my estimate of the
enormous part played in recent events by the in-

temperance of the Teuton and the vintages of France,
the atrocities problem loses much of its difficulty.

The atrocities are still staggering, but they cease to
be unintelligible. They are still the deeds of brutes,

but they are not mainly the deeds of callous brutes

acting in cold blood. They are the crimes of brutes
acting under the influence of bestial intemperance."

It may be that the world will never hear the true
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story of Louvain and many another hideous crime,

but there will always be at least the suspicion that
they were in very large measure due to drink. That
suspicion is strengthened by the following extracts

from the official French and Belgian reports on the
violation of international law by the enemy. Couched
in sober official language, those reports ruthlessly

reveal the depths to which drink, coupled with a lust

for blood, can drag what is ordinarily a civilised

human being.
" We have constantly found," say the Commis-

sioners, " definite evidence of theft, and we do not
hesitate to state that where a body of the enemy has
passed it has given itself up to a systematically

organised pillage, in the presence of its leaders who
have themselves often taken part in it. Cellars have
been emptied to the last bottle, safes have been
gutted. . . .

" On the 4th of September some drunken German
soldiers grossly ill-treated Madame X, a wine shop-
keeper, aged twenty-nine. They undressed her and
kept her in the middle of them completely naked for

an hour and half. They then tied her to the counter,

giving her to understand that they were going to

shoot her. At that moment, however, they were
called away and they left her in charge of an Alsatian

soldier who liberated her. . . .

" The little town of Clermont-en-Argonne, on the
slope of a picturesque hill in the midst of a pleasant

landscape, used to be visited every year by a number
of tourists. On the 4th of September at night, the
121st and 122nd Wurtemburg Regiments entered
the place, breaking down the doors of the houses
and giving themselves over to unrestrained pillage,

which continued during the whole of the following

day. Towards midday a soldier set fire to the dwell-

ing of a clockmaker by dehberately overturning the
contents of an oil lamp which he used for making
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coffee. An inhabitant at once ran to fetch the town
fire engine, and asked an officer to lend him men to
work it. Brutally refused and threatened with a
revolver, he renewed his request to several other
officers with no greater success. Meanwhile the
Germans continued to burn the town, making use of

sticks on the ends of which torches were fastened.
While the houses blazed the soldiers poured into the
church and danced there to the sound of the organ.
Then, before leaving, they set fire to it with grenades. . .

" At Baccarat the enemy carried out a systematic
pillage, and in order to be able to do this undis-
turbed they ordered the population to assemble at
the railway station. The pillage was carried out
under the supervision of officers. . . . When the in-

habitants returned home they were ordered out again
an hour later and told that the town was to be
burned. . . . After the fire sentinels were placed to
prevent the owners from approaching the ruins of

their homes, and as soon as the blaze had abated
the Germans ransacked the ruins themselves in order
to gain access to the cellars. After this operation,
General Fabricius, commanding the artillery of the
14th Baden Corps, said to the acting mayor :

' I did
not think that Baccarat contained such a quantity
of fine wine. We found more than 100,000 bottles.' . . .

" At Compiegne the house of Comte d'Orsetti was
literally sacked, principally by non-commissioned
officers. Plate, jewellery and valuables were collected

in the courtyard of the chateau, examined, inven-
toried, and then loaded in two removal vans on
which had been placed the Red Cross flag. Applica-
tion was made to Captain Schroeder to put an end to
the burglary and the scandalous orgy which was
going on in the villa. But he merely replied, ' It is

war ; besides I have no time.' . . .

" An eye-witness describing the burning of Louvain
says :

' In short, the town has the appearance of an
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ancient ruined city, in the midst of which only a
few drunken soldiers move about, carrying bottles of

wine and liqueurs, while the officers themselves,
seated in arm chairs round the tables, drink like the
men.' . . .

" Aerschot has been completely sacked. I en-

tered several houses, chosen haphazard, and I went
through their various landings ; through the windows
and the broken doors, I glanced into a number of

other dwellings. Everywhere the furniture is over-

turned, torn and soiled in the vilest manner; the
wallpaper hangs in rags from the walls, the doors
of cellars are broken open, all locks have been forced

open, all cupboards and drawers emptied, linen and
the most incongruous objects scattered on the floors,

together with an incredible number of empty bottles.
" In the houses of the well-to-do the pictures

have been slashed, the works of art broken. On
the door of one of them, a large, fine building
belonging to Dr. , one could still read, though
partly effaced, the following inscription traced in

chalk : Bitte deses Haus zu schonen da wirklich fried-

liche gute Leute. . . . (S) Bannach Wachtmeister. I

entered the house, which was said to have been
occupied by officers, and which the solicitude of one
of them seemed to have saved from the general ruin.

On reaching the threshold a smell of spilt wine drew
our attention to hundreds of empty and broken bottles

which filled the hall, the staircase, and even the yard
opening on the garden. The rooms were in indescrib-

able disorder. I walked on a bed of torn clothes, of

pieces of wool torn from open mattresses, everywhere
open chests, and in every room, by the bed, still more
empty bottles. The drawing-room was full of them,
dozen of wine glasses covered the table and side-

boards, by which stood tattered armchairs and sofas,

whilst in a corner a piano, with stained keyboard,
seemed to have been smashed by boots. All showed
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that the place had been, during many days and
nights, the scene of the vilest debauches and drinking

bouts."
The letters found on prisoners also afford evidence

that much of German frightfulness is due to drunken-
ness. Thus, a letter found on a prisoner belonging

to a Landsturm regiment ran as follows

—

" From Roosbeck we began to see something of

the war—burning houses, walls riddled with bullets,

the face of the Church clock knocked away by shells,

etc., a few isolated crosses showing the graves of the

victims of the war. We arrived at Louvain, which
was swarming with soldiers. The battalion of Land-
sturm from Halle came in dragging after it all sorts

of things, mostly wine bottles; many were drunk.
A group of ten cyclists in search of lodgings rode
through the town, which showed a picture of destruc-

tion impossible to imagine. Burning and crumbling
houses on both sides of the streets—very few remain-
ing standing. Everywhere on the road bits of broken
glass, burning wood, etc. The electric tram wires

and the telephone wires had fallen in the streets and
blocked the way. The houses still standing were full

of ' log^s.'
" On the return to the station nobody knew what

to do. First only a few troops went into the town,
but then the battalion entered in close ranks and
broke into the first houses in order to loot—I beg
pardon—to requisition wine and some other things

too. It was like a pack of hounds let loose ; everyone

did what he liked. The officers led the way and gave
good example.

" A night in barracks with many drunken men

;

that was the end of it all. That day has filled me
with a contempt which I cannot express."

It has also been established beyond doubt that
innumerable sexual excesses, many of them of a
revolting nature, have been committed by German
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soldiers under the influence of drink. The extent to
which rape has been consistently practised by the
invaders is indicated by the facts that the French
authorities have had to take special steps to deal

with the great number of illegitimate children which
are about to be born in Northern France, and have
even gone so far as to relax the penalties attaching
to the crime of abortion, and also that here in England
there are some thousands of Belgian refugees, many
of them nuns and girls of tender years, who are
expecting to become mothers as a result of the occupa-
tion of their country by the forces of " Kultur."

It is hardly necessary to call attention to the
striking contrast between the conduct of the German
soldiery and that of the Russian forces. The Cossacks
are comparatively uncivilised. In no intellectual

pursuit do they approach the Germans. They are
admittedly barbarians. But during the Russian in-

vasion of Eastern Prussia not even the Germans
could make a complaint against the conduct of

these " savages." It is significant that the Cossacks
are abstaining from all alcoholic liquor during the
war, whereas the Germans have drained the well-

stocked wine cellars of Belgium and Northern France.



CHAPTER IV

WOMEN AND DRINK

Throughout Britain the outbreak of war marked
the beginning of a period of greatly increased in-

temperance. " We are, in many places," said the
Archbishop of Canterbury in October ;

" face to
face with a worse condition of intemperance than we
have been accustomed to for many years. From
every side comes the same testimony that we are

at present in grave danger of a serious breakdown
in the direction of intemperance." The evidence as
to the state of affairs was given not by temperance
reformers who might be charged with prejudice, but
by the police and other officials. The liquor trade
itself admitted that the words of the Archbishop
were in no way ill founded or exaggerated. " We
have had no really great reverses yet," remarked the
Brewers^ Gazette ;

" but we are not likely to escape
them altogether. When one comes we must meet
it with cool heads and fortitude, and neither alcohol

nor excited talk late at night is Ukely to make either

for coolness or fortitude."

In the early days of the war this increased in-

temperance was particularly marked among women,
especially the wives of soldiers. It is quite under-
standable that such women should take to drink.

In the first place they were naturally worried. Most
of us know the terrible anxiety and suspense in-

separable from the absence of a friend or relation

with the fighting forces. These wives had given

37
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their all to the country, at any moment the news
might come that " he " had fallen. We may de-

plore, but we can certainly understand that in the
circumstances many of them would seek to " drown
their troubles." Naturally, too, they wanted to

hear the news ; they wanted the companionship and
sympathy of their friends who were enduring the

same torturing anxiety. And the public-house was
the only place where such things could be found
with certainty. The public bar is the club of the
poor. It is the only place where they can chat and
discuss the events of the day. It is so much more
comfortable and attractive than the streets or home.
Moreover the women had plenty of money. Indeed,
many have been handling much more money since the

war broke out than they have ever enjoyed before.

The separation allowances are generous and are

often supplemented by charity. Not a few were
so well off as a result of the war that they were able

to give up charing and other forms of employment
which had previously been necessary for them to

keep the home together. Everything therefore

tended to urge the women into the public-houses.

They had plenty of time and plenty of money, and
they were all very worried.

Doubtless the women who thus gave way to in-

temperance formed only a small proportion of the

wives of the men on active service and many of them
were addicted to drink long before the war. Those
who called attention to the scandal were indignantly

accused of insulting Mrs. Atkins and various epithets

were hurled at them. Nevertheless it was obviously
right that attention should be called to the matter
and that it should be properly dealt with. If the
wife of a soldier who is fighting his country's battles

is unable to take care of herself during her husband's
absence, then the country must look after her for

him. "Have we no duties to these men?" asked
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Mr. Ramsay Macdonald. " Think of the horrible

tragedy when those men come back, after having
done their services to us under such circumstances,

and find all their comforts in pawn, find the fire out
in their grates, find coldness and destitution in their

homes ! What is that to ask them to come home
for? We can protect them. There is nothing that
damps down and finally smothers out the happy
domestic fire more effectively than drink."
A number of deputations to the Prime Minister

and the Home Secretary gave irrefutable evidence
that there had been a general increase of intemper-
ance among soldiers' wives in all parts of the country.
A pitiful, though inevitable, consequence of the
increased drunkenness was the marked increase in

cases of neglect and cruelty to children. Both in

Scotland and England the Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Children found itself compelled to give

warnings and sometimes to prosecute in a number
of cases where the drunken habits of the wives of

absent soldiers resulted in the neglect and suffering

of their children.

It soon became evident that some steps would have
to be taken for dealing with the problem. The
Government had already passed into law the In-

toxicating Liquors (Temporary Restriction) Act,

which gave powers to the chief constables and
licensing authorities to order the early closing of

public-houses if they deemed such a step to be
necessary. The Act, however, did not meet the case,

for it did not differentiate between men and women.
It appeared, therefore, to be necessary for a special

measure to be passed for dealing with the problem of

the women drinkers.

As matters turned out, however, it was not neces-
sary for the Government to take any steps. The
liquor trade made arrangements with the police for

the public-houses and off-licence shops to be closed
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to women until half past-eleven in the morning. It

must be remembered that this curtailment of the
facilities for obtaining drink by women was a purely
voluntary measure on the part of the trade. No
force was brought to bear upon it other than that
of public opinion, and the Government was in no
way responsible for the arrangement, although in

some quarters it has been fathered upon the luckless

Home Secretary. So far as the law is concerned,
the publicans may admit women to their bars at the
same time as the male customers, but the trade has
loyally stood by the agreement it has made.

" There can be no doubt," declared Dr. Wynn
Westcott, the coroner for Hackney, " that the
women of East London have been much more sober
since the rule that they shall not be served in public

houses before 11.30 in the morning came into force.

Of course, Englishmen do not like any interference

with the liberty of the subject, but if women out of

the care of their husbands, who are nobly doing their

duty in the firing line, cannot control themselves,
the authorities must step in. I am pleased to say
that during the past week I have not had to hold an
inquest in a single case of delirium tremens, whereas
a month ago the number of deaths due to drink was
abnormal."
The police and, what is perhaps most important

of all, the societies dealing with cruelty to children
are also satisfied that there has been a great improve-
ment in the state of affairs since the late opening
arrangement came into force. With regard to the
children it should also be noted that the early closing

regulations have proved an equally great boon. In
very many districts the child's bedtime often syn-
chronises with the public-house closing hour. Now
that the hour has been made ten o'clock and in some
places earlier, many a poor, stunted little body is

enjoying for the first time an hour or two of beauty
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sleep. It is only necessary to visit Hoxton, or any
other slum neighbourhood, to realise how great has
been the improvement in this direction. In the old
days half-past twelve was a time when hundreds of

weary little ones were waiting for their parents to
come home from the public-house. Now all is quiet
by eleven. What those children have gained in

health and happiness more than makes amends for

any inconvenience with which the public has been
annoyed as a result of the early closing regulations.



CHAPTER V

DRINK AND THE SOLDIER

The greatness of Russia's act in prohibiting all

alcohol for the duration of the war lies in the fact that
she was the first power bold enough to put into

practice what had long been admitted on all sides.

There is nothing startling in the discovery that a
soldier is better without alcohol. Every military
commander from Caesar and Napoleon downwards
has recognised that as an elementary truth. But
the soldiers themselves have not realised that it is

not merely in the interest of their country, but in

their own as well, that they should sacrifice all stimu-
lant. Hence all military commanders hitherto have
been forced to choose between two evils : alcohol or
disaffection. A sullen soldier with a fancied grievance
is even worse than a drunken soldier, and so the lesser

evil has always been chosen. But times have changed
and the soldier is capable of understanding that his

tastes and appetites are not the best means of judging
what is good and what is bad for him when there is

serious business to be done. There is no finer example
of the splendid progress made by democracy during
the last few years than the way in which the Russian
troops have accepted the prohibition of alcohol.

They are not grumbling at the sacrifice ; they realise

that it was all for the best. These subjects of the
greatest autocrat of the present day might well be
studied by the inhabitants of those countries which
pride themselves on their democratic ideals.

42
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" Drink kills more soldiers than all our newest
weapons of warfare," was the statement of Lord
Wolseley, who studied the question of the soldier

and alcohol with great thoroughness. In the course
of one of his campaigns he carried out some marching
experiments. He divided some of his men into three
squads. The first was given a daily ration of whisky,
the second a ration of beer, and the third water. At
first the whisky squad out-distanced its rivals, but
was soon overtaken by the beer squad. Both, how-
ever, were passed by the water squad which reached
its destination long before the others and in a far

fitter condition.

Lord Roberts was another eminent advocate of the
advantages of rigid sobriety for the soldier. He
never consumed alcoholic drink of any description

himself, and he maintained his physical and mental
powers undiminished right up to the time of his

death. He had the vigour and alertness of a man of

half his age. Our leaders in the present war are
equally firm in their faith in the value of temperance
for the fighting man. Speaking at Gibraltar some
time ago. Admiral Jcllicoe said :

" An officer holding
a command which carries with it any measure of

responsibility for the defence of the Empire, must
recognise, as I do, the value of temperance in promoting
fighting efficiency. In the Navy there are three
qualities upon which efficiency mainly depends.
They are discipline, straight shooting and endurance

;

and temperance unquestionably tends greatly to the
promotion of those quahties. In regard to discipline,

one has only to look at the punishment returns to
realise how many of the disciplinary offences are due
at the outset to intemperance. As for endurance,
medical research has amply proved that temperance
is a great asset in improving the physical qualities

and therefore the endurance of the human race.

And our own personal experience tells us not to
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drink alcohol before a football match or a boat race.

As regards straight shooting, which is so largely a
question of eye, it is every one's experience that
abstinence is necessary for the highest efficiency."

When Lord Kitchener smashed the power of the
dervishes in the Soudan he issued the most stringent

orders in regard to drink. That campaign was a
model of efficiency ; everything was carried out with
the smoothness of a well-oiled machine and there are

few feats of organisation in the annals of the British

Army which can compare with it. But the only
" neck oil " used was the water of the Nile. Officers

and men drank nothing else. And in spite of a hard
campaign in the broiling heat of the desert, the
troops remained remarkably fit and well throughout
the war.
To every member of the Expeditionary Force

Lord Kitchener addressed a message, in which the
following words occurred :

" Your duty cannot be
done except your health is sound. So keep con-
stantly on your guard against any excesses. In this

new experience you may find temptations both in

wine and women. You must entirely resist both
temptations."
Those words were of more value than any number

of regulations. They constituted a direct personal
appeal from man to man, and all ranks, down to the
humblest private, felt that he was in honour bound
to do his best to live up to the spirit of the words
which the Field-Marshal had addressed to him. The
personal touch is the most potent of all forces for

influencing the British fighting man. Drake, Nelson,
Wellington and " Bobs " owed not a little of their

success to their personality. And the same pheno-
menon is apparent to-day. Lord Kitchener is grim
and stem ; the popular conception of him is a man of

iron without a shred of emotion in his composition.
But^there is a " something " about him which gives
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him a hold over the hearts of the men, so that the
mere mention of his name is sufficient to make them
hold their heads another half-inch higher.

With a view to safeguarding the men from the
misplaced generosity of their friends at home the
authorities have decided that no gifts of spirits, beer,

or any other alcoholic drink will be allowed to be sent

to any man in the Army or Navy. In South Africa,

where the condition of affairs was at one time rendered
critical by reason of the rebellion of the Dutch farmers,

drastic regulations were issued. A " Government
Gazette Extraordinary " was issued notifying that
in all magisterial districts in the Union of South
Africa " the sale of intoxicating liquor to members
of the Union Defence Forces without permission of

their Commanding Officer is prohibited. At any
place where any portion of the Union Defence Forces
is stationed the Senior Military Officer in Command
for the time being may by written order under his

hand close any or all licensed premises—including
clubs—either entirely or between hours specified in

the Order. Any licensee who {a) supplies liquor to

a member of the Union Defence Forces without
requiring the production to him or his assistant of the
written permission of his Commanding Officer; or

{b) fails to close his premises during the hours specified

in any order aforesaid; or (c) otherwise supplies

liquor to persons except during the hours and on the
conditions permitted under these regulations ; shall

have his premises closed at once for the sale of liquor

for a period of not less than one week, or such longer

period as the Senior Military Officer at the place may,
with the sanction of the Minister of Defence, direct."

A note appended stated that " the Government
intends to take steps to cause the permanent cancella-

tion of a licence in the case of a licensee who commits
a serious or a repeated breach of these regulations."

Those who are acquainted with Johannesburg and
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other mining towns and districts will realise that a
year ago measures half as drastic as these would
have resulted in nothing short of a rebellion.

Lord Kitchener has also expressed himself strongly
on the subject of the treating of soldiers by civilians.

This habit, which arises from quite natural impulses,
is in many cases criminal. A visit to Waterloo,
Victoria, or any other station where troops congregate,
will be quite sufficient to show that by far the greater
proportion of drinking among the soldiers is due to the
misplaced enthusiasm of their civilian friends . Every-
body is naturally anxious to wish his soldier friend
good luck when he goes off to the front and to welcome
him on his return, but there are many better ways of

doing it than by making him drunk.
If he happens to be wounded, generosity may

become manslaughter. The following extract from
the Daily Mail is quite sufficient evidence on this

point

—

" A few days ago, in this town, we buried a soldier

who had been invalided home from the war, where he
had made a good stand. He was in hospital there
and progressing well. He had been in a terrible

condition—body wounded, nerves shattered. One
day, when he had become convalescent, he asked for

a couple of hours' leave, which was granted. Four
hours after leaving the hospital he arrived back,
drunk with whisky 1 Next day, after a terrible

night of delirium, he was dead ! He had fought the
enemy away yonder in the trenches, and he came
home to be killed by a greater enemy within our own
doors !

" From the lips of a friend who has trained nearly
two hundred men who are now serving in the Ambul-
ance Corps at home and abroad, I learn that a very
large percentage of our men who are invalided home
are in a dreadful nervous condition, in which the
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administration of alcohol means collapse and almost

certain death. Shall we allow these gallant men to

have their lives imperilled at home, where they
come for us to nurse them back to health so that

they may be able to fight again for us and our
country?

"

In this connection it is interesting to note that

whereas 85 per cent, of the Russian wounded are able

to return to the firing line the British percentage is

only 65. This striking difference, the seriousness of

which is apparent when it is considered that every
man possible is needed for the task before us, is un-
doubtedly due to the fact that whereas the Russian
wounded when convalescent cannot be treated to

alcoholic drinks by their friends, the British wounded
and their friends find the public-house conveniently

open the moment they are allowed to leave the
hospital.

Of course, all the drinking among the soldiers is

not due to treating. There is a minority of drunken
soldiers just as there is a minority of drunken butchers

and drunken candlestick-makers. The worst of such
minorities is that they are troublesome and attract

far more attention than the sober majority.

A visit to Woolwich, Chatham, or any other
garrison town gives the impression that the British

soldier's sole concern is for strong drink and loose

Avomen. The sensational observations of those who
describe what they have seen in such places must,
no matter how honest the intentions of the writer,

be watered down very considerably. The average
British soldier is not to be found in the public-houses
or lurching along the streets.

However, there is no doubt that this drunken
minority caused a good deal of trouble, especially

during the early stages of the war. Thus, the
Solicitor-G^eneral for Ireland has given some striking
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figures in regard to the drunkenness among the ^troops
in Dubhn, and, on behalf of the military authorities,

asked to have the Dublin public-houses closed at
8 p.m. On Saturday, October 31, out of 5000 troops
who had leave for the evening no fewer than 659
returned to barracks under the influence of drink.
General Friend, the commander of the troops, and
Brigadier-General Hill gave confirmatory evidence.
The latter said that drunkenness unfitted the men for

their duties, and especially for active service. He was
bound to add that the great majority of the men
under his command in the Dublin district were
teetotalers, and of 10,000 troops now in Dublin 70 per
cent, were Irish. At least one in every four, there-

fore, of the drinkers returned that night intoxicated,

unless, as probably was the case, some total abstainers
fell under the fierce temptations to which at such a
time they are subjected.

" My own impression," says the Bishop of Liver-

pool, " is that at the present time there is muct more
public drunkenness than ever I have known since

I came to Liverpool fifteen years ago. At all events,

there are more evident signs of it, and as an ounce
of fact is worth a pound of theory, let me state what
I have seen myself. A few Sunday nights ago I went
to see off my two sons—one to the front and the
other to the south of England—by the mail train.

I saw there a sight which I shall never forget. The
departure platform of Lime Street Station was
crowded from end to end. Here were three drunken
sailors with linked arms, rolling up the platform to

the train; here were soldiers, leaning against each
other and supporting each other, trying to find their

carriage; here were friends, themselves half-intoxi-

cated, seeing off half-drunken men whom they had
been treating. The whole place was a pandemonium.
There were drunken shouts, drunken songs, and a
babel of conflicting sounds. An officer returning to
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the front, a complete stranger to me, turned to me
and said, ' What a disgusting sight ! If these men
were at the front they would be shot at once.' It was
the saddest send-off I ever saw, and it was a scandal

and a disgrace to a great city."

Paradoxical though it may seem, the military

authorities are serving the men in the trenches with
spirits, although the giving of presents of alcoholic

drinks to the troops is rigorously banned. At a time
when the whole force of medical, military and public

opinion is in favour of temperance reform the War
Office has chosen this opportunity of re-introducing

the old rum ration. Only recently orders for 500,000
gallons of rum were placed by the authorities. In
ordinary circumstances a small " tot " of rum does

no harm to a man. Rum is one of the purest and
healthiest alcoholic drinks that a man can take. But
life in the trenches is carried on under abnormal
conditions and what may not harm a man in ordinary
civil life may have very serious effects on a man who
has to spend days and nights on end in a water-logged
trench in Flanders. It is not unfair to compare life

in the trenches during the winter months with that

endured by Arctic explorers. Indeed, that is the only
comparison possible. And it is well-known that

Captain Scott, Sir Ernest Shackleton, and every other
modern explorer of the Arctic or Antarctic regions

would no more dream of taking alcohol on their

journeys than they would of taking a sunshade.
They may be moderate drinkers when at home, but
once in the ice-bound regions of the poles, all alcohol

is rigorously excluded. These men have learnt in the
best of all schools, practical experience, that alcohol,

no matter how moderately it may be consumed, is a
positive menace when hardships have to be endured
and the thermometer is in the neighbourhood of zero.

They have had unique opportunities for testing the
truth of the popular belief that alcohol " keeps out
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the cold," and they have found that it does nothing
of the sort, but that by lowering the vitality it actually
lets in the cold.

The more the matter is considered the more strange
it seems that the military authorities should have
chosen to revive the old habit of issuing spirits to the
soldiers. Sir Victor Horsley, undoubtedly one of the
finest surgeons of the day and an authority whose
words are well worthy of attention, has made a special

study of the whole subject. Writing in the British

Medical Journal he says

—

" The spirit-drinking habit was first contracted by
the British Army in Flanders during Marlborough's
campaign at the beginning of the eighteenth century,

and no doubt it gained some hold because the fatal

notion that spirits have some sort of medicinal value
had come down through the Commonwealth wars from
the Tudor period, when spirits were prepared and
sold by apothecaries alone under the curiously

mendacious title of aqua vitae.

"It is more than a national misfortune that this

miserable story of 200 years ago is being repeated
in spite of the expressed opinions of Lord Kitchener,
and that our Army in Flanders is again being taught
(by the issue of rum from home this time) to become
victims of the spirit-drinking habit, thus undoing
the great work of Lord Wolseley and of Lord Roberts
during the past forty years for army reform and,
above all, army efficiency. At this point it must also

be remembered, for the sake of our honour as a
profession, that the Army Medical Service, though
an absolutely essential part of His Majesty's forces,

has not only never been accorded a proper place in

the administration of military affairs, but even now
has no representative on the Army Council, con-

sequently the medical profession cannot be held to

be primarily responsible to the nation for errors in
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the vital question of army hygiene and the medical
and surgical care of the soldier.

" In fact, the Army is still, even in 1915, constitu-

tionally, and in spite of the efforts of the British

Medical Association, in a similar state to that of the

days of Queen Anne, when the medical officers of

Her Majesty's forces had no real position and when
the interests and health of the soldier were treated

by tradition and beliefs instead of science.
" It was during the eighteenth century, therefore,

that the spirit ration became part and parcel of the

soldier's diet, and hideous punishments—that is,

floggings and other tortures—were inflicted in order

that discipline (so-called) should be preserved among
the unfortunate men whose moral was ruined by the
rum given to them by their superiors.

" The first scientific evidence that physical injury

was caused to troops by the rum ration is contained,

as far as I know, in the very interesting memoir by
Sir James McGrigor (afterwards Principal Medical
Officer of the Army Medical Service) on the health
of the Expeditionary Force which the British Govern-
ment brought from India to Egypt in 1801. Promin-
ent among his facts is the record that in an extremely
trying desert march and subsequent movement down
the Nile, the men ' had no spirits delivered out to

them, and not only did they not suffer from this,

but it contributed to the uncommon degree of health
which they at this time enjoyed.'

" Perhaps the most striking practical demonstration
on a large scale of the harm immediately done to
armies by a spirit ration was the experience of

McClellan's great army on the banks of the Potomac
River in 1862, when, after several weeks of severe
hardships in trenches, battles, and exposure to wet,

it was determined to issue a spirit ration under the
belief that it would, inter alia, help to stop bowel
complaints, which were very common. By most of
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the army it was accepted as a boon, but after one
month the ration was withdrawn because drunkenness,
dysentery, and diarrhoea had increased.

" Subsequently the medical officers of the 4th Corps,

being ordered to report on the sickness in the camps,
unanimously stated that ' the use of the whisky
(the form of spirit used) ration was injurious, and the
iPrincipal Medical Officer of General Smith's Division
reported not only that " the whisky had increased
bowel affections," but also " that it was nothing but
an unmitigated source of evil."

'

" Very many military medical records of precisely

the same kind can be cited, but I will only quote
one other authority. Inspector General William
Fergusson has graphically described his experiences
of the havoc, misery, and crime caused by the rum
ration in the first half of the nineteenth century
among our soldiers as follows. After saying that no
one would propose to inoculate the troops with an
incurable and destructive disease, he continues

—

" * Yet by making the rum ration an article of daily

diet we have done worse than this, and taken the
most effectual means of destroying both the mind
and the body, the moral sense and physical powers
of the individual, the general discipline of the Army,
and the national character of the country.'

" All the evils of which these early writers spoke
have been thoroughly exposed and denounced through
the last hundred years by all the professors of hygiene
in the military college and by all army leaders and
generals sincerely interested in the welfare of the
Army.

" The disasters of the Crimea campaign in which
rum was regularly issued and the effect of many years
of condemnation and protests by military hygienists

and authorities, caused a cessation of the rum evil

almost to its extinction until about thirty years ago
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when the rum ration was specifically declared by
the Regulations to be reserved for the exceptional
occasions of flying columns.

" Even in 1897 the issue of rum made under the
Army Regulations was still restricted to flying

columns, and each ration was obliged to be paid for,

namely. Id. by the man receiving it. (This payment
for the rum ration has this year [1914] been abolished,

and the rum is now freely distributed to all.)

" During the next decade the use of the rum ration

was pushed forward by the authorities, and in 1910
the Regulation read thus

—

" ' On very exceptional occasions, such as during
wet or cold weather at manoeuvres, etc'

" This, of course, opened the door much more
widely to a general issue of rum, and the traditional

and absurd excuse of exposure to wet or cold as justify-

ing the issue was for the first time clearly stated in

the Regulations. And now, in the most recent
edition of the Regulations (September 28, 1914), the
rum ration has been specifically restored to the free

ration dietary of the British soldier in opposition to

both scientific and military experience.
" In the first place, the expression ' manoeuvres '

has been expanded into ' manoeuvres or training.^

Consequently the rum can be given out to any one,

whether recruits or trained men, at any time, for

the word ' training ' is unqualified, except by the
initial words of the Regulation on which I will com-
ment directly. In the second place, the proof that
the pernicious rum ration is now completely restored
to the Regulations and dietary of the soldier, to his

injury and ruin, is shown by the following facts.

Until the present year the following paragraph always
completed the rum issue Regulation

—

" * As spirits do not form a portion of the ordinary
ration, special notice of the demand must be given.'
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" This very important paragraph of the Regulations

has now been struck out, and the rum ration inserted

as such into the regular dietary of the British soldier

on active service. The nation is, therefore, by the
new Regulations thrust back again to the misery,
inefficiency, and demoralisation of sixty years ago.

" In fulfilment of this new development of the liquor

evil in our Army just when other nations, and espe-

cially our Allies, are endeavouring to suppress it, the
authorities have contracted for the supply of over
500,000 gallons of rum, of which more than 250,000
gallons had already been sent to France by the end
of November 1914.

" The following physiological effects have been
observed by military and naval officers to follow from
the issue of the rum ration

—

" ' 1. Decadence of moral. Causation of grousing,

friction, and disorder.
" ' 2. Drunkenness. Punishments. Degradations

in rank.
" ' 8. Decadence of observation and judgment.

Causation of errors and accidents.
" * 4. Loss of endurance and diminution of physical

vigour. Causation of fatigue, falling out, and
slackness.

" ' 5. Loss of resistance to cold. Causation of

chilliness, misery and frostbite.
"

' 6. Loss of resistance to disease (particularly

those occurring under conditions of wet and cold),

namely, pneumonia, dysentery, typhoid fever.
*'

' 7. Loss of efficiency in shooting. (Half the
rum ration causes a loss of 40 to 50 per cent, in

rifle shooting. The Navy rujn ration causes a loss

of 80 per cent, in gunnery shooting.)

'

" That all these evils, and increase of the difficulties

our men have already to contend against on active

service,^are the direct and invariable result of issuing
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the rum ration is, of course, well known; and it is

incomprehensible that Lord Kitchener's repeatedly
expressed hatred of the alcoholic curse of armies
should have been overborne, yet such is the case, and
the nation and the Army must suffer in proportion.

" I must now deal with the rum ration Regulation
so far as it directly concerns the honour of the medical
profession, which is also gravely involved. The
Regulation in its most recent shape is as follows

(No. 34, 1914)—

" ' On very exceptional occasions, as when the
troops have been drenched or chilled through ex-

posure on manoeuvres or training a free ration of half

a gill (^ gallon) of rum [2| oz.] may if available

be issued under the authority of the G.O.C. when
certified by the Senior Medical Officer to be ab-
solutely necessary for safeguarding the health of

the troops.'

" This Regulation embodies a number of specific

statements and suggestions which are in every
instance incorrect though frequently asserted in the
House of Commons and regularly furnished officially

to various inquirers and seekers after the truth.
" Thus, to begin with the first words : the rum

ration in France is not issued on ' very exceptional
occasions,' but every day, and in one case which has
come to light it was issued twice a day. The practice

differs according to the views of the officer command-
ing a unit, but from being sporadic, as ordered in

the Regulations, it has now become epidemic and
constant up to the present date. The ration being
now regularised the troops are therefore receiving a
full quantity of spirits constantly and not * very
exceptionally.'

" The next point is the phrase in which the Regula-
tion repeats the old, worn-out, mischievous error that
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people who are wet and ' drenched ' are helped to
resist any ill effects thereof by a dose of alcohol,

whereas, in fact, the condition is reversed, because
the alcohol increases radiation from the wet skin

which is already cooling by the evaporation of the
moisture. But the Regulation even more seriously

mis-states the action of alcohol by suggesting it

should be given to troops chilled by exposure to wet
and cold as a curative procedure. Ignorance of

physiology is often brought forward by non-medical
persons as an excuse for their taking alcohol, and
perhaps the absence of the Army Medical Department
from the Army Council must be held partly responsible

for this monstrous and fatal mistake.
" All physiological researches have shown that

alcohol aggravates the effect of chilling in two ways :

first, by increasing the loss of heat by radiation from
the surface, as already referred to ; and secondly, by
checking the oxidation in the tissues, so lowering the
temperature of the body, diminishing its resistance

to cold and weakening the circulation in the ex-

tremities. The folly of taking alcohol in cold weather
has been proved up to the hilt by all dwellers, workers,

and explorers in cold climates for more than a hundred
years.

" One of the greatest causes of invaliding in the
present campaign is ' frostbite '—not the necrotic

form so much as a severe vascular paralysis, with
secondary oedema and neuritis. No better way of

encouraging such frost-bite could have been imagined
than the issue of the rum ration, since alcohol pro-

duces the circulatory changes requisite for the first

stage of this incapacitating and painful condition.

But the unfortunate soldier wet up to his waist and
in freezing water is nevertheless told by H. M. Regula-
tions that rum will ' safeguard ' his health and comfort
him (especially if the ' senior medical officer * certifies

that this is so).
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" Probably this liquor trade fiction that spirits are

beneficial instead of harmful to people who are wet
and cold is more popular than any other excuse for

intoxication, but that is no reason why it should be
enshrined in the King's Regulations.

" Take the next point in the Regulations, the
quantity of raw spirit to be given to each man,
namely 2| oz. Half that quantity, as already stated,

ruins the soldier's rifle shooting, and the ordinary
ration is enough to make a soldier heady and excitable,

incapable of his normal physical endurance or tolera-

tion of fatigue and intolerant of discipline.
" We now come to the last point in the Regulation,

and in one sense the most important because involving
(without their consent) the medical profession.

" The final statement in the Regulation amounts to

this, that the general officer commanding the unit

may order rum to be issued ' when ' (but, be it noted,

not ' only when ') the ' senior medical officer certifies

that it is absolutely necessary for safeguarding the
health of the troops.'

" If ' when ' had been ' only when,' no rum ration

could ever have been issued, for, of course, no medical
officer, however old-fashioned, could ever perjure

himself by signing any certificate of the kind laid

down in the Regulations, namely, that a tot of rum
was ' absolutely necessary to safeguard the health

'

of anybody, and, above all, that there would be no
health in anybody unless they drank the tot of rum
provided by the Government ' on very exceptional
occasions.'

"It is interesting to see how this really wickedly
ridiculous medical ' certificate ' has gradually been
evolved by our non-medical military authorities.

" Years ago, when the rum ration was given really
* exceptionally,' and only to flying columns, the
Regulation included the words ' on the recommenda-
tion of the medical officer.* Around this has grown
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up a whole cluster of medical myths invented by
those whose pleasure in incipient intoxication entirely

overcomes any national or patriotic feelings they
may once have possessed. These myths have no
doubt derived their greatest support from the fact

that the War Office informs all applicants and in-

quirers on the subject that rum is only issued ' on the
recommendation of the medical officer '—a statement
which immediately satisfies the unwary, though the
issue of rum has nothing to do with the medical care

of the soldier, but really is a matter between the
commanding officer and the quarter-master's supply
department.

" The person who writes to the War Office, and gets
this answer, of course tells his friends that the rum
is only given to a soldier on the advice of the doctor.

These fables reached their highest development about
two months ago, when the London correspondent of

a celebrated provincial paper assured its readers that
no issue of rum was made to the soldier except on the
written prescription of his medical officer. What a
vivid imagination this correspondent must have
possessed to figure to himself the overworked officers

of the R.A.M.C. in France at the present time writing
out 250,000 prescriptions for rum every day 1

" But let us return to the impossible form of certifi-

cate which the ' senior medical officer ' is nevertheless

supposed by the Regulations to give, namely, that
rum is an ' absolutely essential ' thing to maintain
and protect the health of the soldier.

" It follows from this Regulation that since the
interests of the country demand that every soldier's

health should always be at its best, every soldier

should have the rum thus absolutely ordered by the
doctor, but that is not so. In spite of the so-called

medical certificate, Mr. Tennant, on behalf of the
War Office, stated in the House of Commons on
November 16, 1914, that it was entirely untrue to
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say that every soldier had rum. On the contrary it

was only given to those who asked for it !

" By which statement the whole of the War Office

case, that rum is issued as a medical provision and
on the recommendation of the doctors, was swept
away at one blow. By the same statement also the
King's Regulation No. 34 was made into as complete
nonsense officially as it is of course scientifically. Is

it too much to hope that the authorities will now cease

this unjustifiable use of the good name of the medical
profession ?

" In the interests of the soldiers there only remains
the further point also extracted from Mr. Tennant
on the same occasion, namely, that as rum is only
a deception and neither warms nor feeds, and only
injures the soldier, what should he receive instead,

especially if he has been sufficiently patriotic to follow

Lord Robert's advice and become a teetotaler ? Mr.
Lcif Jones asked this question, and was answered
by Mr. Tennant as follows :

' If my honourable friend

had heard my answer, he would have realised that an
alternative is given.' But on referring to the said

answer by Mr. Tennant {Hansard, col. 202-3, 16.11.14)

there is no allusion whatever to any such alternative

to the rum ration being given, and, as a matter of

fact, none is either given nor is it provided for in the
King's Regulations (34 or 35.)

" Undoubtedly from a physiological standpoint the
question of an alternative to the rum ration is one
which should be answered by the medical profession,

and can be at once. The interests of the soldier

require that he should be supported as far as possible

against chilling and fatigue, mental and physical.

Much has been said of the admirable way our army
has been furnished with ordinary food in this cam-
paign all through, though in my opinion a supply of

adequate food was but the very least that a wealthy
empire should provide for men rendering it such
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splendid services. But on this matter of food we are
cheating these men in the old Georgian way, with
the same old deception of a rum ration. Physiology
has proved that a man who is doing hard physical
and nerve-trying work needs extra warmth and food

;

above all, hot liquid or semi-liquid nourishment easily

assimilated which, by being function-restoring, is

genuinely stimulating. In the present trench cam-
paign there is no difficulty in supplying hot milk
flavoured with coffee, chocolate, etc., or hot thick
soups, in the night or early morning. For troops
on the march probably one more ' cooker ' or field

kitchen per unit must be supplied, but the provision
of hot liquid food—the real genuine alternative to
the cold deception rum—is perfectly simple.

" Yet this question of supplying a real alternative

for the rum sham is indeed no small matter, seeing

that warm nourishment enables a man to shoot better

and encourages him to go forward, whereas rum
makes him shoot badly and inclines him to sit still or
even go back.

" There remains another point of no little national

importance too. Probably 200,000 to 250,000 men in

the ranks now were teetotalers. At the least the
empire ought to provide fully for these men who have
followed Lord Roberts's lead, and it should not
attempt to ruin their physique and moral with a
spirit ration, under the false statement that it is

' absolutely essential to safeguard their health.'
"

Sir Victor Horsley is not a teetotal fanatic who
can be accused of making rash statements with no
basis of truth. He is a man who knows what he is

talking about. Personally, I would rather trust his

opinion on any matter of health than that of the Army
Council. Presumably it is the same with most
people. It is not to be wondered at, therefore, that
very many people are inclined to agree with him that
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the revival of the rum ration was a very grave mistake
on the part of the miUtary authorities.
' However, things are doubtless not quite so bad as

some earnest temperance reformers at first feared.

In reply to a letter addressed to him by Mr. Tom
Wing, M.P., Lord Kitchener caused the following

letter to be sent :

—

" Dear Sir,—Lord:Kitchener asks me to explain,

with reference to your letter of the 28th ultimo, that
rum is only issued to the troops on special occasions

by orders of the General Officer Commanding, acting
on the advice of his medical officers. There is no
intention of letting it be issued except in the form of a
medicinal stimulant to exhausted men spending long
hours in wet trenches, and then, as I explained above,
strictly in accordance with medical advice."

Nevertheless, it is more than doubtful, in view of

Sir Victor Horsley's statements, whether rum or any
other alcoholic stimulant justifies the faith which the
military authorities have in their virtues. Certainly,

the revival of the rum ration in the army has done
much to counteract the good results of Lord Kitchener's
words and has increased the difficulties in the way of

a satisfactory settlement of the problem of Drink and
the War.



CHAPTER VI

DRINK AND THE NEW ARMY

As a result of the war Britain has raised the largest

Army that she has ever mobilised in the course of her
history. Exact figures, of course, are not available,

but it is not disclosing any secret to say that there
are something like 3,000,000 men under arms in

the British Empire at the present moment. This
huge army is not only the largest force that has ever
been recruited by voluntary methods, it is also the
most democratic. In the past the ranks of the Army
have been filled for the most part by those who are
unable to find employment in civil life. But the
new Army is drawn from all classes of society. The
magnificent response of the manhood of the Empire
must not blind us to the fact that there are various
problems connected with the new Army which were
not apparent, at least not to so great an extent, in

the old.

The professional soldier of the old type was
generally very well able to take care of himself. He
had been brought up in the rough and ready school
of experience and was well acquainted with the world
and its ways. The new Army includes men of a very
different type. Hundreds of thousands have come
forward from the middle classes. They have tem-
porarily deserted the offices in which they were
employed in order to qualify for the field of battle.

Young men of this description, such as civil service

and bank clerks, are not usually well acquainted
62
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with the ways of the world. They have for the most
part been secluded from many unpleasant realities,

they have always mixed with people of their own
class, they have always been protected by home
influences. They are now leading an utterly different

life ; they are associating with all sorts and conditions
of men ; they find themselves face to face with many
new temptations and free from the restraining

influences to which they are accustomed. Their
education and upbringing are not such as are likely

to mould firmness of character. Hence, it is not
surprising to find that some of them have been led

astray by bad influences.

Obviously one of the greatest temptations which
lie in the path of the recruit is excessive drinking.

Soldiering is thirsty work, and while it is not always
possible to obtain palatable non-alcoholic drink there
is always an abundant supply of cool refreshing beer
at hand. This danger, which affects both the welfare

of the recruits themselves and the efficiency of the
new Army, has been recognised on all sides. A few
days before he died, Lord Roberts issued the following
appeal through the Press :

—

"Will you kindly allow me, through the medium
of your paper to make an appeal to my country men
and women upon a most vital subject which is causing
me very great uneasiness ?

" All classes in the United Kingdom are showing a
keen interest in our forces engaged in the struggle
now going on for our country's existence as a nation,
and they are being munificent in their efforts to
supply the wants of our gallant soldiers and sailors

fighting abroad. But I feel it my duty to point out
to the civil population that putting temptation in

the way of our soldiers by injudiciously treating them
to drink is injurious to them and prejudicial to our
chances of victory. Thousands of young recruits are
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now collected together in various places, and are hav-
ing their work interfered with and their constitutions
undermined by being tempted to drink by a friendly

but thoughtless public, and also by the fact that
public-houses are kept open to a late hour of the
night. I cannot believe that the owners of such
houses are less patriotic and more self-seeking than
their fellow-subjects, or that they would deliberately

for the sake of gain, prevent our soldiers being suf-

ficiently trained in body and nerve to enable them
to undergo the strain of the arduous service which
is before them—a strain which only the strongest
physically and morally can be trusted to endure.

" I therefore beg most earnestly that publicans in

particular and the public generally will do their best
to prevent our young soldiers being tempted to drink.

My appeal applies equally for the members of the
oversea contingents, who have so generously and un-
selfishly come over here to help us in our hour of

need. I hear that 300 of the Canadian contingent
are to take part in the Lord Mayor's Show (to-day),

and my sincere hope is that, while extending to them
a hearty British welcome, no temptation to excess
may be put in the way of these soldiers of the King,
men whom the nation delights to honour, which will

tend to lower them in the eyes of the world."

Lord Kitchener also realised that the recruits had
enemies in Britain as well as in Germany and he
appealed to the patriotism and common sense of the
country to help rather than hinder the training of

the new Army. "The men," he said; "who have
recently joined the Colours are doing their utmost
to prepare themselves for active service with the
least possible delay. This result can only be achieved
if by hard work and strict sobriety they keep them-
selves thoroughly fit and healthy.

" Lord Kitchener appeals to the public, both men
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and women, to help the soldiers in their task. He
begs every one to avoid treating the men to drink,

and to give them assistance in resisting the tempta-
tions which are often placed before them.

" Lord Kitchener suggests that in the neighbour-
hoods where soldiers are stationed committees should
be formed to educate public opinion on this subject,

and bring home its importance to those who prevent
our soldiers from being able to do their duty to their

country in a thoroughly efficient manner."
The obvious meaning of Lord Kitchener's words

was that he expected the recruits to be practically

abstainers from alcoholic drink during the period of

their training. It is equally obvious that with
facilities for drinking available on every hand it was
absolutely necessary for the general public to do its

best to assist the recruits to live up to the expectation
of the War Secretary. It is useless to blame the
recruits for exceeding the limits of strict moderation
when all their civilian friends are " drinking as usual

"

and continually pressing them to have drinks. Un-
fortunately the public did not realise its duty in this

matter, in spite of the appeals of Lord Roberts and
Lord Kitchener. In the Territorial force and the
new Army the vast majority of offences against dis-

cipline have been caused either directly or indirectly

through over-indulgence in beer and other alcoholic

liquors, generally due to the senseless generosity of

civilian " friends."

A very small proportion of such offences are due
to the drunken habits of the men themselves. The
new Army is the most sober force that Britain has
ever raised, but it would be even more sober if it were
not for the attentions of its friends. Writing on this

subject. Lord Tullibardine, the Brigadier-General
Commanding the Scottish Horse Brigade, writes

—

" From the experience I have had in this and other
F
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wars, I may say that drunkenness among soldiers

depends mainly on the temptations put in their way
in the various localities in which they may be. Where
the civilian population rises to its responsibilities

drunkenness is at a minimum; where the civilian

population does not do so it is a maximum. Where
the civilian population arranges counter-attractions
drunkenness is considerably less than where the
civilian population takes no such steps. At Bedford
I have had one regiment, at Kettering four, and
drunkenness at Bedford has been nil and at Ketter-
ing very slight and easily coped with. In these
places public-houses were out of bounds at 8.30 p. m.,
and the civilian population not only set an example,
but provided counter-attractions and places of

recreation. While I was at Perth whisky was literally

forced down the throats of my men. No one did the
slightest thing to assist us to get counter-attractions
for our men, and we were inundated with floods of

undesirable women. That this is the fault of localities

and not necessarily of the system is obvious, as in

one industrial town we found cleanliness in every
way, and in others the reverse. It is only fair to add
that down here the men have not got their old asso-

ciations, and thus can get away from their former
civilian habits and friends, if any. Also, whisky is

not the principal beverage. One thing I should like

to say, and that is that all railway bars should be
stopped from selling intoxicants, not only to soldiers

but to civilians, during the present crisis. I think
you will find that things are shaking down now, and
are not so bad as they were when recruiting was going
on ; but the trouble will crop up twice as badly when
the men are discharged. I would support almost any
temporary measure at that time when the war is over.

I also think it would be of great advantage if we had
an early-closing order about the time of the New
Year."
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The failure of the public to realise its duties forced

the military authorities to take the matter in hand.
Under the Defence of the Realm Act, which was
passed at the beginning of the war, they were em-
powered to require all licensed premises within or in

the neighbourhood of any defended harbour to be
closed except for such time as the order might specify.

In September these powers were extended. Since

that time the naval and military authorities could,

if they thought fit, close every public-house in the land.

Acting under the power steps were taken for dealing

with the evil in those areas where it was most preva-

lent. Throughout the Northern Command—that is,

in Northumberland, Durham, Yorkshire, Lincoln-

shire, Notts, Derbyshire, Staffordshire, Leicestershire

and Rutland—it was ordered that the sale and con-
sumption of alcoholic liquors must cease on all

licensed premises at 9 p.m., and such premises were
closed to members of the Army and Navy except
between the hours of 12 and 1 p.m. and 6 and 9 p.m..

These restrictions did not by any means stamp out
the evil, but they certainly reduced it considerably.

At any rate, the authorities did not feel themselves
called upon to extend the restrictions to other parts

of the country. Much valuable work has been done
in this matter of promoting temperance in the new
Army by such organisations as the Young Men's
Christian Association. These realised that many
recruits were falling into intemperate habits for the
simple reason that they had nothing else to do. In
many districts the recruit had only three ways of

filling in his spare time. He could go to the canteen
or to the public-houses of the nearest town or village,

or he could wander about the streets. None of these
was a very desirable occupation and the obvious
remedy was to provide a better counter-attraction.
Quite apart from its religious activities, the Y.M.C.A.
has done splendid work in this direction. In every
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encampment it has provided spacious marquees and
huts, in which the men find an abundant supply of

writing materials, a post office, concerts, games, and
non-alcoholic refreshments. Hundreds of thousands
of men have found these establishments an inestimable
boon. Not a little of their success is due to the fact

that the average man knows that he can go and write
a letter and listen to a concert, without being preached
at all the time. The Y.M.C.A. is strictly undenomina-
tional and its keynote is Practical Christianity.

The problem of temperance in the new Army, as

elsewhere, would be much more easily solved if only
some genius would invent a really palatable and
attractive temperance drink. The thirsty man can
go into any public-house and rely upon obtaining a
glass of good beer, especially if he cares to order a
bottle of some well-known brand. He may not have
the slightest craving for alcoholic stimulant and may
be solely concerned in quenching a quite legitimate

thirst. But many would rather remain thirsty than
risk the average temperance concoction. Ginger
beer, lemonade, and all the other drinks known as

minerals cannot compare with good class beer for

thirst-quenching and refreshing properties. They
are generally far too gassy and far too sweet. Of
course, there are the various non-alcoholic beers,

but for flavour these will not compare with the most
moderate of ales. The only satisfactory temperance
drink is tea, and that suffers under the disadvantage
of being hot. A thirsty man naturally prefers a
cold beverage to one that he can only sip. As for

coffee it is even better than tea, when it is obtainable.

For some obscure reason drinkable coffee is rarely

to be found in Britain. As made in England,
coffee has neither aroma nor flavour. The stuff

which passes by the name is either comparable only
with diluted varnish or else is full of grits and atro-

ciously strong. It is not to be wondered at that just
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as in ordinary life the average man prefers the drink
he can rely upon in the public-house, to the unknown
quantity obtainable in the tea-shops, many recruits

prefer beer to the various temperance drinks.

It seems strange that the authorities which so

sternly denounced the treating of soldiers by civilians

should provide the soldiers with canteens in which
they can treat one another. It is even stranger that

they should force canteens upon troops who do not
want them. The Canadian and other Colonial con-

tingents were practically teetotal when they arrived

in England. In their training at home and during
the voyage to England all alcoholic liquor was
rigorously banned. Nevertheless they were, at what
is officially described as " the urgent request of the
military authorities," provided with canteens.

Doubtless they were intended as a means of keeping
the men from the temptations of the public-houses.

But the criminally thoughtless treating on the part

of civilians soon changed the canteen from a safe-

guard into a further facility for obtaining drink.

The tragedy thus started was in some cases played
out to a pitiful conclusion.

The problem of drink and the new Army has been
forced upon the attention of the public and the
authorities in various other ways. For instance,

a small number of men contracted the habit of patron-
ising the night clubs. Dancing until five o'clock

in the morning and buying drinks at treble their

proper price is good neither for the pocket nor the
efficiency of the young soldier. Therefore stern

measures had to be taken.
Mention of the night clubs leads us to what is

perhaps the most important of all the dangers that
lurk in the alcoholic drink. It has already been
remarked above that the recruits of the new Army
are to a very large extent freed from the usual
restraining influences and are, therefore, more easily
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led astray than was the case when they were following

their ordinary civil occupations. Drink is not the
only peril that besets the soldier, but it undoubtedly
renders him a comparatively easy prey for other evils.

Sexual immorality has no attraction for the average
decent-minded man unless he is under the influence

of alcohol. He must be drunk before he will stoop
to it. It is also a scientific fact that a man under
the influence of alcohol is far more liable to contract

certain diseases that the man who is sober. It is

sufficient to indicate this aspect of the question here.

All that need be said is that questions have been
asked in Parliament as to the percentage of recruits

who have been refused because of such diseases and
the numbers of those who have fallen victims to them
while in the Army. The answers to those questions

have not been—and probably never will be—made
public.



CHAPTER VII

DRINK AND THE NEXT GENERATION

One of the most obvious results of war is that it

makes serious inroads into the manhood of the
nations who wage it. The trouble is aggravated by
the fact that it is the flower of the manhood that is

affected. The aged, the physically unfit, and every
class of man which is least likely to be of any practical

use to the community remains at home. The men
who fall on the field of battle are those who are

essential to the prosperity of the country. At the
present moment millions of men, who in ordinary
times of peace would be workers supplying produc-
tive necessities for mankind, are engaged in the
organised slaughter of their fellows.

When the war is over every worker in Europe will

be needed to make good the wastage in every direc-

tion. Men will be required to supply not merely
temporary needs, as the munitions of war, but
permanent needs, the munitions of peace and civilisa-

tion. The war will of necessity be followed by a
period of commercial and industrial activity. It is

draining the financial resources of Europe and the
only way in which the losses can be made good is

by trade. The Napoleonic war resulted in an enor-
mous increase in the commercial prosperity of Great
Britain, which more than repaid her for the sacrifices

she had made in financing Europe's resistance to the
Corsican. Napoleon made Britain the greatest com-
mercial nation in the world ; and, unless she is care-
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ful, the Kaiser will hurl her from the proud position

she holds. A century ago Britain had matters all

her own way, but it will be very different after the
present war. During the past hundred years the
world has become commercial, and Britain will be
forced to contend with rivals possessing an advantage
over her. The commercial war will be as bitter as the
present military struggle. When at last peace is

restored Europe will be gasping with exhaustion, but
the United States will be in practically the same
position as when the war started. Neither her in-

dustrial nor her financial resources will have been
drained. For years past she has been an increasingly

successful rival of Britain in the world's markets.
Will she outstrip us after the war?

If Britain is to maintain her commercial prestige

and make good the wastage of war she must look
ahead. The war may be over in six months or six

years, but the commercial struggle which will follow

will last for generations. We are so taken up with
present perils that we fall into the habit of regarding
the soldier as the most important person in the land.

He is nothing of the kind. In the long run the worker
is an infinitely more important person. The worker
produces wealth, the soldier can only destroy wealth.
That lesson is being more or less forcibly impressed
upon every man, woman, and child in Europe to-day.

The honour of defeating the Kaiser will lie primarily
with the workers of Britain. But for the wealth
they have created in the past, Britain would not
have been able to afford a navy which would strangle

German sea power, nor could she have raised and
equipped an army of some 3,000,000 fighting men.

It behoves us, therefore, to look to our supply of

men. Efficient workers for the future are as essential

to Britain as efficient soldiers for the present. We
must have able-bodied, industrious men, not merely
now, but for the next two or three generations. This
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is not a question of greed, but simple self-preservation.

We are spending money at the rate of some millions

of pounds sterling per day. The natural thing to do
is to get rid of the cause of this expenditure as effec-

tively and as soon as possible, and then to set to
and make good the losses. Everybody, presumably,
would be glad to see the war taxes reduced as soon as
possible.

The present war has given us ample proof that
alcohol is not good for the soldier, we have now to
consider whether it will be a serious handicap to
Britain in the commercial struggle of the future. In
the first place, the function of fatherhood is at present
left of necessity to the more or less unfit, the men who
can serve no useful purpose in the trenches. This in

itself is a danger which may seriously impair the
qualities of the next generation, especially if the war
be prolonged. In ancient Rome the finest men were
sent to the legions to fight the empire's battles. The
unfit were told :

" You are not fit to be a Roman
soldier; stay at home and be a Roman father."

The result of this policy was that Rome degenerated,
and the once sturdy people became a race of weaklings
whose cry was for " panemet circenses," or, in modern
language, " football and refreshments free." Thus
have all the great military empires died. But we
have no excuse for following their example. The
Romans did not possess the same scientific knowledge
that we do, and were unacquainted with the laws of

heredity. We know that the sins and diseases of the
father are visited upon his children unto the third
and fourth generation. Lunacy, consumption, de-
generacy, and a whole host of diseases and defects,
all of which absolutely destroy the utility of the
citizen, are communicated from parents to their
children. We also know that many of these scourges
which produce drones instead of workers and are
responsible for the greater part of human suffering
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and misery are seriously aggravated by the excessive

consumption of alcohol.

Ever since it was realised that the fitness and
efficiency of the next generation depended on the
fitness of the present, the world has been tinkering

with eugenic reform. These reforms have for the
most part proved a fiasco, for the simple reason that
the people on whom they were forced did not under-
stand the matter or appreciate its gravity. The only
practical method of eugenic reform is to make the
tainted man and the tainted woman realise that they
have a duty to humanity and must avoid parenthood.
Those who are fit must also be made to realise that
their duty to humanity is to maintain their fitness

and thus qualify themselves for becoming the fathers

and mothers of a healthy generation. The greatest

nation of the future will be the one in which public

opinion first becomes sufficiently educated for the
causes of disease and defectiveness to be voluntarily

removed. Reform can only be built up on the basis

of public opinion.

There are, of course, many factors other than drink

which tend to impair the efficiency and the parenthood
of the present generation. But drink undoubtedly
plays a very large part in the spreading of disease

and the general lowering of the physical efficiency

of the nation. This could not be more strikingly

emphasised than by the following Report of the Chair-

man of the American Medico-Actuarial Mortality

Investigation. This investigation was of a strictly

scientific and non-partisan character, and the state-

ments may be accepted with complete reliance.

" The investigations imdertaken by the companies
were primarily intended to assist them in determining
which types of persons could be safely accepted for

insurance at the regular rates of premium, which
types should be charged an extra premium, and which
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should be declined. The purpose of the preparation
of these statistics was not to excite public interest

or curiosity, but for actual use in a great business.

No haphazard methods have been used, but the most
approved and scientific known to actuaries and medical
directors ; their knowledge of mortality is based upon
the actual experience of companies with all sorts and
conditions of men and women, and naturally appears
in the form of statistics. True progress in any science

is made through recording the result of actual experi-

ence or of experiments, and my statistics will be of

this nature. They will constitute, in fact, a brief

record of what has happened to mankind under
certain conditions, and will not be difficult for the
layman to follow.

" Forty-three of the leading life insurance com-
panies in the United States and Canada agreed in

1909 to prepare their collective experience on many
different classes of insured. They decided to put the
investigation into the hands of the Actuarial Society
of America and the Association of Life Insurance
Medical Directors. The companies supplied their

records on about 2,000,000 lives, covering a period
of 25 years. It is the largest and most compre-
hensive investigation ever undertaken by insurance
companies anywhere. The object of the investiga-

tion was to determine from past experience the types
of lives among which the companies had a higher
mortality than the average. The results of the in-

vestigation have appeared in four volumes, and the
fifth is in the Press.

" The insured were divided into many classes, of

which the following are the chief groups

—

"1. Those who were in occupations involving
hazard.

*' 2. Those who had a family history of consump-
tion.
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" 3. Those who had a defect in their personal

history, such as an attack of appendicitis, renal colic,

rheumatism, syphilis, etc.
" 4. Those whose physical condition was not

normal, as shown by indications such as a high pulse,
irregular pulse, albumen in urine, etc.

"5. Those whose habits with regard to alcoholic
beverages were not satisfactory in the past, or who
used liquor steadily at the time of application of
insurance.

" 6. Those who were distinctly overweight or
underweight.

*' Before describing these classes I should like to
emphasise the fact that all the lives involved in the
investigation had been carefully examined by com-
petent physicians, and that, in general, the more
hazardous the occupation, or the greater the defect
in physical condition, in family history, or in personal
history, the more care was taken in selecting the lives.

In order to determine the relative mortality, a
standard or ' measuring rod ' was prepared, repre-

senting average mortality among insured lives, based
upon the experience of the forty-three companies
among all their insured. When a class is said to
have 10 per cent, extra mortality, it means that where
the experience of the companies would have resulted

in 100 deaths among their insured as a whole there
were 110 deaths in the specified class. Another
way of making the needed comparison is by showing
the number of years by which the average lifetime

will be reduced, and this manner of exhibiting the
degree of hazard will be used in some cases. In this

connection it may be well to point out that a reduc-
tion in the average lifetime of, say, five years among
a large group of men is a serious matter. It does not
mean that five years is taken off the lifetime of only
those who have reached age 65 or 70, but that the
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average lifetime of all men is reduced by five years.

If in an occupation employing many men, such as

mining, there were such a reduction, it would mean
an economic waste in the United States equivalent

to about five years of the lifetime of one million

men, or a reduction of their productive lifetime by
about one-sixth. . . .

" There is a general impression that saloon keepers

do not live as long as persons in non-hazardous occupa-
tion, but it is not generally known that most classes

which are connected with either the manufacture or
sale of liquor have a high mortality. Among saloon

proprietors, whether they attend the bar or not, there

was an extra mortality of 70 per cent. ; and the causes

of death indicated that a free use of alcoholic bever-

ages had caused many of the deaths. The hotel pro-

prietors who attend the bar either occasionally or

regularly had as high a mortality as the saloon

keepers

—

i. e. the lifetime was reduced about six

years on the average on account of their occupation.

The mortality among those connected with breweries

was about one-third above the normal. The large

class of proprietors of wholesale liquor houses had an
extra mortality of about one-fifth. In the fourteen
subdivisions of the trades connected with the manu-
facture or sale of alcohol, there was only one class

which had a normal mortality, and that was the
distillery proprietors.

" The facts regarding the adverse effect on longevity

of engaging in the liquor trade are such that, if they

were generally known, young men who are easily

tempted would be deterred from entering this business.
" The high mortality in some of the occupations to

which reference has been made must not be ascribed

to the men having other defects, such as a tuber-

cular family history. When there was any defect in

the physical condition, in the family record, in the

habits of life, etc., the insured was not included in
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the investigation of the mortahty of men in the
occupation. In the same way, in investigating the
mortality of insured with a defect in family record
or personal condition, no men in hazardous occupa-
tions were included in the groups investigated. . . .

" Nothing has been more conclusively proved than
that a steady free use of alcoholic beverages, or
occasional excesses, are detrimental to the individual.

" In my judgment it has also been proved beyond
peradventure of doubt that total abstinence from alcohol

is of value to humanity ; it is certain that abstainers

live longer than persons who use alcoholic beverages.

The low mortality among abstainers may not be due
solely to abstinence from alcohol, but to abstinence
from tobacco and to a careful regard for one's physical
well-being.

" Among the men who admitted that they had
taken alcohol occasionally to excess in the past, but
whose habits were considered satisfactory when they
were insured, there were 289 deaths, while there
would have been only 190 deaths had this group been
made up of insured lives in general. The extra

mortality was, therefore, over 50 per cent., which was
equivalent to a reduction in the average life of these

men of over four years.
" If this means that four years would be cut off

the end of the average normal lifetime of each man,
there are many who would consider that ' the game
was worth the candle '

; but it means that in each
year a number of men will die at an earlier age than
they should. For example, at age thirty-five, the
expectation of life is thirty-two years; in the first

year after that age, instead of, say, nine persons
dying, there would probably be twelve deaths—that
is, three men would each lose thirty-two years of

life; in the next year probably four men would each
lose thirty-one years of life, etc. As a matter of fact,

many immoderate drinkers would live longer than
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thirty-two years but not nearly so many as would live

if they had been moderate drinkers, and far fewer than
if they had been total abstainers from alcohol.

" With regard to men who had used alcoholic

beverages daily but not to excess, the experience of

the companies was divided into two groups : (a) Men
who took two glasses of beer, or a glass of whisky,
or their equivalent, a day; {b) men who took more
than the foregoing amount but were not considered
by the companies to drink to excess. The mortality
in the second group was found to be fully 50 per cent,

greater than in the first—an excellent argument for

moderation in the use of alcoholic beverages. The
foregoing result does not mean that the large excess
mortality in class (6) was due to their drinking a
little more each day than those in class (a). It is

probable that among those who were very moderate
users of alcoholic beverages there were comparatively
few who eventually used liquor immoderately; but
among those who took more than a glass of whisky,
or its equivalent, a day^there were probably a goodly
number who increased their daily consumption after

having applied for insurance, and who eventually
drank to an immoderate extent. Part of the hazard
from alcoholic beverages lies in the user's losing the

power to limit himself to a moderate consumption.
" Among the men whose habits were formerly in-

temperate but who had reformed for at least two
years prior to their acceptance by the insurance
companies, the extra mortality was fully 30 per
cent.

—

i. e. their average lifetime was reduced by about
three years. This excess mortality is partly due to
the effect of previous intemperate habits in under-
mining the system and partly to a proportion of the
persons relapsing into their old habits.

" In the foregoing classes men who were in the
liquor business, or in any other occupation involving
hazard, were excluded.
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" The Committee of the Medico-Actuarial MortaHty

Investigation did not make a report on the mortahty
among total abstainers, but sufficient statistics have
been published by individual companies to justify the

statement that persons who have always been total

abstainers have a mortality during the working years

of life of about one-half of that among those who use
alcohol to the extent of at least two glasses of whisky
per day.

" In conclusion, it should perhaps be stated that
the statistics of the Medico-Actuarial Mortality
Investigation were not compiled with intent to prove
or disprove a particular theory, as so frequently

happens when partisans engage in the preparation

of statistics in support of their point of view. The
companies put their records in the hands of a com-
mittee of actuaries and medical directors, and asked
them to determine what the true experience has
been. The statistics, therefore, represent the facts."

That Report is well worthy of study by Britons
to-day, not merely on the personal ground that every
man desires a long and healthy life, but on the broad
patriotic ground that Britain demands that her
sons of the next few generations shall be fit and
industrious and worthy of her, in order that she may
keep her place among the nations.



CHAPTER VIII

DRINK AND THE FOOD SUPPLY

The war has forced the peoples of Europe to realise

that they are mainly dependent on the outside world
for their food supply. Already as a result of the
throttling of its trade Germany is living on reduced
rations, and bread especially is being most sparingly
distributed. The bread, too, is not wheaten or even
the famous black bread of the peasants. It is com-
posed of potatoes and other roots with an admixture
of a small quantity of grain. It is neither palatable
nor nourishing. In Britain matters are not so bad
as in Germany. Thanks to the Navy, the trade
routes have remained open and there has been no
serious interference with the food supply. But
every housewife knows from experience that food
prices have risen considerably and are at an abnormal
level. How serious the problem of feeding the
people would have been if the Navy had proved
unequal to its task may be judged from the fact that
Britain is dependent on the Colonies and foreign

countries for no less than 84 per cent, of her wheat
supply.

Bread is the most important item in the nation's
diet. It is the chief food of the vast majority of the
people, especially the industrial classes. The price

of bread is a matter of far more vital concern than
that of any other commodity. This is true in spite

of the fact that it is not usually recognised. A rise

of twopence in the price of bread calls forth little

G 81
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comment, and hardly a thought is given to the hard-
ships entailed on the children who have " bread and
scrape " for breakfast, dinner, tea and supper—if they
are lucky enough to get four meals in the course of

a day. But if beer goes up a halfpenny a glass there
is a storm of comment. People talk about the
sacrifices which war entails, and the "trade" groans
pathetically under the added burden.
The best bread is that made from wheaten flour.

It is the most nutritious, the most digestible, and the
most palatable. Next to milk, wheat is the finest

food that Nature has provided for man. Rye bread
is coarse and lacking in many of the qualities which
add to the value of wheaten bread. Bread made
from barley is a sticky indigestible mass, which not
one person in a hundred could consume without
considerable suffering as a consequence.
The bread consumed in Britain is and always has

been wheaten. Barley and rye are chiefly used in

the manufacture of spirits and other alcoholic drinks.

There are in Britain 1,971,801 acres under wheat,
producing 16 per cent, of the flour necessary for the
nation's bread supply. On the other hand there are

1,816,426 acres under barley, 68,779 acres under rye,

and 34,829 acres under hops, which supply practically

the whole needs of the distillers and brewers. If,

then, the German Navy had been able to inflict

serious reverses on the British fleet, and had been
able to carry out an effective blockade of the British

coasts, the nation's drink supply would have been
assured, but the food supply would have been hope-
lessly crippled. True, if all the land used to grow
barley, rye and hops had been utilised in the pro-

duction of wheat the starvation of the country would
still have been inevitable. The country would only
have been able to produce 32 per cent, of the wheat
it needs. But the nation would have been able to

hold out for at least another couple of months.
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Admittedly, this would have been an extreme
contingency; but in war it is best to be prepared
for any eventuality. In any case the question of

the food supply is sufficiently pressing to warrant
serious attention. Prices are abnormally high, and
but for the action of the Government would be
higher. It is obviously in everybody's interest that
the prices of essential articles of food should be
reduced to their normal level at the earliest possible

moment.
In France, Russia, and Germany measures have

been taken for safeguarding as far as possible the
food supply, especially in the matter of the production
of wheat. Only in Britain has nothing in particular

been done, in spite of the fact that we are more
dependent on foreign supplies than any of the other
nations. Ordinary common sense tells us that the
food supply is of far greater importance than the
drink supply, and that it would have been an ele-

mentary precaution to have decided that the fields

which are serving no better purpose than providing
alcoholic drink for the future should be utilised in

supplying a portion of next year's food supply.



CHAPTER IX

DRINK AND THE WORKER

In the present war Britain is the workshop of the
Alhes. British industries have been far less ad-
versely affected than those of any of the other warring
powers. None of our allies is in a position to supply
fully the needs of its army. The Belgian army is

wholly dependent on outside sources for its munitions
of war ; a great part of industrial France and Russia
is under the heel of the enemy ; and Serbia is in the
same position as Belgium. Britain's part in the
war, therefore, is not only to strangle German trade
by means of the Navy and to marshal and equip the
largest army that has ever left these shores ; she has
to do her utmost to keep her own forces and her
allies fully supplied with the munitions which are
vital to success. The war will be won by the men
in the workshops quite as much as by the men on
the North Sea and in the trenches.

The war has been a war of shells. At first Germany
had the advantage in the matter of artillery. With
her huge siege guns she battered her way through
Belgium and Northern France. Then the tables

were turned, and from the moment the Allies estab-

lished an ascendancy in the matter of artillery, the
Kaiser's hosts were not only checked, but, what is

more important, lost their power of initiative. Ger-
man artillery enabled the enemy to keep on the

offensive during the early stages of the war; now
84
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French and British artillery has forced the Germans
to be content to act on the defensive.

The supreme importance of an abundant supply
of shells was strikingly illustrated by the action at
Neuve Chapelle. In this engagement a terrific

bombardment of half an hour's duration was the
prelude to the British attack on the German positions.

The enemy's trenches became an inferno. Thou-
sands were literally blown to atoms; hundreds of
dazed men crawled blindly into the open and many
have become hopelessly mad as a result of the terror

of that half-hour. But it enabled the British to
capture the position quickly and with comparatively
small loss. But for the effectiveness of the pre-

liminary bombardment, weeks or months might have
been spent in costly infantry attacks on the carefully
prepared defences of the enemy.
The expenditure of shells was enormous. But it

was more than justified by results. And Neuve
Chapelle was only typical of the whole campaign.
An abundant supply of shells and all the other
necessary munitions will inevitably result in ex-
pediting complete victory and in saving thousands
of valuable lives. The worker who slacks at home
is a traitor and a murderer. He prolongs the war
and is responsible for the loss of many a gallant
life.

" This war," says Eye-witness, "is a life and
death struggle between entire nations, in which all

the resources of every combatant are, or should be,
mobilised to one end. Not only will victory depend,
so far as material means are concerned, very largely
on the action of artillery, or on the man behind the
gun in the field. It will depend equally on the
provision and maintenance of the artillery and its

ammunition—in other words, upon the action of
the manufacturer and the man in the workshop at
home.
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" We are all fighting the same battle. For every

failure to perform their share of the common task
on the part of the industrial combatants the price

will have to be paid by their comrades in the field—

•

in blood; and the whole nation will suffer, even if

it gain the victory in the long run. It may not be
realised at home that, for the lack of the means
wherewith, from afar off, to blow into the air some
trench or post bristling with machine guns and barbed
wire, friends, or at any rate countrymen, may be
mown down in swathes."
These words were fully endorsed by Sir John

French. " The protraction of the war," says the
Field-Marshal, " depends entirely upon the supply
of men and munitions. Should these be unsatis-

factory, the war will be accordingly prolonged."
That it was not until the middle of March that

the supreme importance of the supply of munitions
was realised by the public was largely the fault of

the authorities. But for the needlessly severe censor-

ship the nation would have realised its responsi-

bilities long ago and seven priceless months would
not have been wasted. The working man is as

patriotic as any other member of the community,
but he objects to being treated as a child. It is

useless to grumble at the shortcomings of the public

when the public is only supplied with spoon-fed in-

formation. It does not appreciate nameless and
anonymous warfare and if the veil of secrecy had not
been so closely drawn the people would have under-
stood what the troops were doing and would have
grasped what tremendous work remains to be accom-
plished. It is useless to attempt to bring the war
vividly home to the average Briton by means of dull

bowdlerised accounts of stale events. A little more
frankness and a little more confidence on the part

of the authorities is the best way of curing labour
troubles during the war.
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That the working man was anxious to "do his

bit " towards winning the war was amply proved by
the agreement arranged by Mr. Lloyd George with
the trades-union leaders. Whatever views one may
hold on the labour question, it must be admitted
that the trades unions displayed a fine sense of

patriotism in their action, when once it was fully

realised how important was the part played by labour.
For generations past the trades unions have been
steadily acquiring power. That power may not
always have been put to the best uses, but it has
undoubtedly done much to better conditions among
the poor. In any case, it was not to be expected
that they would voluntarily forego that power with-
out a very good reason and without adequate guar-
antees that the sacrifice should in no way impair
their strength and freedom of action after the
war. Yet the call of patriotism was sufficient to
achieve in a day or two what a year ago would have
been impossible after months of discussion.

The agreement was as follows

—

The workmen's representatives at the conference
recommended to their members the following pro-

posals with a view to accelerating the output of

munitions and equipments of war.

(1) During the war period there shall in no case

be any stoppage of work upon munitions and equip-
ments of war or other work required for a satisfactory

completion of the war.
All differences on wages or conditions of employ-

ment arising out of the war shall be dealt with without
stoppage, in acordance with paragraph (2).

Questions not arising out of the war should not
be made the cause of stoppage during the war period.

(2) Subject to any existing agreements or methods
now prevailing for the settlement of disputes, differ-

ences of a purely individual or local character shall

unless mutually arranged, be the subject of a deputa-
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tion to the firm representing the workmen concerned,
and differences of a general character affecting wages
and conditions of employment arising out of the war
shall be the subject of conferences between the parties.

In all cases of failure to reach a settlement of

disputes by the parties directly concerned, or their

representatives, or under existing agreements, the
matters in dispute shall be dealt with under any one
of the three following alternatives as may be mutually
agreed, or, in default of agreement, settled by the
Board of Trade

—

(a) The Committee on Production.
(b) A single arbitrator agreed upon by the parties

or appointed by the Board of Trade.
(c) A Court of Arbitration upon which labour is

represented equally with the employers.

(3) An Advisory Committee, representative of the
organised workers engaged in production for Govern-
ment requirements, shall be appointed by the Govern-
ment for the purpose of facilitating the carrying out
of these recommendations and for consultation by
the Government or by the workmen concerned.

(4) Provided that the conditions set out in para-
graph (5) are accepted by the Government as applic-

able to all contracts for the execution of war muni-
tions and equipments, the workmen's representatives
at the conference are of opinion that during the war
period the relaxation of the present trade practices

is imperative, and that each union be recommended
to take into favourable consideration such changes
in working conditions or trade customs as may be
necessary with a view to accelerating the output of

war munitions or equipments.

(5) The recommendations contained in paragraph
(4) are conditional on Government requiring all con-
tractors and sub-contractors engaged on munitions
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and equipments of war or other work required for

the satisfactory completion of the war to give an
undertaking to the following effect

—

Any departure during the war from the practice

ruling in our workshops, shipyards, and other
industries prior to the war, shall only be for the
period of the war.
No change in practice made during the war shall

be allowed to prejudice the position of the work-
people in our employment, or of their trade unions
in regard to the resumption and maintenance after

the war of any rules or customs existing prior to
the war.

In any readjustment of staff which may have to
be effected after the war priority of employment
will be given to workmen in our employment at
the beginning of the war who are serving with the
colours or who are now in our employment.
Where the custom of a shop is changed during

the war by the introduction of semi-skilled men to
perform work hitherto performed by a class of

workmen of higher skill the rates paid shall be
the usual rates of the district for that class of

work.
The relaxation of existing demarcation restric-

tions or admission of semi-skilled or female labour
shall not affect adversely the rates customarily
paid for the job. In cases where men who ordinarily

do the work are adversely affected thereby, the
necessary readjustments shall be made so that
they can maintain their previous earnings.

A record of the nature of the departure from
the conditions prevailing before the date of this

undertaking shall be kept and shall be open for

inspection by the authorised representative of

the Government.
Due notice shall be given to the workmen con-
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cerned wherever practicable of any changes of
working conditions which it is desired to intro-

duce as the result of this arrangement, and oppor-
tunity of local consultation with men or their
representatives shall be given if desired.

All differences with our workmen engaged on
Government work arising out of changes so intro-

duced or with regard to wages or conditions of

employment arising out of the war shall be settled

without stoppage of work in accordance with the
procedure laid down in paragraph (2).

It is clearly understood that, except as ex-
pressly provided in paragraph 4 of clause (5),

nothing in this undertaking is to prejudice the posi-

tion of employers or employees after the war.

So far as is known this arrangement has met with
marked success, but another very serious aspect of

the problem of labour in war-time has forced itself

on the attention of the authorities. In addressing
the trades-union delegates Mr. Lloyd George referred

to the way in which drink is delaying the manufacture
and transport of munitions

—

" I am sorry to say that I have to refer to another
question of a totally different character, and I hope
no one will misunderstand me when I drag it in.

It has absolutely nothing to do with the first part

of the proposition, but at the same time it is a question
where we must have the influence and support of the
leaders of organised labour behind us. I am referring

now to the effect which excessive drinking amongst a
minority of the workmen in some districts has upon
the output. Believe me, I am very loth to mention
it; one is so apt to be miscontrued. It may be
said, ' You are bringing a charge against the work-
ing classes.' I am doing nothing of the kind. I

am referring to a minority. But, as you know
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perfectly well, where the minority do that, they may
throw the whole works out of gear, and very often
they prevent men who are anxious to go on with their

work from continuing that work.
" I am sorry to say that I am acting upon reports

we have got both from the Admiralty and the War
Office. In some districts it is very serious. In
some areas it is interfering with the amount of the
output, and gravely interfering with it. In other
areas it is interfering with the transport. Transport
has been delayed where we are sending not merely
munitions of war, but necessaries to our troops at
the front. I am sure you will prefer I should talk
quite plainly about it. It is very much better that
we should do it, whatever the misconstruction is."

On March 20, the matter was brought to a head
by a deputation to the Chancellor. The deputation,
which was representative of the leading shipbuilding
firms in the country, was unanimous in urging that,

in order to meet the national requirements at the
present time and the urgent necessities of the position,

there should be a total prohibition during the period
of the war of the sale of excisable liquors. It was
represented by them that mere restriction of hours
or even total prohibition within certain war-work
areas was not sufficient, as certain classes would be
entirely unaffected, and it was felt by the deputation
that total prohibition should apply as an emergency
war measure not only to public-houses, but to private
clubs and other licensed premises, so as to operate
equally for all classes of the community.

In putting forward these views those who spoke
on behalf of the deputation expressed themselves as

satisfied that there was a general consensus of opinion
on the part of the workers favourable to total pro-
hibition along the lines indicated.

It was stated that in many cases the number of
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hours being worked was actually less than before
the war, and in spite of Sunday labour and all other
time the total time worked on the average in almost
all yards was below the normal number of hours per
week. In spite of working night and day seven days
a week less productiveness was being secured from
the men. The deputation was of opinion that this

was principally due to the question of drink. There
were many men doing splendid and strenuous work,
probably as good as the men in the trenches. But
so many were not working anything like full hours
that the average was thus disastrously reduced.
The members of the deputation stated that, speak-

ing with the experience of from twenty-five to forty

years, they believed that 80 per cent, of the present
avoidable loss of time could be ascribed to no other
cause than drink. The figures of weekly takings in

public-houses near the yards were convincing evidence
of the increased sale of liquor. Allowing for the
advanced price of intoxicants and for the greater

number of men now employed in shipbuilding, the
takings had in one case under observation risen

20 per cent., in another 40 per cent.

Curtailment, in the opinion of the deputation,
resulted in excessive drinking during the shortened
hours. The takings of certain public-houses, which
had had their hours reduced from 10 to 9, had
actually increased, and there had been a considerable
growth in the pernicious habit of buying spirits by
the bottle and taking it away to drink elsewhere.

It was this " drinking habit," rather than drunken-
ness, that the deputation had to face.

The cost of the drink habit was sufficiently illus-

trated by the case of a battleship coming in for

immediate repairs, and having these repairs delayed
a whole day through the absence of the riveters for

the purpose of drink and conviviality. This case was
one of hundreds.
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This was not the only reason in favour of prohibi-

tion as against curtaihnent. As long as public-

houses were open, there would be found men to break
the rules of the yard and come late to work in order
to secure drink beforehand. And the indisposition

to work after the consumption of excessive alcohol

was too obvious to need elaboration.

Different members of the deputation gave different

hours for their week's total of labour. But it was
emphasised that the important factor was not the
average time worked, but the time worked by certain

of the most important branches. In one yard, for

example, the riveters had only been working on the
average forty hours per week ; in another only thirty-

six hours.

The deputation drew attention to the example set

by Russia and France, and urged upon the Chancellor
of the Exchequer the need of strong and immediate
action.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer, in reply said

—

" You certainly need not offer any apology to any of
us for the time which you have occupied, because the
statements which you have made are of the gravest
possible character in the national interests. But,
although your statements are very startling, you have
been able to support them, I am almost sorry to
say, with evidence which appears to me to be quite
irrefutable. I almost wish it were possible even to
cast doubt upon statements which are so alarming.
But not merely what you have told me to-day, but
facts which have come to my knowledge, more
especially since I have interested myself in the
labour difficulties, have convinced me that what you
have told us here to-day simply represents the truth.

" I notice a certain amount of impatience, and I do
not regret it, at the fact that the Government have
not up to the present taken even more drastic action
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than that which they have taken. But that is due
to one or two causes. The first, and perhaps the
most important, is that before you take steps of this

kind you must feel confident that you are not going
in advance of the general sentiment ; otherwise more
harm will be done than good. You must feel that
you have every class in the community behind you
when you are taking action which interferes, and
must interfere very severely, with the individual
liberties of men of all sections.

*' But I am sure that the country is beginning to
realise the gravity of the position. It is very difficult

for Ministers to tell the country how serious it is.

You who are employed in the yards connected with
the output of war material can draw a very fair

inference as to the gravity of the position, and I

am glad that the workmen themselves are beginning
to be impressed with it, and that they are getting
more and more prepared to accept very drastic action

in reference to the question of drink.
" You have come to the conclusion that the mere

curtailment of the hours of drinking would be an
inadequate step. Some of you think it would have an
appreciable influence upon the evil. Others think
that perhaps it might be of some use. But you are

all agreed that it would be insufficient to cope with
the great injury which is being inflicted upon the
country in consequence of the excessive drinking that
takes place amongst a section—maybe a small

section, but a very important section—of workmen
who are engaged in the production of munitions of

war and the equipment for war in this country. I

was glad from that point of view, but only from that
point of view, that Mr. Henderson stated quite

clearly at the start that there were no teetotalers

amongst you. :;;

" Your appeal and the decision you have come to

will carry all the greater weight for the reason that
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you have not approached it from the point of view
of men who have a particular theory to promote.
You have approached it from the point of view of

men who have just one end and aim in view—^that is,

to help the country at the present moment success-

fully through its troubles. That is what will appeal
to the country.

" Having gone into this matter a great deal more
closely during the last few weeks, I must say that
I have a growing conviction based on accumulating
evidence, that nothing but root and branch methods
will be of the slightest avail in dealing with this

evil. I believe that to be the general feeling. The
feeling is that, if we are to settle German militarism,

we must first of all settle with the drink.
" We are fighting Germany, Austria, and drink, and,

as far as I can see, the greatest of these deadly foes

is drink. Success in the war is now purely a question
of munitions. I say that, not only on my own
authority, but on the authority of our great General,
Sir John French. He has made it quite clear what
his conviction is on the subject. I think I can venture
to say that that is also the conviction of the Secretary
of State for War, and it is also the conviction of all

those who know anything about the military problem
that, in order to enable us to win, all we require is

an increase, an enormous increase, in the shells,

rifles, and all the other munitions and equipment
which are necessary to carry through a great war.

" You have proved to us to-day quite clearly that
the excessive drinking in the works connected with
these operations is interfering seriously with that
output. I can only promise you this, at the present
moment, that the words which you have addressed
to my colleagues and myself will be taken into the
most careful consideration by my colleagues when
we come to our final decision on this question. Com-
ing as they do from those who know what the facts
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are and have spoken with a due sense of their re-

sponsibility they will, I am certain, carry very great
weight in these quarters. I had the privilege of an
audience with His Majesty this morning, and that
is the reason why I could not adhere to the original

hour which was fixed for the deputation. I am
permitted to say by him that he is very deeply con-
cerned on this very question—very deeply concerned
—and the concern which is felt by him is. I am certain,

shared by all his subjects in this country."

As a result of these speeches public interest in the
question was roused to fever heat. Incidentally,

the Chancellor was accused of insulting, and vilifying

the working man and spreading lies concerning him.
These hysterical statements emanated chiefly from
the " trade " and such people as Mr. Keir Hardie.
On all sides it was admitted that the drink question
was one of the most pressing problems of the day.
The matter has been obscured by wilful misrepre-

sentation. Not even the most rabid temperance
reformer has asserted that the drunken habits of

the working man as a class are the danger which has
to be faced, but only that a small drunken minority
is seriously hampering the efforts of the sober majority.

The minority is largely composed of men who in

ordinary times would be loafers for the very good
reason that nobody would employ them. The war
has produced a shortage of labour, work is being
carried on at full pressure day and night and there

is employment for all. These men know that the
demand for labour is such that they will be able to

keep their employment no matter if they slack.

These temporary workers must not be confounded
with the ordinary workman who is permanently
employed.
i- Excessive overtime is also a cause of intemperance.
Overtime only increases production up to a certain
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point. A man who works long hours seven days a
week—^and men have been working up to 100 hours
per week—soon begins to suffer from physical and
mental strain. In such a condition the temptation
to indulge in alcoholic stimulant is obviously much
stronger than at ordinary times. Moreover, alcohol

has a far more potent effect on the man who is suffer-

ing from overstrain than on the man who is normally
vigorous.

That this minority constituted a serious menace
to the welfare of the nation was recognised by the
labour leaders themselves. For instance, the National
Transport Workers Federation passed a resolution

to the following effect :
" We are prepared to sup-

port the (Government in any drastic restrictions they
may deem desirable, provided that they effect all

districts and all classes alike, thereby removing any
suggestion of favourite treatment. We are convinced
that although excessive drinking is indulged in only
by a small minority, so interdependent is modern
labour that the diminished efficiency of this minority
has a marked influence upon the output of the total

number of men engaged in any set of operations."

When it is realised that no less than 3615 hours
were lost by the Tyneside platers in the course of

one week it becomes obvious that it was necessary
to deal with the matter forthwith.

Figures compiled from the actual hours for which
the ironworkers were paid during four weeks in March
have now been published. They relate to 48 repre-

sentative firms—15 in the Clyde district, 27 on the

North-east Coast, and six at Birkenhead, Barrow,
or Hull.

The number of hours worked by the men indivi-

dually, including in all cases any overtime worked,
show that only 24 per cent, worked beyond the

normal week of 53 or 54 hours, according to the

district ; that 40 per cent, worked between 40 hours
H
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and 53 or 54 hours a week, and that 36 per cent,

worked under 40 hours a week. Here is a comparison
of hours worked by the ironworkers in the Clyde and
North-east Coast districts

—

Clyde.
North-east

Coast.

p.c. p.c.

Over 53 or 54 hoiu's . . 27-6 19-7

Between 40 and 53 or 54 . . 39-4 40-5

Under 40 hours . . 33-0 39-8

The statement below shows the hours worked
individually during March by the whole of the iron-

workers employed by the firms referred to

—

Over 80 hours a week
75 >>

70 >»

05 )j

60 J)

53-54
>j

50 >j

45 >>

40 >>

35 >>

30 5J

25 ))

20 JJ

fioiu-s and under

No. of Men
per 1000.

. . . 1-18

and up to 80 4-74

75 15-16

70 . 36-37

65 . 62-02

60 . 120-42

, 53-54 . 113-80

50 . 14710
45 . 139-00

40 . 138-10

35 . 91-70

30 55-30

25 . 30-50

, , , . 40-6020

This statement shows that 36 per cent, of the men
worked, including overtime, under 40 hours a week
during March; also that the total working hours of

practically one-half of the men were less than 45
hours a week, while the ordinary working hours
of peace times are 53 or 54.

The aggregate amount of ordinary hours avoidably
lost represented, during the same four weeks of
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March, in all 668,000 hoyrs, equal to a loss of 25 per
cent, of the normal working hours. The employers
attribute this loss to drinking habits, directly or
indirectly.

The time lost in the workshops was imperilling
the success of British arms and sacrificing the lives

of British soldiers. The slackness of a few workmen
who were incapable of realising the responsibilities

which rested upon them had become a national
danger. By common consent a great deal of this

slackness was due to drink, and on all sides it was
admitted that some means would have to be found
for dealing effectively with the problem of drink and
the worker. The problem, however, was no simple
one ; in fact, it was the most difficult one that the
Government has yet been called upon to solve.



CHAPTER X

THE PROBLEM OF PROHIBITION

At first sight the obvious method of deahng with
the Hquor problem is to impose prohibition. Drink
has proved itself to be a nuisance ; it is militating

against the successful conduct of the war; and this

is no time for half measures. The man who dis-

covers that a beam in his house is smouldering does
not throw a teacupful of water over it and leave it;

he throws a whole pailful, and more if necessary, and
makes sure that there is not a spark remaining to
endanger his life and property. Many have argued
on these lines and have urged that prohibition is the
only really satisfactory method of dealing with the
problem. This demand for prohibition has come not
only from the teetotalers, but from moderate men in

all ranks of life. Every day the Chancellor's letter-

bag has been swollen by the hundreds of thousands
of petitions for prohibition with which he has been
deluged.

Prohibition is no new thing. Civilisation is built

up on prohibition. From the Decalogue onwards
additional prohibitions have marked the progress of

mankind. The Bill of Rights, one of the foundation
stones of British liberty, declares that " Government
is constituted for the protection, safety, prosperity

and happiness of the people, and not for the profit

of private interests of any one man, family, or class of

men." In other words, it is the duty and purpose
100
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of the Government to prohibit those evils which are
inimical to the interests of the people as a whole.

There have been numerous institutions in the past
which were regarded as nothing out of the common,
but which were subsequently recognised as evils and
prohibited in spite of opposition on the part of the
vested interests. Polygamy was once considered
lawful and necessary. Now it is prohibited among
all civilised peoples, because it inflicts tyranny and
injustice on women. A hundred years ago there was
a recognised legal traffic in human flesh and blood,

and the governments of the great Powers received
large sums from the trade. But gradually the con-
science of civilisation was stirred and it was recog-

nised that the slave trade was an evil which required
the drastic use of the surgeon's knife. Great Britain

was the first to prohibit the trade. Her example
has been followed by all the civilised world, but
often only in the face of violent opposition. In
America the demand for the prohibition of slavery
resulted in a civil war.
For a number of years past more and more people

have been coming to believe that the liquor traffic

is an evil which should be dealt with in the same
manner as the slave traffic. " If the traffic in drink,

or any other thing, tends by law to evil, then it is

right to suppress it. If the body politic be diseased,

it must be cured, and it can be cured only by the
removal of its essential cause. In fact, man's own
existence—the very justification of his being—is, that
he shall resist evil, and overcome defect by knowledge
and thought. If not, evil will destroy him. Pro-
hibition in himself—and prohibition in union with
others—is his only essential right. It is but another
name for self-defence, and if a worm, a dog or a cat,

or even a leaf, exercises this right, how insane it

must be to deny the right to man, the head and
crown of things."
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Undoubtedly prohibition would remove the troubles
due to drinking which have been emphasised by the
present emergency; it would result in a diminution
of crime and increase the health and happiness of the
people. But the question remains whether it is

practicable in Britain to-day
The problem bristles with difficulties. In the first

place there are the financial considerations. The loss

of over £40,000,000 to the revenue is no light matter
when the national expenditure on the war alone is

over two millions a day. The capital invested in the
" trade " is stated to amount to about £240,000,000
and if all the breweries and distilleries were to be
closed down thousands would be brought to the
verge of ruin. In the Scotch distilleries there are

140,000,000 gallons of spirit maturing. The greater
portion of this is pledged as security against mort-
gages. These mortgages are in many cases held by
banks, w^hich would be seriously embarrassed as a
result of prohibition.

The loss to the nation would not be confined to
that of diminished revenue, for it is generally accepted
that any measure of prohibition would have to pro-

vide compensation for the trade. The Exchequer
would, therefore, not only lose a very large portion
of its income, but also have to pay heavily. This
double loss would have to be made good, a difficult

matter at such a time as the present. Certainly it is

doubtful whether the advantages to be gained would
be worth the enormous sacrifice entailed. Of course,

as a matter of national emergency the military author-
ities already have the power to impose prohibition

without compensation. But considerations of justice

are sufficient to make compensation inevitable.

Then there is the question of unemployment.
About 1,500,000 persons are partly dependent on the
liquor trade for their livelihood and about 470,000
nre wholly dependent upon it. This is not the
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time to throw such a large number of people out of

employment.
The results of prohibition in other lands are not

altogether encouraging. Sir W. M. Ramsay holds
that prohibition has worked wonders in the United
States and mentions the case of a town with over
4000 inhabitants which does not require the atten-

tions of even one policeman. On the other hand,
an American citizen writing to the editor of the
Westminster Gazette says

—

" As an American I beg to take exception to a
letter in your valued paper of yesterday, signed
' Anglo-American,' in which he states that ' Pro-
hibition was the greatest success in America.' In
the United States, prohibition is by no means a
success, in so far as putting a stop to the drinking
evil. True, many sections of the country have
become ' dry,' but this is mainly the outcome of

political machinations. The state of Maine is a
prominent example of the ineffectiveness of legal

abstemiousness. For the last few years I have been
living in a ' dry ' county of Kentucky, and drinking
was infinitely worse among the labouring classes than
formerly. The workman having to import his liquor,

imported whisky, and that of the worst quality,

because he wanted quantity. As he could only afford

to import this about every two weeks he drank it all

at one sitting, thereby being incapacitated for work
for several days."

That prohibition may and often does prove to be
a curse rather than a blessing has been insisted on
by several Americans. " Prohibition," says one,
" succeeds in ruining and destroying. It does not
succeed in diminishing drunkenness."
The last statement is one that will be confirmde

by everyone who has an intimate acquaintance with
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America's " dry " cities. The writer visited Okla-
homa city. Here, as in other prohibitionist centres,

druggists who dispense " soft " drinks have dis-

placed the saloon and bars. But, on the outskirts

of the town, women run secret drinking dens. Alco-
holic beverages lie concealed under floor planks and
hidden behind panels. At these places gather youths
and men who pass whole nights in orgies of indescrib-

able character.

In the case of licensed houses the habitues come
under the direct control of the police, but these
secret dens are necessarily banned from legal super-

vision and are a direct incentive to indulgence. They
are to be found everywhere in " dry " towns, and
their suppression, as the legislators themselves admit,
is an impossibility.

Any American will tell you, too, that the total

suppression of the sale of alcohol opens the way to
vice in its most insidious and deadly form. The
prohibitionist states are hotbeds of persons addicted
to the drug habit. Cocaine provides the stimulant
and morphia the somnolent, which certain tempera-
ments seem to demand.
Denver gaol contains a whole section devoted to

" drug fiends." The spectacle of these poor wretches
grinning from behind iron bars is one not likely to be
forgotten. The writer spoke to one man—a dentist.

He declared that it was the deadly dullness of a
prohibition town that drove him to seek excitement
m pernicious drugs.

But when the open sale of alcohol is prohibited
devices underhand and fraught with the utmost peril

have been invented. Some candy stores in Arizona,
for example, sell capsules containing concentrated
alcohol, while privileged persons can imbibe methy-
lated spirits sold as whisky at houses which bear all

the appearances of ultra-responsibility.

Certain it is—and this impresses the visitor—that
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prohibition kills the life of a town, and is resented
by the citizens who value democracy. England would
find the experiment dangerous.
The shortcomings of prohibition in America are

amusingly illustrated by a story told by Sir Thomas
Dewar who visited the States in order to investigate

the workings of the scheme on the spot

—

" Once when travelling through a prohibition
gtate I tried the conductor of the Pullman car very
hard for some whisky. But the answer was, ' No,
boss; can't do it. We are in a prohibition state,

and all the bars are locked up.' At length, weary of

being worried, he informed me that I might get it

at the store at the next stopping place. I did get it.

Going into the store, I boldly asked for a bottle of

whisky. ' Have you a doctor's certificate ? ' was
the query. ' No.' ' Then I can't sell you any ; but
I guess some of our cholera mixture will about fix

you.* The assistant then, explaining what excellent

stuff it was, wrote on a label ' Cholera Mixture. A
wineglass to be taken every two hours, or oftener if

required.' This was put on the side of a quart bottle,

on the other side of which was a very familiar label

to me, for the mixture happened to be a bottle of

my own whisky I

"

Nevertheless it is obviously unfair to say that
because prohibition has not changed the United
States into a modern Utopia, prohibition is neces-
sarily a failure. Its most staunch advocate does not
believe it to be an elixir of life for all social ills. So
long as there are laws men will break them. The
fact that there are murderers to-day does not prove
that the laws for dealing with the crime are a failure.

The results of prohibition in the States should be
judged not from humorous stories concerning the
various ruses adopted by those thirsty souls who will
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go to any trouble and any expense to obtain alcohol,

but by the effects on the population at large. The
average citizen is a law abiding person, and is not
such a slave to alcohol as to feel constrained to adopt
schoolboy methods of obtaining it. The best judges
of the way in which prohibition has worked in the
States are the Americans themselves. And it is a
significant fact that during the past seven months
no less than ten states have adopted prohibition.

Would the inhabitants of those ten states have been
such arrant fools to have adopted prohibition if the
measure had proved such a ridiculous failure in the
nine states where it was already in force ?

Indeed, there are several countries where it is

impossible to deny that prohibition is working very
successfully. For instance, in Norway the sale of

spirits is now prohibited except in a very few towns,
while in Sweden, out of 2400 parishes, more than
2000 have prohibited the sale of spirits. During
the great national strike of 1909 the liquor traffic

was prohibited for five weeks, with telling effect. In
a number of towns there was not a single arrest for

any crime whatever. In Stockholm, the capital, the
arrests fell from 1548 for the corresponding period of

1908 to 168 in 1909, and in Gothenburg from 835
to 114. A national plebiscite followed the strike,

with the following result : For prohibition, 1,184,298,

and against, 16,715.

The Crown Prince of Sweden, speaking at Hessle-

holm in 1911, said : "I do not hesitate to say that

the people which first frees itself from the influence

of alcohol will in this way acquire a distinct advan-
tage "

; and the late Prime Minister, Mr. Staaff, de-

clared in 1913, " that total prohibition seems to me
to be the only means of suppressing alcoholism." A
Royal Commission is now considering means for
" reforming the so-called Gothenburg system and a
general^prohibition of the sale of liquors."
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Many examples can be given of the good effects

of prohibition in the British Colonies. In 1907 Prince
Edward Island adopted entire prohibition, and the
Prime Minister has given the following statement in

reference to its working in 1913 :
" Prohibition is far

ahead of any other law. It has been proved here
that the sale of liquor in a town of this size—Charlotte-

town—can, and has been, prevented. We have
practically no crime here now, our gaols arc practi-

cally empty. In Queen's County gaol we have only
three prisoners ; in Prince County gaol we have four

;

and in King's County gaol we have none at all."

Nova Scotia has prohibition except in Halifax. In
the great province of Quebec over 700 out of 1000
parishes are free from the liquor saloon. More than
half of the townships of Ontario have voted for

prohibition. The same may be said of the other
provinces of Canada.

There is, then, ample evidence that prohibition is

not nearly such a hare-brained scheme as its opponents
would have us believe. But it is still a question
whether prohibition of all alcoholic liquor would be
the wisest and most effective method for dealing with
the present problem. This is a time of emergency,
and all problems must be viewed from the patriotic

standpoint and all ends subordinated to the chief

business in hand.
There is much truth in the old adage about chang-

ing horses in mid-stream, and undoubtedly the
present is no time for the introduction of any such
sweeping change in the habits of the nation as the
prohibition of all alcoholic drink. The vast majority
of the people is in the habit of taking a certain amount
of alcoholic drink, and it is not prepared to admit
the necessity of any such drastic measure. Prohibi-
tion would only result in a great deal of grumbling
and, what is worse, a great deal of open opposition.

It is better to have one drunken worker than a hundred
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sullen ones. We are proud of the splendidly patriotic

way in which all classes and parties have sunk their

differences and have combined to present a united
front to the enemy. Nothing would be more likely,

nay certain, to cause dissension than the introduction
of complete prohibition. The British are not a nation
of drunken fools, and the question of drink and the
war has been forced upon the attention of the people
solely by the intemperate habits of a small minority
of all classes. Our sole object at present is to win
the war; all other matters must wait until after

we have brought the enemy to its knees. We have
quite enough on our hands without embarking on
any vast scheme of social reform for which the nation
has not been adequately prepared. Any action that
is taken in regard to drink must be taken solely with
the object of assuring a speedy victory. A man does
not pause to take liver pills when attacked by a mad
dog, no matter how beneficial to his health the pills

may be.

There will be plenty of time to settle the prohibition
question when the war is over. In the meantime every-
thing which tends to make the nation realise the
benefits of temperance should be encouraged. Then
permanent results might be gained from the temporary
measures which are undoubtedly needed to meet the
present emergency.



CHAPTER XI

THE ATTITUDE OF THE ANTAGONISTS

No problem is more obscured with prejudice than
that of drink. On the one hand there is the Trade
and on the other the Teetotalers. The moderate
man is seldom able to make his voice heard above
the din of the rival factions.

When it became known that intemperance was in

some degree hindering the progress of the war the

wordy warfare of the days of the Licensing Bill

burst out anew with concentrated violence. The
teetotalers vilified the trade, and the trade could
not find words to express its contempt and loathing

for the teetotalers. Neither would admit that the
other had a shred of patriotism. The teetotaler was
always a " scheming fanatic with a poisoned mind,"
and the publican and brewer always monsters of

iniquity. National interests have suffered more
from this orgy of intemperate language than from
the alcoholic intemperance of a few workmen, which
was the cause of the outburst. At a time like the
present, national problems must be approached in a
temperate spirit. Otherwise paralysing dissensions

are sure to arise. Nothing has done more to dis-

integrate the unity of all classes at the present
juncture than the recriminations of the trade and
the teetotalers. Each side has done its best to stir

up popular resentment against the other, and neither

has been very scrupulous in its methods. If instead

of calling one another names they had joined hands
100
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and displayed a little more tolerance and a little

more patriotism, the problem of drink and the war
would have been satisfactorily settled long ago, but
by inflaming public opinion they have not only
delayed, but also jeopardised the prospect of a
satisfactory solution of the matter.
The days have long since disappeared when to be

a teetotaler was to be regarded as a madman. A
couple of centuries ago to get drunk was an ordinary
item in the social day. The world was divided into

one, two and three bottle men, a man being judged
by his drinking capabilities. Nowadays, every one
is at least a believer in the virtues of temperance,
even though he may not always keep within the
bounds of strict moderation. Temperance is no
longer a fad, but a matter of common sense. No
man would think of denying the statement that
excessive drinking is an evil, both for the individual

and the community. In the old days it was a
question of how much one drank, now it is how
little. The average man is a moderate drinker
because he knows that excessive drinking is bad for

his health, is bad for his efficiency and unpleasant
for all concerned. But he does not sneer at the
man who is so convinced as to the evils of drinking
as to abstain from alcohol altogether. Rather he
respects him.

It was, therefore, a silly move on the part of the
trade to attempt to meet the onslaught of the tee-

totalers with ridicule. References to cocoa and ginger

beer swillers and to Stiggins and Chadband do not
influence public opinion to-day. We may agree or
disagree with the temperance reformers who are

anxious to impose prohibition, but we must deny that
they are a pack of dangerous lunatics. They have
nothing to gain by the prohibition of drink so far as

they are personally concerned. They will not make
fortunes out of the sobriety of the nation. The only
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motive for the temperance reformer's agitation is a
desire to see the people healthier, happier, and more
prosperous. That is the purest patriotism. Prac-

tically without exception all the great social workers,

who, during the past half century, have done so much
to raise the condition of the lower classes, have been
strong advocates of temperance reform.
The fact that the taxes on alcoholic drink bring

in some £40,000,000 to the Exchequer every year has
always caused great satisfaction to the trade in that
it holds that the figures prove that the drinkers are

the true patriots who have to pay for teetotalers,

who do not contribute a tithe as much to the revenue.
If this argument were right then Russia before the
war was the most prosperous country on earth. So
patriotic were the people that they patronised the
vodka shops with such zeal that they contributed
£90,000,000 to the Imperial Exchequer. But the
splendour of the picture is dimmed by the fact that
crime, lunacy, disease, poverty and many other
evils increased hand in hand with the sales of vodka,
and had reached such a pitch that the authorities

were at their wits' end. There are many more useful

methods of contributing to the national finances than
through the taxes on drink.

Some time ago a brewery company issued the
following advertisement

—

" Brewery Tax.—Order a pint of beer and drive
a nail into the Kaiser's coffin. If you can't manage
a pint, order half a pint, and drive a tin-tack. Drink
the national beverage and help your country by
paying your share of the war tax."

True, the patriot who followed the advice of the
advertiser and drank a pint of beer contributed a
penny towards the nation's war expenditure of some
£2,000,000 a day. And the super-patriot who managed
a gallon contributed no less than eightpence. But
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suppose that this super-patriot was a soldier about
to go off to the front, or a worker employed in some
armament factory, or shipbuilding yard, where a battle-

ship was under repair. In that case the nation would
have been far better off had he kept his eightpence in

his pocket.
" The teetotaler," says Sir Victor Horsley, " by

his total abstinence, is already doing much more for

the State than does the moderate drinker, and, more
than that, he is doing his country's work under the
irritating knowledge that, labour as he may, his

fiscal contributions to the State purse are wasted
by the folly of the nation, which clamours for money
to heal its ills and yet steadily refuses to cut off, by
rational legislation, those ills at their source. Take
our present need for men able to work for the country
at their maximum efficiency, whether at the front or
at home. Only the teetotalers among them can
completely fulfil this national and patriotic require-

ment, since their output is not lessened by alcohol.

That the teetotaler's contribution to the State is

far greater than that of the moderate drinker is shown
by several facts, of which the most important is that
the total abstainer at thirty years of age gives to his

country six years of useful life more than his fellow-

citizen who supports the drink trade ; secondly, that
the teetotaler is twice as healthy as the moderate
drinker, for he suffers from only half of the sickness

of the latter. And now as regards the taxing tea in

order to get something out of the teetotaler. It is

quite time the nation recognised that, since the tee-

totaler not only pays for the cost of his own sickness

but also 25 per cent, and more of the cost of the
sickness of the moderate drinker, he is paying for a
great national work, namely, the medical treatment
of the insured moderate drinker, out of his teetotal

savings."
Mr. Gladstone, in replying to a brewers' depu-
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tation, once said :
" Gentlemen, you need not give

yourselves any trouble about the revenue. The
question of revenue must never stand in the way of

needed reforms. Besides, with a sober population
not wasting their earnings, I shall know where to

obtain the revenue." And Sir Stafford Northcote;
when Chancellor of the Exchequer, said, in the
House of Commons : "If the reduction of the
revenue should be due to a material and considerable

change in the habits of the people, and to increasing

habits of temperance and abstinence from the use
of ardent spirits, I venture to say that the amount of

wealth such a change would bring to the nation
would utterly throw into the shade the amount of

revenue which is now derived from the spirit duty,
and we should not only see with satisfaction a dimi-
nution of the revenue from such a cause, but we
should find in various ways that the Exchequer would
not suffer from the losses which it might sustain in

that direction."

The trade has done its own interests far more
harm than good by the shallow, frothy patriotism
which it has been inclined to display. The trade at
heart is admittedly as patriotic as any other section

of the community, but it seems to have an idea that
the public has not altered since the days of the Boer
War. The man in the street no longer indulges in

mafficking, whatever may be the habits of the man
in the public bar. This war strikes too deep for

jingoism, a fact which the trade would have done
well to have taken into account.
The brewers were worse offenders in this respect

than the distillers. Possibly, however, this was
because the indictment against spirits and especially

the cheap kinds of " fire water " supplied in in-

dustrial districts was so overwhelming, that it was
useless to protest. But with the brewers it was
different. When dealing with the increased tax on
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beer, Mr. Lloyd George said that light beers were
only slightly more alcoholic than ginger ale and other
temperance drinks. This was a loose statement and
not altogether correct. Many light bottled beers

are practically non-alcoholic, but these are not the
beers which are consumed by the working class.

The beers chiefly consumed are those known as
" mild," " bitter," and " burton." That these are far

more alcoholic than ginger-ale is obvious from their

effects. Men can and do get drunk on beer alone.

Light beers contain between 5 and 7 per cent, of

proof spirit. On the other hand, out of 511 samples
of ginger-ale and other temperance drinks tested in

the Government laboratories, 401 contained less than
2 per cent., 74 between 2 and 3 per cent., 31 between
3 and 5 per cent, and only 5 contained between
5 and 7 per cent, of alcohol. The Chancellor's state-

ment, therefore, would have been more correct if he
had said that light beers contain on an average about
two and a half times as much alcohol as ginger-ale.

In any case, the Chancellor's words were seized

on by the brewers as an official blessing on beer
drinking. Early in December they issued the following

manifesto in several newspapers

—

"BEER AS A TEMPERANCE DRINK
"It is a remarkable fact that, at a time when

domestic controversies have ceased in face of the
great peril, the teetotal campaign should have been
renewed with more virulence than ever before.

" It is the old indiscriminate campaign against any
beverage which contains an appreciable amount of

alcohol, regardless of its dilution, or of any other
elements which distinguish one kind of alcoholised

beverage from another kind. That also is a re-

markable fact ; for it shows at once the unreasonable
character of the agitation.
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" The suppression of vodka in Russia, and of

absinthe in France, are quoted as parallel cases with
the proposed suppression of all kinds of fermented
and distilled beverages in Britain. This discloses

a most unwarrantable confusion of thought. It

shows a misconception of the word Temperance.
" Vodka is a fiery spirit, drunk neat, and so often

drunk to excess. Absinthe is a deleterious com-
pound. With all forms of spirit drinking there is a
danger of overstepping moderation, unless the drinker

keeps a guard over his potations.
" But such criticisms do not apply to ale and any

other fermented liquors of low alcoholic strength.

They are mild and wholesome, and a person must
drink them to gluttonous excess before he can
become intoxicated by them.

" As the Chancellor of the Exchequer says, beer
in alcoholic strength ' is just a little above ginger-

ale.' Throughout the world and throughout the
history of the world, mankind has demanded some
stimulant property in its liquid food—even the tea-

drinker wants it. The desire is natural and innocent.

It is not to be crushed as essentially evil, but rather
to be guided in such a manner as will eliminate the
chances of abuse.

" We should, therefore, encourage the use of a
beverage which, while providing the desired stimulant,
will provide it in such a diluted form as will remove
the danger of excess—a beverage which will at the
same time be palatable and contain healthful pro-

perties. Ale and stout fulfil these conditions.
" ' Beer,' an eminent authority has declared, ' is

the only safe drink.' It is the national beverage of

Englishmen. It is pure; for the materials of its

manufacture, and the conditions under which it is

manufactured give it, beyond doubt, a purity which
no other beverage can claim.

"It contains nourishment; it facilitates the
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digestion of other nutriment ; it has tonic properties.

The alcohol in modern beer is present in only just

sufficient quantity to entitle it to rank as an alcoholic

beverage at all.

•• bser, therefore, is pre-eminently thb
Temperance Drink.

" The extent of drunkenness in this country at

the present time is grossly exaggerated ; and investi-

gation of such drunkenness as there is would show
that only a negligible part of it was due to the drinking
of beer.

" It is, in another view, worth remembering that
the Chancellor of the Exchequer has raised moderate
beer-drinking to a patriotic height. Mr. Lloyd
George (making good his words) says :

' Every half-

pint that a man drinks he will be contributing to the
carrying on of the war.'

" If we can't goto the front, we can help our country
(and our own well-being) by changing our cocoa and
ginger-beer into ale."

The only people to whom this manifesto was likely

to make an appeal were those who constituted the
very danger which was attracting the attention of

the authorities. The men whose over-indulgence in

beer and other alcoholic liquors was delaying the
manufacture and transport of munitions were en-

couraged by the manifesto to keep up their potations

to the detriment of the nation. When the authorities

were impressing upon the people how necessary it

was that every man should be sober, the brewers
appealed to the nation not only to drink as usual but
to drink more than usual. They had a splendid

chance of displaying their patriotism. Had their

manifesto been couched in different terms, if their
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appeal had been addressed to the patriotism of the
beer drinkers and not to their thirsts, thej'^ would
undoubtedly have done much towards impressing
upon the workers the importance of temperance.
But they let the opportunity slip by, and thought
more of their pockets than of their country.
Undoubtedly the manifesto did the trade a great

deal of harm by prejudicing moderate public opinion.

The whole thing was shallow and anybody with ordin-

ary intelligence could see through it. The brewers
were obviously more concerned at the prospect
of a reduction in their profits than at the fact that
drunkenness was hampering the conduct of the war.
Beer is undoubtedly the best and healthiest of

alcoholic liquors. It contains far less alcohol and
has far less evil effects than spirits. But nobody in

his right senses would claim for it the title of a
temperance drink. A glass of beer may not impair a
man's powers in the slightest, but several glasses will

make him heavy and lackadaisical, and several more
glasses will make him drunk. The statement that
a negligible portion of the nation's drunkenness is

due to beer is obviously false. Beer is the national
drink. Of the total amount of alcoholic liquor con-
sumed in Great Britain 82 per cent, is beer. The
brewers' contention in plain figures is that 22,000,000
gallons of spirits, representing 12,500,000 gallons of

pure alcohol caused practically all the drunkenness,
while 1,107,000,000 gallons of beer representing

56,800,000 gallons of pure alcohol, caused only a
negligible amount of drunkenness. The absurdity of

the statement is obvious.
The statement about the nutritive qualities of

beer is equally exaggerated. " It is true," says the

Official Syllabus, issued by the Education Office,
" that there is a certain amount of nourishment in

beer. There is, for example, a little sugar, and there
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is a small quantity of the food substance found in

meat. To obtain enough food from beer really to
benefit the body, however, it would be necessary to
take an extremely large quantity. For this reason
the good that might be done by the nourishing part
of the beer would be more than counter-balanced by
the harm done by the alcohol contained in so large

a quantity of beer," and " even if no harm were done
by the amount of beer . . . the cost of such a meal
would be far greater than the cost of an equal amount
of nourishment taken in the form of an ordinary food."
Nor is it true to say that beer " facilitates the diges-

tion of other nutriment"; on the contrary, as the
Official Syllabus points out, it has " serious effects on
the digestion if taken in considerable quantities "

—

that is, in quantities which would yield any appreci-

able nutriment ;
" the digestive functions of the

stomach are interfered with, food is not absorbed into

the blood as freely as it usually is, and the general
nutrition therefore suffers."

But the last is the most unfortunate sentence of all.

Lord Kitchener may plead, Mr. Lloyd George issue

the gravest warnings, Parliament may legislate;

Bishops, Free Church leaders and trade unionists

may appeal to the nation to reduce its consumption
of alcoholic liquor to a minimum; but the brewers
take a very different view of the situation. They
scorn the idea that the way to achieve victory is by
throwing every ounce of our strength into the task
before us. They urge the nation to drink up and
float to victory on an ocean of beer.

After the issue of that manifesto the temperance
reformers had every justification for agitating " with
more virulence than ever before " for the prohibition

of the trade which had such a slight conception of its

responsibilities. It was nothing short of scandalous
that such an unscrupulous manifesto should have
been issued at a time when every effort was being
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made to urge sobriety upon all classes. Fortunately
both for the nation and the reputation of the trade
it was not widely circulated. Possibly it was stopped
by the authorities. Most certainly it deserved such a
fate.



CHAPTER XII

THE REMEDY

In the matter of drink and the output of munitions
the Government has been guilty either of gross

exaggeration or of culpable negligence. It has either

said too much or done too little. On the 28th
February the Chancellor informed the nation that
drink was doing us more harm than the German
submarines. On the 29th March he made the further
statement that drink was proving a more deadly
enemy than Germany and Austria. At a time such
as the present it is inconceivable that anybody would
use such strong language in connection with such a
controversial question without full justification. In
any case there would be nothing to gain in any direc-

tion, by raising the wretched question at such a time
as this.

It is impossible to avoid the conclusion that Mr.
Lloyd George's words were fully justified by the facts

and that a minority of drunken workmen are seriously

delaying the successful progress of the war. Then
why have the Government wasted all these precious
weeks ? There have been many brave words on the
subject, but practically nothing has been done. Even
if the whole problem had not been fully dealt with
immediately the evil was discovered it would only
seem reasonable that a number of temporary restrictive

measures under the Defence of the Realm Act should
have been taken.
No actual figures are available, but it is certainly

120
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not over-estimating the evil to say that the number of

workmen who are the cause of all the bother is 100,000.
That is the figure adopted by Lord Hugh Cecil, who
is inclined to regard the problem as very much
exaggerated. It has been shown that in some ship-

yards the time lost has averaged a third of the weekly
hours. Assuming that the trouble is not so bad in all

the trades, it would seem fair to take half this average
for the whole industrial field, say a loss of nine hours
weekly per man. Then in seven weeks no less than
6,300,000 hours would be wasted. If anything these
figures err on the side of leniency, but they illustrate

the huge cost of the Government's inaction. Numer-
ous temporary measures might have been taken at
once, such as the later opening and earlier closing of

the public-houses, which would have resulted in at
least some of these precious hours being saved for the
cause of victory.

However, the Government has decided to bide its

time and deal thoroughly with the problem once and
for all. It must not be forgotten that the problem
is not the " drink problem " in the ordinary sense of

the words, but a quite temporary problem, that of
" drink and the war." At the present moment the
great thing is to ensure the speediest victory possible.

Measures of social reform which will elevate the
masses and bring untold blessings to the future genera-
tion are, for the moment, secondary matters which
must wait their turn. This is not the time to make
drastic changes in the habits of the nation, without
being quite sure that the nation is agreed that such
changes are necessary. The problem is an emergency
one and must be treated as such. The wastage due
to intemperance must be effectively stopped, but at
the same time care must be taken not to weaken the
unity of the nation. The whole nation is standing
shoulder to shoulder; at all costs squabbling and
jealousy in the ranks must be avoided.
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Nevertheless, there is no reason why the temporary
measures adopted to deal with the present emergency
should not pave the way for permanent reforms after

the war. The evil effects of intemperance on the
national prosperity have only been emphasised by the
war, and in the future sobriety will be no less desirable

than at the present time.

An obvious method of reducing the consumption
of drink is to raise the price of it by means of taxation.

This was employed early in the war with a view to

promoting temperance and meeting the increased
expenditure due to the war at the same time. The
extra taxation, however, was placed on beer only,

spirits being left alone. The result of this was that
there was a marked reduction in the consumption of

beer and an increase in the consumption of whisky.
According to the Excise Returns the figures were as

follows

—

SPIRITS
Gallons.

December, 1913. . . ' . . 3,609,600
January, 1914 2,802,500

6,412,100

December, 1914.
January, 1915 .

Increase during December and
January last ....

BEER

December, 1913.
January, 1914 .

3,710,500
2,971,400

6,681,900

269,800

Barrels.

8,129,515
2,736,456

5,865,971
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Barrels.

December, 1914 1,922,234
January, 1915 2,130,463

4,052,697

Decrease during December and
January last .... 1,813,274

The increase of the taxation of beer from 75. 9d.

per barrel to 235. per barrel automatically raised the
price of beer to approximately the same level as that of

cheap whisky. There was nothing to choose between
beer and whisky so far as price was concerned, but
there was a very great difference between them in the
matter of alcoholic strength. Hence the man with
a taste for alcohol ordered the stronger drink.

This change from beer to whisky was chiefly marked
in industrial districts. It was undoubtedly a change
for the worse. Cheap whisky is far more harmful
than ordinary beer. This is amply proved by the
fact that the present labour troubles are most preva-
lent in those districts where the chief drink of the
workmen is whisky. The cheap spirits consumed by
these men is generally immature and fiery, and very
often contains a large proportion of deleterious

adulterants. They have been likened, and not
unjustly, to vodka.
The extra taxation imposed on beer was, therefore,

an unfortunate move, the more so as the tendency for

some time past has been in the direction of light beers.

These, as the Chancellor himself pointed out, have an
alcoholic strength only slightly in excess of that of

ginger-ale and other temperance drinks. There has
been, in recent years, a continual and consistent de-

mand for light beers. Except in certain cases, and
in particular districts, the heavy, heady beers which
our forefathers delighted in have been displaced by
lighter beers. The average beers supplied to the
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public to-day are well brewed from malt and hops
and contain a low content of alcohol.

Even the Chancellor of the Exchequer has paid
a tribute to the brewer in his efforts to supply the
public with a beer to suit the demand of those who
are temperate but not teetotal. When introducing
the Emergency Budget he referred to the fact that
science had enabled the brewer to produce beers
containing a very low content of alcohol, and that the
standard attained represented the acme of perfection

as regards reduction of alcohol content.
It cannot be denied that the beers of this country

are low in alcoholic strength ; indeed, the popularity
of beer as a beverage is based upon qualities distinct

from alcohol content. For example, beers are of

various classes—bitter, mild, stout, or porter—but
whatever the description, it is found that the alcoholic

strength is practically the same, or, if any difference

is noted, the variations fall within a certain fixed

range of percentage for each beer. If any preference

is given to any particular type, it is usually due to

local conditions or individual taste. If a man orders

a glass of bitter or mild ale, or of burton or stout, he
is generally indifferent to the amount of alcohol con-
tained. We may, therefore, regard all beers from the
same standpoint—viz., that they represent a palatable

beverage containing some proportion of alcohol.

A beer brewed at the standard gravity would yield

under usual conditions a beverage containing 4| to

5 per cent, alcohol by weight. These figures may
be considered as an approximate average for British

beers.

It is true that some types of beer exceed this

amount. In a particular instance a brewery situated

in a coal-mining district supplied beers containing
6 to 6| per cent, of alcohol. Other cases could be
quoted showing that in certain localities the demand
is for a beer of considerable strength, but such cases,
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although exceptional, illustrate that the workers of
a district insist upon the supply of the class of beverage
which they need. Generally, however, the popular
demand is not for a beer above the standard gravity

;

the desire is for light beers.

In London, the average alcoholic strength of beers
supplied to the public is below 5 per cent., if draught
beers alone are considered. If the trade in bottled
beers is taken into account this figure must be con-
siderably reduced. The bottled-beer trade has
developed enormously during the past ten years, and
to a large extent has displaced trade which formerly
was done through the public-house. The success
secured in this direction is certainly an indication
of the popular demand. Such bottled beers contain
a much smaller amount of alcohol than the old-time
heavy beers and less than ordinary draught beers.

Gtenerally, it may be said that beers which secure the
greatest favour to-day are those in which the alcohol
content does not exceed 3| to 4 per cent.

Compared with whisky, and especially cheap
whisky, beer is an innocuous beverage. The com-
plaints concerning the loss of time by workmen
through drink come chiefly from the district where
whisky is the favourite beverage. Hence an effective

method of dealing with the trouble would be to sub-
stitute beer for whisky in such districts. The men
would still be able to obtain a reasonable amount of

alcoholic stimulant, but they would get it in a more
desirable form than at present. The drunkenness
and other evils resulting from the consumption of

cheap whisky, and especially from the mixed drinks
such as the " half and a chaser," a mixture of beer and
whisky favoured by ship-builders, would disappear.
This could be effected either by the heavy taxation of

spirits, rendering their price prohibitive, or by the
actual prohibition of such drinks. This would
obviously entail heavy losses on the distillers and
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other persons dependent on the production of spirits,

but to these some compensation could be made. It

would be costly, but it would be effective. Spirits

undoubtedly constitute by far the greater danger,
and they are consumed only by a minority. Their
prohibition would cut away at least 75 per cent, of

the trouble and it would not cause any considerable
amount of resentment.

It has also been suggested that the Government
should take over the breweries and the control of the
public-houses. The cost of the scheme is estimated
at about £300,000,000, and it is suggested that the
sum should be payable in the form of bonds. It is

claimed that a State monopoly of the drink traffic

would enable several desirable reforms such as the
closing of unnecessary public-houses, to be effected,

and also that the public revenue would benefit largely.

Practical experience, however, does not favour such
a scheme. It was with the very same objects in view
that the State monopoly of the drink traffic in Russia
was instituted, and, as has already been pointed out,

the only results of the monopoly were that the revenue
benefited considerably and that the evils of excessive
drinking increased at an alarming rate.

A further method of dealing with the matter is to
restrict the hours of sale. The restrictions imposed
early in the war have proved beneficial. These
restrictions referred chiefly to earlier closing—in some
places the hour being made as early as eight o'clock.

It has been said that such restrictions result chiefly

in quicker drinking and that in consequence they do
not greatly reduce drunkenness. That may be the
effect among a very few men, but there is a limit to

the speed with which liquor can be imbibed, and it is

only necessary to curtail the hours sufficiently to make
it practically impossible for a man to drink more than
is good for him. The times when the average moder-
ate drinker, no matter to what class of the community
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he may belong, chiefly desires to consume alcoholic

beverages are in the midday and during the evening.

No man really needs liquor during the morning or
afternoon any more than he needs them at an absurdly
late hour of night. So far, then, as the moderate
drinkers, that is, the vast majority of the nation, are

concerned there would be no great hardship entailed

in the restriction of the hours for the sale of drink
to say, a couple of hours at midday and three or four
hours in the early evening.

Such a drastic curtailment of the hours, and, of

course, to be effective it would have to be imposed
on off-licence premises and clubs, would doubtless

necessitate some measure of compensation for the
trade. In this connection, however, it is well to

remember that the war has caused a great many people
other than brewers and publicans to suffer a heavy
reduction of profits without compensation. To meet
the emergency the authorities have taken over the
control of the railways and innumerable workshops
and factories. There was no question of compensating
the railway companies for the amount of income they
have sacrificed in the interests of the community.
In a time of national emergency such sacrifices are

inevitable and are generally borne ungrudgingly.
There is, therefore, neither need nor precedent for the
full compensation of the trade. On the other hand,
the trade is not the unpatriotic monster which its

opponents would make it out to be. Ever since the
beginning of the war the trade has been willing to fall

in with any measures which may be necessary for

the efficient conduct of the war, and has assisted and
co-operated with the authorities in many ways.

There is one point in connection wuth the drastic

curtailment of the hours of sale which must not be
overlooked. Now that workshops, shipyards, and
railways are working at full pressure day and night a
great number of men would be inconvenienced if
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they could only obtain alcoholic beverages at midday
and the early evening. The men who are working on
night-shifts have as much right to a glass of beer at a
reasonable time as those who are working at ordinary
periods. This difficulty might be met by the intro-

duction of canteens in the workshops, subject of

course, to proper safeguards and regulations being
enforced.

A number of other suggestions have been made,
but few of them are feasible. It has been proposed
that drink tickets should be issued on the plan of the
G^erman bread tickets. To be carried into effect,

however, this scheme would necessitate an army of

officials, and it is doubtful whether the nation would
appreciate being prussianised.

The most satisfactory way of dealing with the
matter would, therefore, seem to be—(1) to prohibit

the sale of spirits, especially whisky; (2) to restrict

the hours of public-houses and other licensed premises
to two hours in the morning and three in the early

evening; and (3) make some satisfactory provision
for those workmen who are employed on night-shifts.

Such measures would undoubtedly be sufficiently

drastic to deal with the trouble effectively. The
question remains whether the nation is ready to accept
them ungrudgingly. This, of course, is essential to

the success of any scheme. If the working classes

believe that the measures are an unwarranted inter-

ference with their liberties, or that they are an attempt
on the part of the temperance reformers to rush
teetotalism on the nation, the condition of affairs will

not be improved in the slightest.

There can be little doubt that the nation is prepared
to make the sacrifice entailed by the measures indi-

cated. The speeches of the Chancellor and such
evidence as has been allowed to filter through has
caused the nation to realise that this is not the time
for half measures. But what has chiefly prepared
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the people for this curtailment of their liberties is

the action of the King in ordering that all alcoholic
drinks be banned from his table during the con-
tinuance of the war. His Majesty's example has been
followed by Lord Kitchener and thousands of other
influential people. Thus it has been brought home
to the workers that the present is a time when all

class distinctions are in abeyance. We are all Britons
now and all are willing to share in the sacrifices which
may be rendered necessary by the war.
What will be the permanent results of these

temporary measures ? In Russia and France men
are talking of the blessings of the war because it has
rid them of the evils that lurk in alcohol. Will it be
the same in Britain ? In any case public opinion
cannot fail to be deeply impressed. The war has
already brought home vividly to men's minds the
evils of intemperance ; it now seems that it will also

emphasise the virtues of sobriety. But for the war
the nation would never have had this experience, or
if it had, the measure would have had to be forced
upon it. As it is, the experience will be voluntarily

undertaken. Nothing teaches more effectively than
practical experience, and it may be that the war will

do more towards settling the drink question than a
whole century of legislation. War has caused us to

realise that the liquor trade in this country is far too
big and far too powerful for the best interests of the
nation. When once this becomes fully appreciated
by all classes then the liquor trade will shrink into

its proper position in the national economy and the
liquor evil will die a natural death.



CHAPTER XIII

TEMPERANCE AND THE BRITISH EMPIRE

Throughout its history Parliament has been
endeavouring to settle the drink problem by means
of legislation. As early as 1327 an Act was passed
for limiting the number of alehouses. In 1553 it

was decided that no town or city should have more
than two liquor shops, except London, which might
have four, Westminster three, York eight, and Bristol

six. But the difficulty in raising the necessary
revenue has nearly always caused such drastic mea-
sures to be repealed. The removal of the restrictions

resulted in every case in a vast increase in the revenue
and also a vast increase in the evils due to drunkenness,
which have eventually led to further restrictive

legislation. But for the fact that the liquor traffic

is the surest and most prolific source of revenue, there
can be little doubt that restrictive legislation, if it

had not actually prohibited, would at least have
kept the traffic down to very narrow limits, with the
result that the vast interests which are now the
greatest obstacle to the settlement of the question,

would never have been allowed to take their rise.

Although admitting that it was an iniquity that the
finances of the nation should depend upon a trade
which is responsible for the greater part of the
nation's crime, disease, lunacy and poverty, Parlia-

ment has been unable to afford the luxury of national

sobriety. Over four hundred Acts have been passed
for regulating the drink traffic. That they have

130
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failed in their object is obvious from the fact that at

the present time when the nation needs every ounce
of its strength the authorities have to expend their

energies upon devising some means of ensuring
sobriety. The reason of the failure is obvious. The
measures have all been half-hearted. Primarily
intended to promote sobriety, and reduce the evils

consequent upon drunkenness, they have all been
framed with more than half an eye on the revenue
and the pockets of the trade. One of the greatest

drawbacks of the party system is that governments
have to try to please every section of the community.
In ordinary times none could brave the full force of

the liquor trade's resentment with any prospect of

success. As the present Government learnt to its

cost in 1908, the trade is one of the most powerful
forces in the country when it is fully roused. After
their experience over the Licensing Bill it is not to
be wondered at that the Government is acting warily
in the present instance.

Very few people are acquainted with the great

progress which the temperance movement has made
during the past few years throughout the British

Empire. The various colonies provide examples of

many legislative methods for dealing with the liquor

problem, and those who are anxious to see the problem
satisfactorily settled in the Mother Country would
do well to study the results of the experiments made
by their fellow Britons. It is, of course, impossible
to deal fully with the subject in the present work,
but the following sketch of the progress of the move-
ment throughout the Empire may prove useful.

The licensing law at present regulating the liquor

trade in England and Wales is that of 1904. The
chief feature of this Act was that it introduced the
principle of compensation. The holders of those
licences which are considered to be redundant by
the justices, and are abolished, are compensated out
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of a fund provided by the trade itself. In a mild
way the Act has met with a fair amount of success,

a large number of licences having been suppressed.
But the Act has accomplished very little in the direc-

tion of diminishing drunkenness. In 1908 the present
Government introduced the famous Bill. This was
the most advanced legislation ever proposed for

dealing with the problem in England, and it roused
a storm of opposition. It passed the House of Com-
mons by the record majority of 237, but was thrown
out by the Lords.
On the rejection of the measure Mr. Asquith ad-

dressed the following words to a deputation :

" I am here to tell you, and I do it in the simplest
and plainest language, that in the opinion of His
Majesty's Government, the Licensing Bill, in its

main provisions, represents not the most but the
least measure of reform in regard to this great and
growing evil with which you and we and the country
ought to be content. We have not abated one jot

of our interest or of our determination in regard to
this matter, and when the time comes—and it cannot
be far distant—when we join issue and come into

the open field there is no measure in regard to which
we shall appeal more confidently to the people of

this country to determine between its own elected

representatives and an irresponsible body, than this

measure of Temperance Reform ... I cannot doubt
that one of the firstfruits of the victory will be that
the measure will take its place upon the Statute Book,
and that we shall be emancipated once and for all

from the thraldom of this dominating and paralysing

interest."

In spite of these words, however, no steps were
taken by the Government for dealing with the traffic

until the war forced the question into prominence.
Meanwhile the Scottish Temperance Bill was

passed in 1918. The chief provisions of this measure.
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which of course apphes to Scotland only, are that
on the request of 10 per cent, of the electors in any
area a poll must be taken on the following points :

(1) No change; (2) Reduction of the licences by
25 per cent ; and (3) No licence. A simple majority
is sufficient to adopt the first question. In the case
of No. 2 the majority must constitute 30 per cent,

of the electors; and for No. 3 to be adopted the
majority must be three-fifths of the votes recorded
and not less than 30 per cent, of the electors in the
area affected. The Act also provides that licensed

premises shall not be opened until after ten o'clock

in the morning and imposes various restrictions on the
clubs.

Before the Act came into force there were sen-

sational articles in the Press foretelling that there
would be riots and all manner of disturbances. The
workmen on the Clyde were supposed to be con-
sidering the question of changing their breakfast
hour in order to make it possible to continue to
obtain spirits. The event, however, passed off quite
quietly, and so far as can be judged the measure is

working well. It is, of course, too soon to pronounce
definitely upon its results. For one thing, the Veto
Clauses will not come into operation until 1920.
One of the most beneficent pieces of temperance

legislation which the world has known was that
enacted by the International Conference at The
Hague in 1887 for dealing with the North Sea Fish-
eries. For a number of years a fleet of liquor shops
known as " Coopers " had been plying their trade
among the fishermen. The spirits sold were of the
worst possible description and had a terrible effect

on the men. The loss of life and property became
so appalling that the Governments interested deter-

mined to hold a conference. At the close of the
conference the six powers concerned—viz. Great
Britain, France, Belgium, Holland, Germany and
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Denmark—issued the following statement :
" Th«

sale of spirits to fishermen is prohibited. Fisher-

men are equally forbidden to buy spirits. The
exchange or barter for spirits of any article

especially the fish caught, nets, or any part of the
gear, is also prohibited." Of course, there was the
usual outcry about tampering with the liberties of

the subject and the ruin of honest traders. But the
results attained by the measure soon silenced all

opposition. The prohibition of alcoholic drink in

the North Sea Fisheries has saved hundreds of lives

and increased the prosperity of the fishermen by thou-
sands of pounds every year since it was enacted.

It has been said of the British Empire that the
Bible and Drink go hand in hand with the Union
Jack. Of no portion of the Empire is that statement
truer than of India. Until the advent of the British

the Hindoos were practically abstainers from all

forms of alcoholic liquors. This was in great measure
due to religious influence. But the example of the
British gradually undermined these influences and
in recent years the evils of alcoholism have been
increasing at an alarming rate. The extent of the
evil is indicated by the reports of the authorities.

Thus, the Lieutenant Governor of the Punjab says :

" It can only be concluded that apart from the very
serious increase of drunkenness in certain districts,

the number of persons who have acquired the habit

of indulgence in alcohol is steadily increasing through-
out the province." Sir Gurudas Banerjee, a Judge
of the Calcutta High Court, states that :

" It is not
only unnecessary but mischievous to take liquor in

India. The crime and wrong caused by intemperance
is enormous and the cost to the State far outweighs
the amount received as revenue."
The vast increase in the traffic is shown by the

revenue statistics. In 1874 the Excise revenue
amounted to £1,564,000, in 1918 it amounted to no
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less than £7,907,000. Various methods are being
employed to counteract the evil; amongst others,

the curtailment of hours of sale, the reduction of

the strength of the drinks and the restriction of the
amount allowed to be sold to each customer. But
the matter is complicated by the fact that the trade
is practically a Government monopoly. The authori-
ties are sympathetic, but not inclined to attempt any
bold measures.
One action of the Government is worthy of special

attention. It has called to its aid the recognised
temperance societies. " While fully cognisant of

our own responsibilities, and resolved that they shall

be adequately discharged, we are assured that until

the advantages of temperance principles are reso-

lutely and systematically brought home to the
masses by the independent efforts of non-official

leagues, the natural tendencies in favour of increased
consumption will continue to operate." These words
admittedly contain much truth, but there are many
who hold that an increase of education should be
accompanied by a diminution of temptation, and
there is a large and growing movement, especially

among the influential natives, for the abolition of

the thousands of dram-shops.
These shops are the cause of the greater portion

of the drunkenness. Religious considerations pre-

vent any Hindoo or Mohammedan from indulging
in alcoholic liquor except in secret, and the dram-
shops provide every facility for secrecy. After
nightfall thousands who would not dream of drinking
in public or of entering such a place in daylight,

slink into these dens to consume such pernicious

concoctions as toddy and arrack and cheap spirits.

It is well known that no form of drinking has more
harmful effects, both physical and moral, than secret

drinking, and there can be no doubt that if the dram-
shops were abolished, and the people forced to drink
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openly, if at all, there would be a vast increase of

temperance in India. On the other hand, there

would be a serious decline in the revenue, a fact which
seems likely to delay legislation for many a day.

In no country has Britain committed worse blun-

ders in connection with the drink traffic than in

Ceylon. Except for a few Mohammedans and
Hindoos the people of Ceylon are Buddhists. No
religion enjoins temperance more strongly than
Buddhism. " Man, already dark with ignorance,

should not add thereto by the imbibing of alcoholic

drinks," was one of the sayings of Buddha. For
centuries the Sinhalese abstained from liquor for

the very good reason that they had not the slightest

desire for alcohol. Then the British brought Western
civilisation and incidentally the drink traffic to the
island.

" Before we were civilised," says a bhikhu, or

Buddhist priest, " or had heard of the Christian

religion, our people were known for their sobriety.

Your Western civilisation has taught us the drink
habit, and unless immediate repressive measures are

taken, we shall become the degenerate descendants
of a noble race."

Between 1876 and the present day the imports of

spirits into Ceylon have increased by no less than
300 per cent. ; and at the same time a large number
of distilleries have been established on the island.

In 1904 the evil had become so bad that the bhikhus
and head-men organised a temperance crusade with
the result that 190,000 natives signed the pledge.

At the same time strong representations were made
to the Government urging that the toddy and other

drink shops should be closed, and protesting against

the oflficial scheme for the establishment of Govern-
ment distilleries. The answer of the authorities to

this appeal for the sobriety of the people was one of

the worst blunders that have ever disgraced British
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colonial administration. They had to choose be-

tween temperance and revenue. On the one hand
there were the people whose religion enjoined total

abstinence and who were quite content to follow its

precepts ; and on the other there were some hundreds
of thousands of pounds pouring into the revenue as

a result of the official plan of forcing alcohol on the
people. As one of the leading bhikhus said :

" Our
prayer to our Christian Governors is that they should
put their own religion into practice and lead us not
into temptation, so that we may continue to practise

our religion." But religious sentiments could not
make up the deficiencies of the revenue. Already as

a result of the temperance crusade there had been a
marked falling off in the Excise receipts. The move-
ment must be stopped. On May 2, 1913, the follow-

ing General Orders were issued

—

(1) Any public servant who wishes to join a tem-
perance or total abstinence society must first obtain
the permission of the Head of his Department.

(2) If permission is accorded it will be on the
express condition that the officer takes no part in

the management of the society and that he does not
attend public meetings organised by the society.

(3) Permission to join such societies will not be
given to administrative officers, such as head-men.

Thus were the temperance societies placed upon
the same level as anarchist clubs and other organisa-
tions inimical to the welfare of the State. As might
be imagined there was a great outcry against the
Orders and it was not long before they were with-
drawn. But the mere fact that they were issued at
all shows how little the authorities realised their

responsibilities towards the people they were supposed
to govern.

There are about 500,000,000 Buddhists in Asia,
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and it is remarkable that whenever these people*
come under the influence of so-called Christianity

they are tempted and urged to indulge in alcoholic

drink. An eminent Sinhalese has thus described the
position of affairs :

" Buddhist civilisation uplifted

the lower civilisations with which it came in con-
tact ; it is strange that European civilisation has had
a contrary effect. The effect of European civilisation

for two centuries is fearful to relate. European civili-

sation has been bent upon the subjugation of the
so-called inferior races, and wherever they have stood
in its way they have had to be exterminated, either

by the sword, or, what is worse, by the insidious

poison of the liquor it introduced."
It must be admitted that there is a great deal of

truth in these remarks. Western civilisation has
undoubtedly brought many blessings to the Eastern
peoples, but it has also brought many vices and evils.

And it is only within recent years that the Western
Powers are beginning to realise their responsibilities

in the matter. For long the Empire was regarded
simply as a business proposition for the benefit of

the few. It is only within recent years that the
ideal of a brotherhood of nations has been put into

practice with such splendid results. But the short-

sightedness of the past generations has left the
present many problems to deal with, and not least

of these is the problem of the drink traffic which has
been forced upon the peoples who had no desire for it.

Nowhere is the problem more difficult than in

India, Ceylon, and Burma. In the first two countries

drink has been practically forced upon the people,

but in Burma the case is somewhat different. Here,
as in Ceylon, the greater portion of the population
is Buddhist and by virtue of its religion teetotal.

Instead of forcing the liquor upon the people the

authorities, in deference to the very strong appeals

made by the native rulers and priests, prohibited
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the sale of intoxicating liquors to the Burmese, but
established large numbers of drink shops for the
" convenience " of the non-Burmese population. At
first this decision was acclaimed as a splendid example
of liberal-mindedness, but it is obvious that the
system leaves much to be desired. In the first place

it places a very strong temptation in the way of the
natives. They are taught to believe that the British

are a superior race and that Christianity and every-
thing else connected with the Western man is superior

to the native institutions. Nevertheless they see

practically the whole white population indulging in

alcoholic liquor, and it is not to be wondered at that
many decide to follow the example of their masters.

In the second place, by confining the drinking chiefly

to the white population the evils of alcoholism are

impressed upon the natives. This may be good for

the natives, but it is bad for British prestige. The
natives are naturally inclined to regard British rule

in the light of their experience of the Britons with
whom they come into contact, and much good work
has been hindered in Burma by the drunkenness of a
portion of the white population.

The actual state of affairs has been described by a
resident in Burma in the following words :

" Ninety
per cent, of the drunkards here are Christians, while
of the Buddhists, Mohammedans, and Parsees 95 per
cent, are total abstainers. Of the Hindus 80 per cent,

are abstainers, the percentage being lowered by the
Pariahs, or outcast Hindus, who are, to all intents

and purposes. Christians. We have a population
of some 13,000,000 in Burma, of which not
more than 50,000 are Christians. That is why
there has been no legislation for dealing with the
liquor traffic. The educated Hindu and Buddhist
laugh at the Christians chattering about temperance
when the Christians import every drop of spirit that

comes into the country and consume 90 per cent, of
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it. They regard us as hypocrites. ... If the Chris-

tians could be removed from Burma there would be
prohibition in less than six months."

In Hong Kong the growth of the liquor evil has
made restrictive legislation necessary. But here, as

everywhere else, the chief obstacle to the satisfactory

settlement of the problem is the loss to the revenue
which is an inevitable corollary to increased sobriety.

In 1912 it was decided that women and girls should
not be allowed to serve in drink shops ; and it is now
proposed that all private licences should be abolished

and the whole traffic taken over by the Government.
Whether such a scheme would prove successful is

doubtful. There are many advantages in state or

municipal control, but unfortunately these advan-
tages extend only to theory. In practice the scheme
always results in more drunkenness and increased
revenue.

It is not generally known that stringent restrictions

have been placed on the liquor trade throughout the
greater part of Africa, and that in some districts

what practically amounts to prohibition has been in

force for many years. In 1889 a conference was held

in Brussels for dealing with the slave and liquor

traffics throughout the Continent. The nations repre-

sented at the conference were Great Britain, France,
Belgium, Germany, the United States, Italy, Holland,
Austria, Norway, Russia, Spain, Sweden, and Portugal.

In 1901 the regulations in regard to the liquor problem
came into force. These regulations were

—

(1) That throughout tropical Africa, extending
from 20° N. to 22° S., that is between, roughly speak-
ing, Egypt and Bechuanaland, the manufacture of

all spirituous liquors is prohibited in those regions

where the natives, for religious or other reasons, are

not in the habit of taking alcohol.

(2) That in those districts which did not come
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under this prohibitionary measure the duties on spirits

were to be raised to a high level.

These regulations have met with a large measure
of success. The natives have been protected from
the attentions of the unscrupulous trader in fiery

spirits and the white population has benefited by
the restricted facilities for drinking. Indeed, it is

difficult to over-estimate the advantages which have
accrued from the measures. In no quarter of the
globe does alcohol deserve the epithet " deadly
poison" more' than in tropical Africa. Any white
man who has lived there knows that abstinence—or

at least the strictest moderation—is essential not
merely for health but for life itself. To drink spirits,

and especially the raw " fire water " which is usually

supplied by the traders, is to court certain death.

The story of the drink traffic in Madagascar is one
of the foulest blots on the records of Western " civil-

isation." Alcoholic drink was first introduced into

the island in the early part of the nineteenth century
by some traders of Mauritius who began to send
supplies of rum. The evil spread to such an alarming
extent that King Radama I ordered the destruction

of all the spirit in the island, compensating the owners
out of his private purse. He also attempted to pro-

hibit the importation of alcoholic drink, but the
British Government interfered and he was forced to

be content with the imposition of a duty of 33 per

cent.

In 1867 the United States Consul suggested that
the duty be reduced to 10 per cent. It was dis-

covered afterwards that his suggestion was by no
means disinterested, for his son had a large liquor

business. The United States Government took up
the matter and forced the King to fall in with the

suggestion of the Consul. As a result the Consul's

son made a fortune and excessive drinking became
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the curse of Madagascar. King Radama II drank
himself to death in company with many of his sub-
jects. In 1876 Queen Ranavolona issued an edict

prohibiting the importation and sale of all alcoholic

drinks. The Great Powers protested, but the Queen
kept to her determination to free the island from the
curse. For twenty years the prohibition remained
in force. Then trouble arose with France over the
question of the relaxation of the prohibition edict.

French traders felt that they were suffering, and their

government upheld them. The result was that the

Queen was deposed, Madagascar became a French
colony, and the drink traffic was re-introduced. Now
the authorities are attempting to find some means of

coping with the traffic which will not cause any undue
loss to the revenue or to the traders. Thus have
three of the greatest nations in the world, Britain,

the United States, and France, violated in turn the
interests and wishes of the natives.

That the drink problem has become serious in the

Union of South Africa is proved by the fact that in

1913 three days were spent by the Senate in debating
the following resolution :

" That in the opinion of

this House it is desirable that the issue of licences

for the sale of intoxicating liquors should be con-

trolled by the people of the Union; and with that

object in view the House is of the opinion that legis-

lation should be introduced for providing for the

establishment of a system of direct popular veto,

whereby the people shall be enabled through the
ballot boxes to decide at stated intervals either (a)

that the number of licences shall continue as it exists

at the time of voting ; or (6) that the number of such
licences shall be reduced ; or (c) that no such licences

shall be issued."

The licensing laws differ in the various states

forming the Union, but generally speaking the sale

of alcoholic liquor to natives is prohibited. Unfortu-
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nately, this prohibition cannot be enforced owing to

the facilities for the consumption of drink among the
white population and the consequent difficulty of

rendering the law effective. As a result, a vast
illicit trade has sprung up for supplying the natives

with liquor, mostly of the most harmful description.

This traffic has got almost beyond control. In one
case it was proved that a trader had sold no less than
37,000 dozen bottles of raw spirits in the course of a
year to the natives through his agents.

When it is realised that the coloured population is

largely in excess of the white, it is not to be wondered
at that the " Black Peril " has become increasingly

serious during late years. At least 90 per cent, of

serious native crime is due to the illicit liquor traffic.

If the laws prohibiting that traffic could only be
enforced then there can be little doubt that such
crimes as attacks upon the honour of white women
would assume comparatively insignificant propor-
tions. Such crimes have been increasing at an alarm-
ing rate during recent years and popular opinion has
been rapidly rising in favour of drastic measures. A
Commission has been appointed and has reported in

favour of various restrictive measures and the inflic-

tion of heavy penalties on the illicit liquor traffic.

However, the fact that prohibition in the Southern
States of America has practically stamped out the
Black Peril has led to the formation of a very strong
party in favour of a similar measure for South Africa,

and it seems likely that the drink traffic will be rooted
out in the course of a few years.

Canada has always been well to the fore in the
matter of temperance legislation. Even in the early

part of the nineteenth century, when to be a tee-

totaler was to be considered a lunatic, Canada had
prohibition in many districts. This prohibition was
not the result of any excessive zeal for sobriety. It

was simply due to common sense. The settlers
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found that alcohol was bad for them, especially
during the winter season when they had to withstand
exceptionally low temperatures, and so, like sensible
men, they decided to do without it. But as the popu-
lation of the country increased, the old laws became
ineffective and new legislation was necessary in order
to cope with the traffic before it became a deeply
rooted evil. In 1878 the Dominion Government
passed the Scott Act, which, with various emendations,
remains in force to-day.
The Scott Act is a most comprehensive local

option measure, giving power to any city or county,
by the vote of the electors, to suppress the ordinary
sale of intoxicating liquors. The Act is divided into
two parts. The first provides the machinery by
which, on a petition signed by 25 per cent, of the
electors, a vote must be taken to determine whether
the second part of the Act shall be put into operation.
The second part provides for the extinction of all

licences and for the punishment of those who attempt
to carry on an illicit trade in drink. Unlike most
laws for dealing with the illicit sale in other countries
the Scott Act provides really effective deterrents.

It is no hardship for a man who is making some
thousands a year out of the illicit liquor traffic to
pay a fine of ten pounds or so, as often is the case
in South Africa, when the police take the trouble to
prosecute. But such men have a very real objection
to four months' imprisonment with hard labour as is

provided for by the Scott Act.

The Canadian Temperance Law is perhaps the most
effective that the world has seen. It is essentially

democratic. It places the control of the liquor traffic

in the hands of the people themselves, with the result

that the traffic is really controlled by moderate,
unbiassed opinion. It has prevented the traffic de-
veloping into a national evil and the trade from
acquiring any inordinate power and influence, as in
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the Mother Country. While not inflicting prohibi-

tion upon those who do not desire it, the Act has
kept Canada sober. There is no civilised country in

the world possessing a cleaner record than Canada
in the matter of drunkenness, crime, insanity, and all

the other evils which usually go hand in hand with
the drink traffic.

Each province in the Dominion is responsible for

the regulation of the traffic within its borders. Hence
different regulations are in force in various parts of

the country. Generally speaking the sale of intoxi-

cating liquors is prohibited throughout the North-
west Territories to the Indians ; and the sale to per-

sons under the age of eighteen is also prohibited. In
most provinces the saloons are closed from 7 p.m. on
Saturday until 8 a.m. the following Monday. All

saloons are closed on election days. No saloons are

allowed to open within a certain distance of any
public works or mine. A saloon keeper is responsible

for the acts of any drunken person who has been
served with liquor by him. In Quebec the wife of

an habitual drunkard can claim damages from the
saloon keepers who serve him after the receipt of a
notice placing the man on the Black List.

In Australia temperance legislation is not so

advanced as in Canada, but much progress is being
made. Unfortunately the liquor trade was per-

mitted to build up vast interests before the problem
was tackled, and, therefore, a satisfactory settlement
is all the more difficult to arrange. That public
opinion is becoming increasingly in favour of strong
measures is evident from several facts. For instance,

the new capital of the Commonwealth, Yass Cam-
berra, will not have any licences. Canteens have
been abolished in connection with the training of

troops, and all drinking facilities have been pro-

hibited in connection with the great Trans-Australian
Railway.
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Labour troubles have provided the Australians with
an object-lesson in the value of enforced sobriety.

During the great strike at Brisbane in 1912 the atti-

tude of the strikers became so threatening that the
authorities decided to close all the saloons for one
week, for the next week they were opened for three
hours only, for the next for twelve hours, and after-

wards for the usual time. The convictions for

drunkenness during those weeks were as follows

—

Week previous to entire closing . . .50
Week of prohibition ..... 5

Week of three hours' sale daily ... 6
Week with twelve hours' sale daily . . 40
First week of full time 67

The hospitals also benefited by the scheme. During
the two weeks of prohibition and restricted sale the
refractory ward of the Brisbane General Hospital,

which had been fully occupied for months past, was
entirely out of commission.
Each State in the Commonwealth has its own

licensing laws. In New South Wales alone is there

local option. The law was passed by one vote
only and came into force in 1906. Besides providing
for local option the Act introduced several other
reforms, such as the prohibition of the employment
of barmaids under twenty-one years of age, the
serving of children and other matters. In regard
to local option the Act provided for a popular vote
on the liquor question on the occasion of every
general election. Three questions are submitted to

each voter : (1) lor or against the continuance of

the liquor traffic; (2) for or against a reduction in

the number of licences; and (3) for or against no
licence. For prohibition to be carried into effect a
majority of three-fifths is necessary together with a

vote of 80 per cent, of the electorate. A bare majority
is sufficient to secure the continuance or reduction of
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the traffic. The present state of affairs can be judged
by the voting at the last three elections

—

For 1907. 1910. 1913.

Continuance
Reduction .

No Licence .

. 210,371

. 72,721

. 178,600

325,963
38,689

212,840

382,087
44,788

246,395

In the other states the condition of affairs is more
or less the same as in the Mother Country. Local
option, however, will come into force in Tasmania
in 1917. In these states any sweeping reforms will

have to emanate from the Commonwealth Parlia-

ment, the trade interests being very strongly repre-

sented in all the State Parliaments. As has been
already mentioned above, the Federal Parliament is

becoming increasingly in favour of advanced legisla-

tion, and it seems likely that within the next few
years there will be marked changes made in the
control of the liquor traffic in Australia.

Local option was introduced in New Zealand in

1894, and in 1908 a majority of 38,831 votes was
secured for no licence. The three-fifths rule, however,
prevented the no-licence scheme being put into effect

in more than twelve districts. In 1910 the law was
changed and the electors were called upon to decide

for or against national prohibition or no licence.

To secure either of these measures a majority of

60 per cent, was necessary. The figures show how
strong is the popular demand for the elimination of

the traffic from the island. They were as follows

—

Electorate 590,042

For prohibition 259,943
Against prohibition .... 205,661

Majority for 54,282
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The majority, therefore, was only 55*83 per cent.,

or 4-17 per cent, short of the majority required for

prohibition.

To sum up. Throughout the British Empire more
or less stringent measures are being or have been
taken for dealing with the liquor traffic. The problem
is most difficult in those colonies and dependencies
where the short-sightedness of the authorities in the
past has resulted, as in the case of the Mother Country
itself, in the traffic obtaining a firm grip on the
finances of the country and acquiring an exaggerated
importance. But the whole trend of moderate opinion
throughout the Empire is in favour of " root and
branch " methods. In every colony the liquor trade
is fighting a losing battle. The tide of public opinion
is steadily rising against it, and although it may
never be actually abolished, as was the case with the
slave trade, there can be little doubt that the next
few generations of Britons will see reforms which will

at least extirpate the liquor evil.

The war is forcing the Mother Country to take
strong measures for dealing with the evil at home.
There can be little doubt that her action will give a
great impetus to temperance legislation in every
corner of the Empire. If it does then the war will

not have been fought in vain. With the liquor trade

reduced to its proper level, and the liquor evil effec-

tively abolished, the British Empire need have no
fear for the future.



CHAPTER XIV

THE government's ACTION

Perhaps it would have been better to have headed
this chapter " The Government's Inaction." In
February the nation was informed that drink was
seriously hindering the successful conduct of the
war. Since then there has been a vast amount of

brave talk. The whole nation was prepared to
accept any sacrifice that might be necessary in order
to cut away the evil. But weeks were allowed to

pass into months, and still the Government talked

—

and did nothing. Naturally, the nation came to the
conclusion that the whole matter had been greatly

exaggerated and that there was no need for the
heroic measures which were gravely discussed early

in March.
But the evil had been in no way exaggerated.

Indeed, if anything, it was worse than even the most
eager temperance reformer had dared to hint. Speak-
ing on the authority of reports made by the War
Office, Admiralty and Home Office, Mr. Lloyd George
made the following revelations as to the extent of

the evil, in introducing the Government's scheme for

dealing with the problem

—

" Reports received from the Clyde, Tyne and
Barrow districts are in agreement. About the end
of March the amount of work put in by the men is

much less than reasonably could be expected. Briefly,

the position is that now, while the country is at war,
the men are doing less work than would be regarded
as an ordinary week's work in peace days. We must
state these facts, however unpleasant they may be.

149
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" The normal hours worked, I think, are higher

than at Portsmouth—they are 53 or 54. The problem
is not to increase their normal output, but how to
get them to do a normal week's work of 51 to 53
hours, as the case may be. I am quoting from
Admiral Tudor's reports

—

" ' The reasons for the loss of time are no doubt
various, but it is abundantly clear that the most
potent is in the facilities which exist for men to
obtain beer and spirits, combined with the high
rates of wages and abundance of employment.
Opinion on this point is practically unanimous.'

" He goes on to say that in the larger armament
firms the output is also adversely affected by the
drink question. Take the yards first. This is a
week's work by 135 fitters in a particular yard.
They are turning out submarines. I need hardly say
how important the work is to us at this moment.
On Monday, out of 135 men, only 60 worked a full

day. Out of 1282 hours they ought to have worked,
the time lost was 366 hours. On Tuesday 90 of them
worked a full day; on Wednesday only 86 worked a
full day ; on Thursday only 77 ; on Friday 91 ; and
on Saturday 103. There was no Sunday work.
The number of hours they ought to have worked

on the basis of an ordinary week's work in peace
time is 7155. The actual hours they worked was
5533. They lost 1622 hours, or 30 per cent., on a
week's work on the basis of peace times.

" I have also been supplied by Admiral Tudor
with a statement of lost time in works of first-class

importance to us. The employers do not care to

give names, but they are prepared to do so if neces-

sary. During seven weeks' work for riveters on a
basis of 50 to 54 hours a week, the percentage of

time lost in the first week was 32; next week, 32;
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third week, 35; fourth week, 37; fifth week, 35;
sixth week, 37 ; and seventh week, 35 per cent.

" Take the platers. They are better, but there
again the loss of time ranges from 22 to 30 per cent.
The other workmen range from 19 to 28 per cent.
That is the loss of time in the particular works for

seven weeks on that basis.

"Then came an advance in wages, and the per-

centage of absences went up. Because the men earn
more money they lose more time.

" It is necessary to repeat that this is not a charge
against the whole of the men, because there are some
men working not merely beyond reproach, but
deserving of every commendation which the State
can give.

" There has been an analysis of the hours worked
by the men in about 30 or 40 firms ; 24 per cent,

are working more than the normal week. That com-
pares favourably with the work in the Royal dock-
yards. Of the remaining 76 per cent., 40 per cent,

are working 40 hours, against a normal week; 53
and 36 per cent, are working under 40 hours; 493
men out of every 1000 in time of war are working
fewer than 45 hours a week.

" These are the deplorable facts. I am dealing
now purely with shipyards. I know it is said these

men are working very hard and cannot work more
than 40 hours a week. But I take a firm where
there is no Sunday labour. There Monday is usually

the worst day. This firm gave three days' holiday

at Easter. On the Tuesday, after three days' rest,

out of 8000 men 3000 failed to turn up. On the

following day 3000 men were out of work in the

first quarter of the day, and of these 1670 remained
out all day. The next day 2500 were out the first

quarter, and 1500 remained out all day.
" Take the case of one very important works where

they are turning out shells. There the loss of time
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in a given week, by the fitters, represented 32 per cent.,

and in other branches it represented 15 per cent.

These are very serious losses when every shell we are

short is a real danger to the life of some man in action.
" Here, again, I have had the work done analysed,

and it is very remarkable how some men can work
longer hours. Those working over 80 hours a week
are 100 out of 1000; those working over 75 and up
to 80, 86 out of 1000 ; those working 70 to 75, 177,

making a total of those working over 70 hours of

358 per 1000. No words can convey what we really

owe to men like that. Those working over 65 hours
number nearly 500, and those working over 60 hours
656.

" The contrast is deplorable. From 300 to 400 are
working in a way that it is almost inconceivable that
human strength can bear, but a percentage of 10, 15,

20 and sometimes 30 are not putting forth anything
like the exertion they owe to their country at this

moment.
" An explosive firm report that they are unable to

supply up to the capacity of the works because of

some of the men giving way to drink. The Home
Office conducted an independent inquiry, and one of

the investigators actually visited a public-house. He
reported that he had never seen so much drinking at
all times of the day as he witnessed in one of the
most important districts, where there were shipyards
and ammunition factories.

" The conclusion that the Home Office inquirers

came to was that many of the men were working
beyond normal hours and up to the maximum of

their capacity, especially among the black squads in

the shipbuilding yards. Loss of time was attributed
to fatigue due to long hours, but there was no doubt
that unusually high wages had led to idleness and
habits of drinking. Drink is said to be by far the
most important factor.
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" There is a practice in Scotland of taking whisky
home on Saturday night and consuming it on Sunday,
when the pubHc-houses are closed. The Attorney-
General gives me a case. One of the officers noticed
that a barman had filled a hundred bottles of whisky,
which he expected would be called for between 9.30

and closing time. The result is, in these places, that
the margin to be allowed for lost time is three times
as much as it was before the war.

" A factory inspector says that on every possible

occasion he made it a point to discuss the subject
with employers, managers and the workmen them-
selves, and the conclusion he arrived at was that
among shipyard workers the drinking habit was more
responsible than any other cause for the loss of time.

The high wages earned no doubt tended to foster the
indulgence of the habit. The inspector also says :

' I do not place a great deal of reliance on the plea

of over fatigue. I think indulgence in drink is

responsible in the main.'
" He also says a great deal of mischief is done

owing to the inadequate provision made for food in

and around the works. A vile raw spirit is sold in

some bars, and a very heavy, ' heady,' stupefying beer.
" There is no arrangement for the provision of the

best stimulants. There is a good deal of evidence that
these men are not getting sufficient food. They live

a long way from their works, and when they come
out of the works, tired and weary and wanting food
to restore their strength, they needed some form of

stimulating food. If they took alcohol only with
food some doctors say it would do them no harm.
Others are of a different opinion. I believe food
would do them far more good.

" I need hardly tell the House how very important
it is, when we are waging war across the seas, that
reinforcements of men and materials should be sent

without delay. Delay may mean the loss of a
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position. The Director of Transports, in a report I

have received, says

—

" ' I wish to call attention to the fact that trans-

port work is now being conducted under serious

difficulties. It is already taking three times as long
to get ships fit and ready to sail as it did when
the war broke out. Expedition is a thing of the
past, and it is obvious that at any moment this

may have a disastrous effect on the naval and
military operations. The serious congestion at
some of the docks is due not to the shortage of

labour but to the fact that the men can earn in

two or three days what will keep them in drink
for the rest of the week.

" ' I find that transport required for urgent mili-

tary service, which would normally occupy seven
days, now takes twenty-two days to complete, in

spite of every effort made to accelerate the work.'

" The percentage of time lost does not apply to
the whole class. Of the time kept in peace 25 per
cent, is lost during the progress of a great war. But
efficiency—who can count that? There are 900,000
men engaged in the shipyards and ammunition
factories, steel and copper works, all engaged on
Government work. There are 130,000 men in ship-

yards which are not Royal arsenals. The Board of

Trade is scraping everywhere for labour; its Labour
Exchanges are appealing, searching, advertising every-

where recruiting labour. One month they get 4000,

the next 3000, the next 700. They do not know
where to turn. Here they are I

" You add the equivalent of 150,000 men to your
armament works without spending a penny on
additional structures, without putting do%vn a single

additional machine or plant, without adding to the

supervision of the men, but, on the contrary, lessening

the supervision—and all by one act of sacrifice on the
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part of the nation in order to strengthen, wrest and
win through to victory for our country."

In the face of these statements it is impossible to
deny that drastic measures were imperative. The figures

emphasise the fact that it is in the northern whisky-
drinking areas that the trouble is most pronounced.
It is less acute in those districts where the favourite
drink is a heavy beer, and least pronomiced where
light ales are chiefly consumed. The Government
proposes to check the consumption of whisky and
heavy beers by means of taxation. The inevitable

result of this action will be an increase in the revenue,
a great deal of irritation, and a slight decrease of

the evil. The fiery immature spirits which are the
cause of the greater part of the mischief will still

be available, and the fact that their price will be
raised to 5d. will in no wise deter a riveter who is

earning ten pounds a week from indulging in them.
The tax will simply mean that these men will spend
more on drink than before. They are earning unduly
high wages, and, naturally thriftless, the question of

price will not influence them in the slightest. At the
same time the man who indulges in a moderate
amount of spirits and, not being engaged on war
work, is not earning inflated wages, will be penalised.

On the other hand, the graduated tax on beer is

a step in the right direction. The man who drinks
for the legitimate reason that he wishes to quench
his thirst will be able to obtain a light, refreshing

beer at a moderate price. But the man who drinks
solely for the purpose of imbibing alcohol will have
to pay extra. The increased taxes on wine are

obviously only a sop to the prejudices of the labouring
classes. They will seriously affect the French and
Colonial growers, but they will ensure that the rich

man is irritated as well as the poor man.
Undoubtedly the best part of the scheme is that

which relates to the (iovemment taking over the
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control of the liquor traffic in certain areas. Thig
step opens up possibilities of real temperance reform.
But it remains to be seen whether the authorities will

display any courage and imagination or whether they
will allow the opportunity to be strangled with red
tape. State control has never yet proved successful

in any country.
The fact of the matter is that the Government has

blundered. In spite of its brave words it is still

afraid of the " Trade." Something had to be done,
but the Government had not the courage to do the
bold thing. It has dallied with the matter instead
of attacking it with spirit. It has allowed all these

precious weeks to slip by and finally it has tried to

please everybody by means of a half-hearted com-
promise. The result is that everybody is irritated, and
it seems more than probable that our enemies will be
cheered and encouraged by the spectacle of the British

Press and Parliament indulging in party squabbles.

If the Government had acted boldly early in March
when the whole nation was fully prepared for stringent

measures, the problem of Drink and the War would
have been effectively settled and the way prepared
for permanent reforms in the future. The prohibition

of deleterious spirits and the drastic restriction of the

facilities for obtaining drink would have done far

more for the future of Britain than the cure of a
temporary evil. Temperance is as desirable in peace

as in war, and Britain will never be free of the liquor

evil so long as the liquor trade occupies its present

position of exaggerated importance. For generations

Governments have been attempting to find some
means for dealing with the problem. The present

Government has had the finest opportunity of all.

The nation and the trade itself were prepared for

sacrifices. But the magic moment has been allowed

to slip by, and it will not return.
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